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forgotten future greatness
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and the self-styled obligations
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Above: Fun, festivities, and victory for the Logger fans at
the PLU vs. UPS Kingdome game. Right: Scott Eylander
slides into another tune. a
\













Le/t: Afrisbee player enjoying the sun and
Todd Hall Quad. Bottom left : UPS reigns for
another year as "city football champions. "
Bottom right : Kurt Kettel flashes a smile at the
















Top: Stephanie Mickelson and Dana Louthan get ajiead in
Anatomy and Physiology. Above: The Anderson-Langdon
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Top /e/f: /Cay Schapsfinds a quiet time
in the library. Top right : Bob Rosner
pauses a moment to chat with a friend.







UPS students enjoy a sunny fall day. Here is
Martha Campfield and friend Casey Saunders
with an afternoon snack . Stacy Gildon soaking
in a bit of wisdom along with the sun , and











Left: Stephen Kern and Nancy Meier welcome friends to Halloween festivities ;
bottom left: Eric Anderson , dressed as a Jellyfish; below: Spiderman . alias Bill
Calderhead , makes an appearance for the holiday .
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The well planned freshman orientation this year included many
events designed to aquaint the class of 1982 with UPS, it ’s faculty ,
and the surrounding area . Activities included a salmon bake at Owens
Beach , Faculty-Student dinner parties , Panhellenic and Fraternity rush ,
freshman testing and advising , plus a variety of after dinner
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Left to right: students join in a bunny hop at Owens Beach ; Freshmen take in
Tacoma , Gig Harbor , and other sights of Puget Sound on a cruise; Bill Beard













Clockwise from above: Rich Fredrickson dreams of other times and places; Lucy Anderson and Lisa Hoyt plan the next play:
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Clockwise from above: Amy Noble and Chris Pense share a picnic dinner beside Puget Sound: Cold weather or not ,
logger Ians come out to the football game to encourage their team; Bob Akamian flashes in the SUB: Coach Ron Simonson
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Homecoming Weekend was kicked off this year with
the annual barbeque Friday night , which proved
successful due to a cooperative weather report and an
abundant supply of hamburgers. Later that evening ,
students ' talents were shown off at the songfest and ice
cream social. A pajama breakfast was hosted Saturday
morning with open mike and prizes for the most
outlandish costumes. The Homecoming game against
Simon Fraser ended in victory for our team with the score
31-24. Activities were topped off Saturday night with
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Clockwise from below: Larry McMuellen serves hamburgers at the bar-
beque; Four unidentified Thetas, dressed as pillow people dance their
way through breakfast; What will the best dressed man be wearing to
bed this year ? Obviously John Turvey. Mark Odeen, and Tom Sebring
do not know; Kim Lowry and Lynn Roser; Pat Woodland captivates
songfest audience with his renditions of “Classical Gas " and “ Only
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Clockwise starting below : Maria Judy. Janelle Stelson . Karen Nelson . Lockey Todd , Kathleen
Finch , and Renee Valdez survey Iranian hand-outs; Colleen McNally adds spirit to the Logger ’s













Dave Arnett hosts a show in hypnosis. Here , Arnett points out naked people in the audience
to Russel Ivy ; Below, sleepiness overcomes many other participants; Lori Eliason and friend
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Top to bottom: winding down to studies , this student ponders a fresh sheet of paper

























( Qockwise from below : Sherri Woodbum enjoys festivities to the max; HilaryStephens, Leslea Smith , and Ann Gregg at a football game: Dave Thompson
and Jim Dixon.kS
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Clockwise from above: Gonzalo (Jeff Neal ) senses trouble ; Stephano ( Bob
Peart ) and Trinculo (Eric Anderson ) listen intently to Caliban (Charles
Richardson ) ; Prospero (Robert Martin ) bids farewell to Ariel ( Machelle
Simpson ) ; Prospero evokes help from the heavens to conjer up “ The
Tempest ’ ’; Ferdinand (Jeff Gauger reveals his love for Miranda (Marianne
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L\£ jPglP Qockwise from below: Logger line-up: Monkey see monkey do: Greg
Bennett , Leasa VanderhoeF, and Jim Rohlfing share breakfast in the Great Hall :
Lissa Paak goes all out for Halloween ; Teresa Gimness finds a comfortable


















62 Darrell Haglund °g 6-06 Dan Moore qb 5-11
66 Jay DeBellis ot 6-2
12 Paul James db 6-2
27 John Combs db 6-0
78 Rob Laris de 6-3
65 Ed Raisl dt 6-1
41 Gregg Simon db 5-10
45 Chris Hegele k 6-3
91 Mark Madland lb 6-1
23 Steve Levenseller db 6-1
11 Mark Torgerson db 5-10
15 Pete Smith qb 6-3
51 Dennis Adams c 6-3
31 Pat O'Loughlin hb 5-10
30 Brent Wagner k 6-2
1 Rob Cushman db 6-2
33 Casey Saunder fb 6-2
73 Ken Van Buren dt 6-4
87 Keith Claypoole de 6-4
70 Mark Scott dt 6-0
7 Craig Nelson db 6-1
67 Nathan Wright lb 6-0
58 Don Mounter de 5-11
89 Mike Pavel de 6-1
52 Marc DeConti de 6-0
76 Bob Jackson dl 6-1
64 Jim Adgar °g 6-124 Randy Moon se 6-1
69 Pat Deale de 6-0
50 David Wooters db 6-0
88 Zach Hill mg 6-1




85 Jeff Hartford de 6-1
79 Dave Allison dt fr4
61 Kurt Kettle dl 6-1
32 Mike Factory hb 5-10
Pierre Hill
Shaun (ball boy)
22 Harold Smith rb 5-10
20 Russ Chin db 6-0
21 Gary Tidd db 5-9
60 Larry Hood lb 5-10
72 Jeff Puetz
58 Dale Olson og 6-0
84 Dave Lind lb 6-2
25 Jeff Williamson
40 Rick Milton lb 6- 1
26 Fred Alcorn db 6-0
75 Kyle Schwenk dl 6-0
Don Thompson (ball boy)
Ted Perry
68 Mike Baibas lb 6-0
54 Matt Duryea og 6-1
Scott Esser
10 Monty Laughlin k 5-9
82 Matt Schweitzer db 5-11
83 Bill Hines se 6-3
Brian Threlkelel
28 Wyatt Baker hb 5-11
71 Pat Hayes ot 6-2
90 Keith Brown wr 6-0
14 Ken Powell qb 6-3
86 Mike Heinz wr 5-11
8 Ivy Iverson qb 5-11
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Below: Pat O’Loughlin aims for a touchdown. Bottom: Wyatt Baker cutting up the
field. Opposite page-left: Mike Factory on a quick pivot to dash down field. Far right:








































Volleyball Team- front row : Nancy Scarlett . Kay Schaps, Rochelle Rousseau . Behe
Adams , Billie Adkisson , Lisa Keylor . Back row: Chervl Welch (manager ) , Aimee
DeLipe , Lisa Martenson , Michelle Prince , June Mayfield ! Donna Brown , Cindy
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Just another step and the mile
I run is that much closer.
Above: Laura Jacobson , Moria
Chapman , Mindi Jackson , Sue
Torgerson , Debra Collins (coach ) ,
Anne Pittman (captain ) , Betty
Andrews, Angela French , Colleen
McKinney. Lett : Row one- Mike
Gallagher , Chris Luther , Ron
Robinson , Andy Cummings, Steve
Gerrodette. Row two- Darrell Davis ,
jon Leachenauer . Jeff Trammell , Tom
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Courses in written communication, oral communication ,
F











Sharon Corey, Ron Adkins, Diane Harris, Maxine
Baptiste , Linda Graham.
44
m
quantification , historical and humanistic perspectives
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Row one: Eva White , Betty Perry , Tammy Hays , Denise Irvin. Row two: Steve Lantz , Tim Cramer . Les
Bender , Connie Smallwood , Kathy Rankin , Don Lerum.
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form a ( ( ) fcore of essential skills and insights designed









Row one: David O ’Brien , Craig Gunter. Row two:
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Norman Anderson , Albert Eggers. Stewart Lowther .
Chemistry
Tom Rowland ; Anne Toms-Wood , Keith Berry . Ken
Rousslang , David Munch , Curtis Mehihaff . Wes
Nigh.
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Robert Waldo , Clayton Thwing , Keith Maxwell , James Morris ,
Mitchell Bloom , Harvey Seagall , Steve Thrasher , Roy Polley , Bill
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courses are intended to be both foundation and vantage
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Row one: Ella Algeo , Gerry Carlson , Edith Farmer.
Row two: Marianne Leskie , Judy Knold . Ruth
McVay , Roberta Cochnette , Sharon Nagu , Jane Ryan ,
Elisabeth Lehman , Joyce Bruner.
Library
Row one: Berdine Kulla , Elin Gratton . Lynn Greiner ,
Lillian Tanaka , Elizabeth Burk , Jean Caltagirone ,
Clarice Rogers , Ray Serebrin. Row two: Peggy
Doman , Mary Beth Baker , Nancy Piercy , Nancy
Lunsmann , Myrtle Carlson , Becky Duncan , Bradley F.
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Row one: Gordon Verplank, Dorothy Lee, Patty Wright ,
Maggie Prestegaard , Semi Solidarios , Sue Dekoker. Row
two: Dot Rhodes, Lyn Simkins , Tom Meyer , PhyllisLane , Mary Longland , Mae Sprenger , Candy Cox , Bea
Ramsdell
Financial Aid
Marcy Jefferson , Joyce Clifford , Steven Thorndill , DeannaThompson . Joan Riley , Regine Krause , Mary Wilson ,Cereta Fredrickson .
6.
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education affords, and to make it possible for each
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Row one: Mara Jones , Brenda Wombacher, Dave
Lindstrom , Joe Peyton , James “ Zeke ” Schuldt . Row
two: Roberta Wilson , Bill Kuba , Ron Simonson . Don
Duncan , Dawn Bowman , Dr. Jack Ecklund , A1 Lawrence.






Lorraine Wonders. Carol Pederson , Carol Irish .
5 1
student , no matter what his or her major interest , ( 1 ) to
Row one: Ernest Graham , Don Pannen , Michael Tate.
Row two: Barry Anton , Theodore Sterling , Margaret



















learn to communicate effectively , both orally and in
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Math
Row one: Robert Snell , R. Bruce Lind , Wilbur Sims , John
Lantz. Row two: Edward Goman , Jerrill Kerrick , Robert
Matthews, Dale Mueller , Ronald Van Enkevort , Brian
Swimme.
53

















Jacqueline Martin , Chang Yun , Esperanza Gurza. Rafael
M . Albert-Mora , Renate Hodges , Robert Herschbach ,
Helen Murtland , Michel Rocchi .
Nutrition and
Textiles
Karen Finney , Amy Sinclair , Beverly Blackwell , Karev Griesman.
c£L























Sitting: Betty Aasen , Kay Trent . Standing : Maggie Crisp ,
Jim Peterson , Joyce Parsons, John Finney . Carol Lang , Anna




Gary Peterson , Jerry Allen , Ric Tutor, Kristine Davis. Tom
Sommerville. Mary Lou Broz , Louise Bundy , Bur Baisinger .
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Martin Nelson , Fredrick Slee , Z F. Danes , Bert Brown.
56
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Grace Nausid , Marian Frank , Marsha Bransteitter , Alvin Adams, Martha Williams , Carol Wieler , Esther
Antoine. Row two: Evelyn Manos , lydia McKinney , Rose Graziano , Cheryl Ann Percich , Bertha












learning ; ( 5 ) to acquire breadth of learning and interest ;
Academic Deans
Tom Davis, Shady Bauer , Frank Peterson.
History
Clifton Krober, Terry Cooney, Brewster Coulter. Florence
Phillippi , Suzanne Barnett , David Smith , Redmond "w , !/ —Barnett .
T\
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Alumni
Jill Sharrard , Shari Wilkerson , Anita Baisinger , Randy
Hettich , Brenda Rau.
Music
Sitting: Thomas Goleeke , Ilona Herlinger . Daniel Lynch.
Standing: Edward Seterian , Leroy Ostransky. Larry
Ebert , Edward Hansen , Robert Mussen , Borice Rodgers ,
Marc Taslitt . James Swensen.
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Education
Row one: Edith Gifford, Sandra Meggert , Richard Hodges, Barbara Holme, John Eriglish. Row two: Norman
Heimgartner , Robert Hostetter , John Heinrick , Ray Roussin, Ann Gindroze , Steve Kerr , Grace Kirchner ,





values. Freshman orientation programs and a concerned and
Row one: Bill Colby , Ron Reids , John McCuistion . Row two:
Monte Morrison , Nora Nercessian , Bob Vogel , Ken Stevens.
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Row one: Beverly Pierson , Michael Gardiner , Ernest Karlstrom ,
Jeff Morse. Row two: Ed Herbert. Pam Yorks, Robert
Pastorok , Michael Cook , Gordon Alcorn.
knowledgeable staff of academic advisors and career
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Urban Studies







Mike Veseth , Doug Goodman , Ernie Combs , Bruce Mann.
counselors also help to get everything together for UPS
* i H Occupational Therapy
and Physical Therapy













students. The UPS idea is that students deserve to graduate
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Row one: Ann Enquist , Chris Rideout. Michael Curley.
Ester Wagner , Barry Bauska . Row two: Rosemary Van
Arsdel , Tim Hansen , Rob Garratt , Charles Frank , Phil
Hager , Frank Cousens, Ralph Corkrum , Ray Berry .
Campus
Operators
Row one: Barbara Severin, Mary Saletick . Row two:












from school with a solid education , not just a degree .





Del Langbauer, Bob Albertson , Rabbi Rosenthal ,
Richard Overman , John Phillips , Darrell Reeck .
Safety &
Security
Steve Conroy , John Hickey , Sallie Maclssac , BillTagmyer , Cheryl Welch , Charlie Johnson , Ron Riley ,
Brian Crotty , Joe Britcher , Sue Rogers , Hanry
Simonians, Kirk Hederson, Nan Carlsen, Mike Mixon,
Kurt Alvernez , Pete Silby , John Malik , Jim Lonsberry .
Bruce Coffin, Brad Nakaji, Ron Hudspeth.
*
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The UPS idea is that students deserve to graduate
Philosophy
David Berlinski, John Magee, Bruce Altshuler.
Univers i ty
T rus tees
Front row : Julie Titcomb, Nancy Hoff , Norton Clapp -
Chairman, Murden Woods , Merton Elliot , Bill
Weyerhaeuser. Back row: Lowry Wyatt , R . Franklin
Thompson , Bill Philip, C.M. (Mike) Berry , Larry
Heggerness, John McGraw , Mel Finkbeiner , Jack Knapp ,
Dick Brown , Ronald Rau , Charles Holtzinger , Nat
Penrose, Troy Strong , Jill Ruckelshaus , Phillip Phibbs.

































Sitting: Jim Clifford , Tom Davis , Greg Brewis , Scott Jackson , President Phillip Phibbs. Standing: Joan Watt . Burt Wallace . Lloyd Stuckey, Ray Bell .
67
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Front row: Judy Hartwich , Doris Johnson , Gail Lehman. Second row: George Mills , Richelle Cross, Nancy Peregrine , Dotty Northway . Third row
: Gregg Rodgers , Dorothy
Christensen . Back row: Beverly Smith , Mary Comfort , John Wong.
68

























Diane Allen , Kathy Poole , Audrey Edmonson , May Blau ,
Bonnie Leggett , Sandy Dillin , Marjorie Kordell .
Public
Relations
Front row: Bonnie Williams, Tracy Kiehn . Back row:
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Anderson Langdon
basement
Front row: Wendy Anquin , Jen Higa , Darah Inouye, Janet Stanton , Debbie Greenholtz, Donna Steingraber, Jordana Sardo. Middle row: Julie Voile , Suellen Martin , Stella Cabana ,
Greta Welchoff , Maggie Smith, Judy Ledgerwood , Lisa Ticknor, Darcy Cody. Back row: Jenny Hemstad, Dianne Hess, Becky Batiansila, Jenny Wood, Moria Chapman , Holly
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I . Mary Szoc 2. Gwen Shimokusu 3. Billie Adkisson 4. Jennifer McCoy 5. Ron
Kero 6. Laurie Lock 7. Pokey 8. Darci Shane 9. Venita Ramirez 10. Rose Roland
II . Del Cadarona 12. Liz Erickson 13. Jeff Tong 14. Edgar Elliott 15. Lance
Moyer 16. Mike Scharer 17. Kay Lewis 18. Liko 19. Doree Kaup 20. John
Thomas 21. linda Raubeson 22. Kathy Leahy 23. Michelle Rucket 24. Jill Sharrard
25. Mary Ellen Stephens 26. Janet Bell 27. Mary Gustafson 28. Spot 29. Dave
Foote 30. Matt McClincy 31. JoDene Stout 32. Beaner Birlenbach 33. Peggy
Wokich 34. Ann Wylie 35. Paula Stock 36. Christy White 37. Kathy Rockway
38. Jackie McGourty &cookie monster 39. Robin Davenport & eastet seal 40. Sam
Bell 41. Ken Liljekvist 42. Billy the kid 43. Kevin McGourty 44. Tim Price 45.
Nate Kester 46. Jayson Shoecraft 47. Karen Mallory 48. Randall Bailey.
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third floor and tower
Front Row: Matt Duryea, Clark Yerrington , Steve Yim , Randy Yim , Roy Nagata ,
Craig Fujioka , Steven Tseu , Gerald Dodo, Sherman Shelton , Brad Erickson , Mark
O’Deen , Doug King , John Henry , Scott Hanson, Fred Pierce, Mike Hudspeth , Pete
Reiner , Greg Thomas, Mike Leach. Second row: Mike Ramos, Jeff Trammell ,
Mark Worley, Don Moore, Cliff Fields, Bob Akamian. Third row: Mark Hoffman ,
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Harrington Front: Zack “ Head Honcho ” Mosner . Bottom row: Heidi Heinrich , Patti Murphy , Hugh Kaneko,Eric Renaker , Rob Dekker, Kelli Nishimura , Craig Smith , Steve Grue , Marian “ Lip ” Liptak, SherriSmith, Joe Just , Dave Fisher, Jennifer Perrin , Marie Melanson, Tina Gurvich, Beth Scott , Cheryl
Zawel , Kathy Shawhan , Steve Latimer , Chris Scheuer , John Morris , Donna Gaunt , Brenda Schiff ,
Ann Osburn , Virginia Green , Anne wills , Patti Scarci , Chase Nordlund . Middle row : Therese
Simmons , Joe Hodges, Cam McCamillan, Steve DeRoy, Ann Burnfield , Mark Logan , Jill Johnson,
Gary Culbertson , Kevin Stormans, Janet Pritchard , Gary Hiram , Jeanne Mansour , Kelsie Kerr , Alan
Harvey, Rich Goldberg , Drew Ellison , Jay Lindquist. Back row: Jean Maeda , Albert Richburg ,
Tammi Mills, Lisa Sinclitico, Elizabeth Ellis, Pat McCorcle, Keith Kummer, Janet Moss , Karen
Holsinger , Kathy Huber , Ellen Reevis , Peggy*, Halstead , Dan Hobbs , Brian Woo, Mike McCann ,
Wendy Bond, Tom Sarris.
76
Regester
1 . Tobey Fitch 2. Dave Scheller 3. John Boots 4. Jodi Basher 5. Kama Hazlehoff 6. Bob
Dalton 7. William Douglas 8. Volney Spalding 9. Cindy Loudon 10. Mary O’Loughlin 1 1 .
Gina Hallis 12. Craig Welch 13. Stephanie Peterson 14. Patti Higgins 15. Andrew Busz
16. Debbie Baumer 17. Lynn Pasoquen 18. Elaine Castro 19. Jan Manske 20. Mary Ellen
Thompson 21. Sue Benedict 22. Cindy Jacobs 23. Mellissa Groshong 24. Kaari Taylor 26.
Paul Stevens 27. Leslie Nelson 28. Jan Stimpert 29. Barb Leake 30. Susan York 31. Rachel
Taylor 32. Rhonda Feiring 33. Guy Powers 34. Tim Prasil 35. Jenny Orzell 36. Scott
Gulick 37. Beth Castagne 38. Willem Romijn 39. Debbie Myers 40. Kendal Zellmer 41.
Martha Honetschlager 42. Paul Kaya 43. Dwight Clark 44. Laura Hull 45. Sheryl FEUZ
Feuz 46. Dave Johnson 47. Carl Norgren 48. Kathy Fowler 49. Allen Minner 50. Gorham
Bowler 51. Jesse Boyett 52. Mark Miller 53. Brad Creswell 54. Matt Robertson 55. Kristen
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Smith Independents
Front row: Lark Claasen , Bill Moore, Dennis Goodman , Mitch joyner , Noel Fuji , Ron Klink , Jeff Gauger. Middle row: Amy Hoard , Barb Lunning .
Randi Burke , Ann Truesdale , Laurie Workman , Steve Gerrodett . Back row: Ann Yarabeck , Lisa Gonder , Terri Maddock , Kevin Kuroda , Cathy
Jacobs, Mike Schmitt , Marion Higgins , Ron Hudspeth , Keily Regan , Sandra McVittie , Allan Barrie , Roger Griffin .
78
Schiff Independents
Front row: Mae Adams , Dennis Gomes , Debbie Reiter , Nancy Nellist , Linda Owen , Lonnie Krebs . Donna Drobnack , KathyCampbell, Cynthia Hildebrand , Vicki Miller. Second row: (on shoulders ) Jayne Soine , John Turvey, Nan Carlson , JulieGannett , Cheryl Anderson , Russ Halsted , Leann Miles , Dale Armstrong , Ken Roberts , Cindy Timlick , June Hayakawa , JeanCorley , Peter Hapeman , Bryan Myre , Mia Durham , Jim White , Liz Benedict , Rob Baker. Back row: Becky Willis, HarrietConkey , Larry Campbell , Debbie Farris , Petter Jahnsen , Nancy Callahan , Jo Geissler .
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Tenzler
In front: Zohreh Valai. First row: Sue Egge, Mary Butterson, Jeni Fleagle, Anna Baumhoff , Patty Connell , Linda Lee, Karen
carder, Naomi Takemoto. Second row: Cindy Pinley, Omma Win, Kim Cutlip, Stephanie Kurtz, Tami Matlock , Patti Dial ,
Verna Stroup, Patti Allyn , Gay Yumamoto, Susie Sellars, Arune Hiroto . Back row: Cynthia Tate, Nina Schuler , Karen
DeVick , Carolyn Dean , Terry Wagner , Betsy Watson , Patty Swanz, Wendy Calland , Lesa Nutting, Elaine Fykerud , Barbara
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Todd Hall
1 . Cliff Johnson 2. Lyn Sawyer 3. Sondra Seidel 4. Lisa Heinemann 5. Derry
Thorn 6. Brian Keely 7 . Liz McGrory 8. Lucy Anderson 9 . David Witkin 10.
Doug Weisbart 11 . Bill Paxson 12. Craig Hushimoto 13. Pete Cannon 14.
Dan Seely 15. Kurt Wagner 16. Bernie Kravitz 17. Stefan Brown 18. Hanry Si
Simonians 19. Lori Converse 20. Ferd Fredericksen 21 . Andy Cummings 22.
Bill Andrews 23. Denise Bolds 24. Randy Emerson 25 . Anita Bivoino 26.
SandyHilliard 27. Leslie Swindells 28. Susan Hastings 29. Bill Kinsel 30.
Clement Paulinus 31 . Kelsey Chrisley 32. Shari Woodburn 33. Alice Grady
34. Lucy Mullane 35. Bill Tagmyer 36. Sue Gibson 37. Jill Craswell 38 .
Debbie Richards 39. Bill McLauglin 40. Karyn Hourter 4 1 . Jamie Elenbaas 42.
Laurie Short 43 . Karen Smith 44. Patty Hahn 45. Nick Calcagni 46. Jennifer
Leigh 47. Chuck Karschney 48. Lucy Anderson 49. Lynda Malmberg 50. Keith
Seto 51 . Fred Stecher 52. Mona Kunimura 53. Kathie Kawachika 54. Kristen
Smith 55. Leslea Smith 56. Robin Yamiguchi 57. Wanda lshiki 58. Pam Reno
59. Faye Morgan 60. Ann Gregg 61. Lisa Jones 62. Ruth Rasmussen 63.
Sharon Steinmann 64. Yolanda Scott 65. Irene Yamada 66. Laura Davis 67.
Lori Ellison 68. Paul Deffebach 69. Celia Colby 70. Cindi Hill 71 . Marie
Finlay 72. Lisa Billiet 73. Ruth Ann Knutsen 74. Maggie Christensen 75.
Suzanne Greenleaf 76. Ruth Mueller 77. Steve Aronson 78. Jeff Seifert 79.
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Row one: John Ovregaard, Stuart “ Spike” Allison, Brian Mayer, Greg Bennett, Steve “Dante” Oriente, Brad “The Cruiser” Foltz, Jim Rohlifing, Kirk Utter, Kyle Schwenk,
Scott Bodmer. Second row: Ted Hall, Dan Dennehy, Don “Thunder” Hay, Jack Whittall, Ross Hering, Tom Kretzler, Dave Kelly, jim Brown, Greg McAnich, Chris Meyers, Bob
Wark, Bill “ incognito ” Sims, John Dickson, Gil Martin, Tighe Smith. Third row: Bruce “Groper ” Cable, Cam Bond, Colin Jones, Mike McLeod, Ken Mogseth, Bruce “Bruno”
O’Donnell, Barry Brewis, Bob Blanusa, Mike “Chet” Huntley, Dan Webster, Mike “Comrade” Taylor, Jim Horgdal, Bert Hogue, Mike “ChiChi” Chappelle, Barry Collier, Bob
Homchick. Fourth row: Tim Randolph, Randy Hettich, Curt Spillers, Andy “Too tall ’ ’ Dahl, Niel Swenson, Steve Kerr, Art Winn, Kevin McDonald, Claude Morgan, Don ‘‘Bucket”

















































1 . Caroline Hinkley, 2. Suzanne Gill , 3. Marla Welchko, 4. Kathy Beighle, 5. Trisha Engel, 6. Judy Mentor, 7. Jennifer Price, 8. Patti Larsen , 9. Nancy Fronk, 10. Joyce Semaray,
1 1. Nancy MacDonald, 12. Leslie Smith, 13. Julia Clester , 14. Suzanne Thompson, 15. Cacci Finch, 16. Karen Jenkins, 17. Chris Pence, 18. Bobbi Mitchell, 19. Reena Valdez,
20. Christine Day , 21. Laura Hiemark, 22. Betsy Atwood, 23. Cathy Jones, 24. Janie Galloway, 25. Sue Albertson, 26. Tracy Tucker, 27. Claircy Clizer , 28. Janet Lekas, 29.
Molly Hojander, 30. Brenda Ewing, 31. Therese Sullivan, 32. Joan Bateman, 33. Lynn Roser, 34. Andi DeButts, 35. Lynn Guenther, 36. Joan Fisher, 37. April McGandy, 38.
Kathy Miller, 39. Lisa Johnson, 40. Julie Aydelott, 41. Diane Cleland, 42, Wanda Boe, 43. Linda Podany, 44, Jill Hoffman, 45. Laura Jacobsen, 46. Julie Dorsey, 47. Kathy
Schweitzer , 48. Tami Walter, 49. Sue Fisher , 50. Laurie Clapp, 51. Mary Scrim, 52. Sharon Dolphin, 53. Kathy Heffernan, 54. Tami Shelton, 55. Christy Gregoire, 56. Cynthia
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1 Elizabeth Krakauer-Stardust queen 2. Tom Stow 3. Bob Degan 4. Peter Grimes 5. Steve Olsen 6.
Bill Haeussler 7. Kurt Watkins 8. Steve Adams 9. Gary Hiram 10. Frank Trusdell 1 1 . Paul Dean
12. Debborah Haynes-Stardust queen 13. David Blodgett 14. Jon McEwen 15. Kevin McCartney
16. Buddy 1 7. Jimmy Hoyle 1 8. Garth Page 19. Pat Strand 20. Cris Babcook 21. Tom Sebring 22.
Frank Beatty 23. John Sincock 24. Jim Maher 25. Al Heston 26. Jon Jacobson 27. Kevin Callaghan
28. Jennie Punchot- Stardust queen 29. Gary Tucker 30. Marcus “ Rusco" Manson 31. David
Stemic 33. Steve Bowman 34. Paul Dieter 35. Paul Sowers 36. Hoss Not pictured: Wes Ewart ,


















'7 must get out of these wet





















Front row : Amy Ford , Debbie Paul . Lori Sprinkle , Marcy Jacobson , Kerri Kenkman . Tesa Erstad , Sally Schad , Krista Pearson , Jean McVicker , Jan Biddle , Carrie Booth , Jeannine
Sieler . Middle row : Marnie o ’Neill , Carol Headdon , Betsy Allen , Jody Bredeson , Pat McNallan , Meg Whidden , Karen Elzey , Carol Purbrick , Judy Warren , Evelyne Lloyd , Denise
Schmidt , Teri Hoerster , Kris Jacobs , Melissa McKee , Valerie Gigandet , Muff Eising , Sherrill Kelso, Gail Guiles , Lisa Schneller. Back row: Jaj Peterson , Jeanne Panchot, Kathleen
McCarthy , Sue Filler , Ann Cookson , Sheri Bollinger , Mindy Goss , Tracy James , Tami Crane , Debbie Miller , Sue Synder, Barb Headden, Terri Murphy , Wende Walker , Kathy Draz,
















Front row: Char Davenport . Jeanine Roe. Carol Cronkhite. Gretchen Shiedler , Jill Hastes , SueIngrahm , Debbie Uemura , Candy Welsh . Vicky Rae , Anne Rutledge . Second row : Mary Wiggins ,Jill Baumann . Meran Mardesich . Karen Esary . Maribeth Foy , Kathy Kraft , Donna Butler , AnneSobottka , Kit Abbott , Taffy Mickelson . Susan Reese , Teri Rae , Karen Buckley . Lynn Tomlinson .Third row: Wendy Wheeler . Mimi Rverse , Karen Maveda , Kerry Callow , Svd Praeger , SherryDalBalcon , Joyce Woodring , Joanne Dumett , Janet Pitts , Mary Black , Linda Ward , Laura Gest ,Elyse Knapp , Maria Evans , Joanna Baldwin , Ellen Hinke , Kathy Whittig , Kathy Burch , MaureenBryan , Angie Woolerv . Back row : Susan Praeger , Kim Dicus , Lori Cameron , Gini Henderson ,Jennifer Weaver , Renee Liscom . Mary Powell , Jov Helgeson . Kim Crowder , Dallas Allen , TracyKiehn , Cathy Gibbons , Kim Longfield , Lisa Meadowcroft , Sally Habegger , Lucy Larson , KarenAliment , Judy Bascom , Vicki Vineyard . Not pictured : Tae Haider , Kathy Pavel . Marianne Rowe ,KimRozgav . Sue Stein .
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Front row: Ted Parry, Bret Hannon, Dale Gigandet , Mike Anthony, Jeff Hannon, Mike Meehan , Tony Panagiotu, Zeplin. Second row: Tad Thomas, Monte Laughlin
, Mark
Guenther , Chuck Calivan , Robert Gellatly, Brian Fitch , Rick Outcalt , Phil Christoffersen , Kurt Kettle, Dave Lind, Tom Coombs, Ken Zimmerman, Rob Nicholson. Third row: Greg
Haffner , Dan Moore, Don Mounter , Tim Reid , Geoff Stark, Scott Laxon, Brad Bergquisst , Mac Agan, Dick Stevens, Mike Raine, Eric Osnes, Jack Goldberg, Stu Morrow
, Mark
Madland, Carl Bou8h. Back row: James Muff Dart , Rob Hannon , Pat Maxwell , Bob Noble , Brad Wagner, Jim Roper , Buddy Allen, Eric Brewe, Doug McCombs, Steve Norlin
, Terry
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Sigma Chi
Front row: Steve “ Stud ” Carlsen , Jeff Meyers, Mark Snodgrass, Dave Guilden, Tom Harlam, John Petrich, Steve Miller , Ken McLean, Emilo “ yo yo” Almazan , President Pat
“ Ebs ” Ebert , Don Bernard , John “ Wad ” Ward. Middle row: David Powers, Jeff Calder, Allen “ Lake Jackson *' Saunders , Steve Yaffee, Evan Hull , Joe Crescenzi, Mark Emory .
Back row: Paul Starbard , Mike Kollar , Steve ‘‘Wildman ’ ’ Fairchild , Dan Sheeler , Gijs Van de Sliert , Charles Johnson , Mike Corliss.
92
Sigma Alpha Episilon
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Front row: Janelle Stelson , Natalie Kruger , Lisa Stenseth , Julie Williams , Karen Duppenthaler , Julie Fox , Leasa Vanderhoef , Patti Frey , Bridget Hackett, Lisa Harpole. Middle row:
Maria Judy , Nancy Montgomery , Kathleen Byrne, Robin Reed , Holly Staples, Lisa Nelson , Loretta Harrison , Betsy Campbell , Marianne Gagliardi , Cindy Houghland , Diana Fields,
Pam Anderson, Luellen Clymo, D.D. Watson , Olga Manos, Kelly Guthrie, Betsy Anderson , Jamie Scalara, Sue Agee , Liz Perske. Back row: Val Amphlett , Jennifer Spangler, Jo






Sometimes I wake up ecstatic
Realizing that I am me





But me alone is not complete




Top, left to right : Dave Udell , Jim Rambaldini, Tom Robinson ,
Gar Parker , Byron Wylie, Tim Zagurski , Scott Anthony. Middle
row left to right: Brad Cheney, Scott Halford, Bill Syme, Andy
Nelson , Steve Latsis. Laying: Harold Smith , Chris Powers , Lars
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1. Kent Powell 2. Bill Stewart 3. Tony Trunk 4. Matt Warning 5.
Pete Radloff 7. Dave Udell 8 . Grant Los 9. Bob Hill 10. Frank
Krall 1 1 . Scott Morris 12. Larry McMullen 13. Paula Wilson 14.
Tom Davis 15. Mike Nieland 16. Carter Freeman 17. Mark Hair
18. George Louie 19. Bob Coleman 20. Gary Long 21 . Mark
Munday 22. Graig Dettarpport 23. Felix Vankleef 24. George
Jewett 25. dennis Busz 26. Keith Peterson 27. Vaughn Sherman
28. Bill Beatty 29. Rickey Harono 30. Toby Weber 31. Sam
Sinasohn 32. Bruce Titcomb 33. Pat Riley 34. Ron Goeschel. Not
pictured: Bruce Edens. Bruce Burns, Bill Keebler , Marc Weber ,
Lloyd Stray , Jim Kitchell , Chuck Reininger.
/mVjt.%
A friend is a
person with
whom you dare
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1 . Jenny Smith 2. Tami Lund 3. Betty Andrews 4. Beth Humphreys 5.
Marilyn Folsom 6. Linda Graham 7. Robin Maner 8. Karen Loomis 9.
Mari Johnson 10. Janet Larmore 11 .Gayle Kusumoto 12. Linda
Rosenbloom 13. Mary King 14. Jennie Hunter 15. Teresa Rinaldo 16.
Sue Slade 17 . Patti Millien 18. Anne Bissonnette 19. Kathy Graham
20. Joanna Graham 21 . Madge Montgomery 22. Barb Howard 23.
Linda Brauch. Not pictured: Becky Mannhalt, Lisa Keylor, Wendy
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I . Karen Morris 2. Robin Rodby 3. Sue Berni 4. Sue Spessard 5. Sara Springer 6. Sue
Hopp Katy Werttemberger 8. Cynthia Ostlund 9. Cindy Thompson 10. Sally McCombs
II . Willow Rezentez 12. Stacy Gilden 13. Lola Bailey 14. Tracy Mixon 15. Karen
Maguire 16. Marion Latta 17. Patty Cunningham 18. Renee Healy 19. Patty Olson
20. Lynn Ackerson 21. Kathy Laird 22. Theresa Townsend 23. Kathleen Davidson 24.
Stephanie Foreman 25. Elizabeth Krakauer 26. Janet Milam 27. Debbie Hearron 28.
Connie Bergstrom 29. Mary Bond 30. Terese Flaherty 31. Cathy Regan 32. Vicki
Dedrick 33. Karen Piltz 34. Gretchen Asher 35. Lisa Myero 36. Christy Senff 37.
Caron Miller 38. Betsy Munson 39. Kathy Lee 40. Dee Reynolds 41 . Laura Porter 42.
Marian Myszkowski 43. Karen Gudmonds 44. Jennifer Harwood 45. Allyson Lightsey
46. Annie Hemovich 47. Terri Thompson 48. Barb Smith 49. Caroline Schoep 50.
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I . Jean Orrico 2. Martha Hagler 3. Cheryl Braulick 4. Nina Bujacich 5. Marilyn Wiitala 6. Kim
Waller 7. Stephanie Townsend 8. Robyn Smith 9. Jeanie Grove 10. Maureen Sweeney 11 .
Margie Rolph 12. Susie Worthington 13. Linda Witty 14. Martha Page 15. Sue Emhoff 16.
Capri Poulin 17. Liz Ericksen 18. Kathy Bedford 19. Mikel Burns 20. Diane Terry 21 . Cindy
Winward 22. Carol Cooley 23 Diane Cassayre 24. Julie Henry 25. Cindy Reed 26. Adele
Vinton 27. Sally Burgess 28. Colleen McNally 29. Kim Yoro 30. Jessie Tapp 31. Monica
Thompson 32. Caroline Thomas 33. Darcy Ostein 34. Patti Ikeda 35. Ann Bloxom 36. Christy
Close 37. Kim Lowry 38. Christie Springer 39. Susan Norman 40. Libby Muller 41 . Anne




. . . Nurture strength of spirit to
shield you in sudden misfortune.
But do not distress yourself with
dark imaginings. Beyond a
wholesome discipline, be gentle
with yourself . You are a child of
the universe no less than the trees
and the stars; you have a right to
be here. And whether or not it is
clear to you, no doubt the universe
is unfolding as it should. Therefore
be at peace with God, whatever
you conceive Him to be. And
whatever your labors and
aspirations, in the noisy confusion
of life, keep peace in your soul .
With all its sham, drudgery and
broken dreams, it is still a beautiful
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Kneeling: Harry Engel. Kerry Callow , Brian Reagan. Blake Gibb. Standing, front row: Steve Aliment , Janet Pitts. Wayne Kremling . Craig Celigoy. Bill Patton , Rob Cartwright , Kevin
Hayden. Back row: Reggie Brown. Mitch Pratt , Jim Guitteau , Robert Rubnitz , Susan Ambrose , Dick Bower.
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Front Row: Leslie Wood, Candy Beard-
more, Deb Johnson Back Row: Susan




Linda Gilbert , Sue Torgorson, Cristy
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3 Solberg
RllQSpIl Plirvic RrwvrA T ^rcnn TRussell ur is , oyce Larson , Jeff Haugen ,
George Richardson III
Hammond
Left to Right: Val Cole , Patty Clark, Laurie













Sitting: Pam Dean , Monica Fox Front row:
Katie Gilbert , Caroline Speer, Hilary Benson ,
Jo Leovy Back row: Stephanie Nead-Patrie ,
Carl Perkins, Kemble Yates, Brian Threlkeld ,
Don Beckett , Rick Parks, Jenifer Parkinson
Not Pictured: John Faustini
Ofelt
Paula McCutcheon , Damaris Moody,

















on floor: Lynda Williamson Left to right : Bonney
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Lloyd Zimmerman , Glenda Reed , Erin Bruce, Ben Burke, Amanda Davis, Ron Kallsen.
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Renee Weisenbach , Mary Roberts, Jodi•*ong, Ann Larson.
Regular
House
Brian Tomas, Brad "Bulge ” Bodger, Jim"Young Buck ” Altice , Mark "The
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Janet Baxter, Stephen Kern , Cindy Faucher.




Opposite page , above:
Sharon Kimura. Not Pictured: Liz
Stebbins.
Wilkenson II
Opposite page , below:
Front row : residents- Bob Pritts, Dave
Anderson , Bruce Coffin, Dave Wooters. Not
picured: Kurt Alvernaz. Back row : Non¬
residents- Bill Tagmeyer, Dwayne Okumoto,
Racardo McLaughlin , Jeff Haugan , Lloyd
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Haslam
Sheleen Dunn , Debbie Elder , Jacqueline
Dejean , Bird: Habibi , Not pictured: Tricia
Methot .
1 1 4

















Front row: Kim “ Astro Zombie ’ ’Swennes, Laura “ MoontripperJoems, ‘‘Seventh Housemate ’ ’,Dee “ Ms. Hubbard ’’ Reynolds,Marian ‘‘Major Punk ’ ' myszkowski
Back row: Dawn “ Captain Kink ’ ’Coll, Jill ‘'Spacebaby ’ ’ Regez
(
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Aloene Tsukamoto , Kathy Goebel , Teri









Front row: Lorraine Farnham , Connie
Bartel . Back row: Charles Blackmon ,
Michael Stenchever , John Niimi.
1 1 7
Rorer 714 r
Luke Milde, Billy Calder , Ken Francis.
Paul Baxter , Paul Hambe, Jeff Blum , Mark Cook , Dan
Rupert , Alan Berrie, Rick Rutledge
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Peterson









Left to Right: Mike Cummings , Dan Johnson





















Bill Wampler "Billy Blunt ". Fcrdon Fuford














I. Patrick Scofield , Tom Lowe , John
Clancy. Not pictured: Mike Curtis.



















Bill Calderhead , Kerry Kakigi , Cindy Thibault , Marcia
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‘‘Since we ’ re neighbors, let ’s be friends ” Bill Dienst , Julie Fox , Tracy Day , Aimee Delin.Adolphus Bolds , Lori Wegner , Lance Hood , Diana Fields. Not pictured: Larry Hood ie ,
Corner Cottage
Below:
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House of
Principal
Kathie Flannery , Tom Cummings , Dave Snow . Tom
Seibert , Markai Flange.
NFN Estates










Josh Sherwin , David Johnson , Scott Burns.
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Clockwise beginning at left : Jose Feliciano, popular entertainer , shares
his music with the audience in the UPS Fieldhouse. Steve deroy ,
Virginia Green , Richard Goldberg , and Dan Hobbs struggle with
questions posed by Dave fisher in an effort to make the UPS college
bowl team. The Great Pumpkin , Phil Phibbs , presides at the all¬
campus pumpkin carving contest during Halloween Festivities. College
bowl contestants Tobey Fitch , Bill Douglass , Dave Sceller , and Volney
Spaulding match wits at UPS try-outs. Kip Addotta , the opening act
for Jose Feliciano.
127
Top to bottom: Bruce Coffin. Anderson Langdon ’s Christmas Party
gives Bob Moore an opportunity to toot his trumpet. Scott Crollard
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Mr. Manningham Larry Hansen




















In December, the Inside Theatre presented ANGEL STREET, subtitled
a "Victorian Thriller ’ ’ . Directed by Tom Somerville , ANGEL
STREET was this year ’s entry in the American College Theatre
Festival . The production was a great success , receiving excellent
comments from the ACTF judges and audiences alike. Nora Douglass
as Mrs. Manningham and Mark Melin as Rough were both nominated
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Clockwise beginning at left: Fat City, intermural Soccer champions.
Participants include: Front row: Craig Smith, Richard Goldberg, Kelly the
dog, Ken Francis, Doug Peterson. Second row: Charlie Phelps, Peter
Boies, Calvin Dennison. Back row: Jack Pibb, Adam Smith, Eb Gaines,
Tom Hughes, Bill Calder, Willie “ Beta” O’Neal. Todd Hall vs. Helluva.
Debbie “Goog” Kinsman aids Regester in winning the women’s intermural
football playoffs against Anderson Langdon. Scrimmage, i.m. game. The
S&M’s shut out the Beta’s in the intermural football championship. Players
include: Front row: Kurt Alvernez, Bruce Coffin, Dave Anderson, Bob
Pritts, Dave Wooters. Second row: Coach Lisa Nelson, Scott Burns,
Racardo McLaughlin, Lloyd Stray, Lyle Uyeda. Third Row: Justin
Jaschke, Dan Ruppert, Jeff Haugen, Brad Bolger, Alan Eicholz, Duane
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Clockwise beginning above: Drew Pilant with the beat at a Logger game. Russ Stoddard . Kim Gaffett
jokes with her friends at a basketball game. Betty Perry , alive and well at UPS computer services . Lone
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Clockwise from below: Bill Leslie, Ugh! more SUB food. Basketball stirs
excitement in the fieldhouse. Debbie Haynes. Kathy Kahelin bundles up
for winter weather. Look mom , it ’s an innie! Lloyd Zimmerman left , Bob





















































































Regester ’s Roommate Game
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Front row: Phil Hiam, Mike Strand , Todd Burton , Roy Del Smiley, Wayne Ricarte, Bill Radford , Coach Dave Lindstrom. Second row: Coach Don Zech
, Sam Bell , Bill Perez, Eric
Brewe,Brian Hopkins , Joe Leonard, Tom Stephens. Back row: Bill Backamus , Gordy Lange , John Wilson , Byron Wynn, Tim Taylor ;
Concentrating intently on an opponents missed shot, forward Eric Brewe leaps in the
air to corral another rebound. Knifi
ng between two Warrior foes Joe Leonard penetrates to the hoop for a lay up.
*
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Left: Waiting to receive a pass on the end of a fast break , senior Mike Strand moves into
easy scoring position . Below: Attempting to gain position for a possible rebound , Logger
Big men Todd Burton , Wayne Ricarte, and Phil Hiam muscle their Central Washington
opponents out of the way .
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Ignoring his attacking Warrior adversary , Logger sharpshooter Roy Del Smiley lofts a jump Exhibiting excellent shooting technique, guard Tom Stephens launches a long bomb
shot from the corner.
Brian Hopkins goes up strong for a jump shot despite a forceful defensive effort by his opponent .
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Soccer









The Loggerettes did a fine job this season , winning most of their
games . The team persevered although teammate Libby Muller was out
with a broken leg. Leading the loggerettes this year were Donna
Brown , Beth Castanga , and Karen Elzey.
Right: Gina Hallis looks for the basket . Below: Front row : Gina Hallis , Laurel Olsen ,
1 -aura Wilkinson , Angela Sheppard , Beth Castagna , Yvonne Brittain . Back row: Cheryl
Welch , lohn ( ballboy ) , Donna Brown , Lori Meriich , Michelle Prince , Janet Bell . Libby




























Top left: Cheryl Welch reaches to get the jump hall . Top right: Donna Brown pivots herself away
from an opposing team player . Above: Beth Castagna looks for help. Left: Donna Brown looks to.



































Front row: Kelsie Kerr , Jo Geissler , Sue Fisher , Karen Jost , Above left: Sandy McVittie sprints for the finish line. Above:Chris Scheuer, Sandy McVittie. Second row: Val Gigandet , Karen Jost , Sandy McVittie , and Lauren Cole line up to pushValerie Cole, Paula McCutcheon , Beth Blome, Lauren Cole , off for their race.
Patty Padia , Denise Randall , Connie Bergstrom. Third row:
Coach Rick Unrue , Kathy Kurfess , Robin Sielk , Alice
























































































































































Front row : Daryl Jean Pang, Rhonda Feiring , Marth
Campfield . Sherry DalBalcon , Kay Behlke , Nancy
Martin . Gay Yamamoto , Susie Worthington , Linda
Witty , Susan Norman. Back row : Christie White ,
Jackie Choo , Dee Reynolds , Kathy Leahy , Kathy
Campbell , Paula Stock , Mary Batterson , Karen
DeVick . Sherry DalBalcon , Janet Larmore , I.vnn
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Lectures
Brian Mayer . Claircy Clizer . Sam Chandler . Buddy
Bonnie Williams , Jim Roper .
SOTA
Front row: Mari Hudspeth . Cindv Funrue. Joan
Kahil . Carol Sajor , Lisa Harpool. Back row: Amv
Kasper . Gretchen Brown , Paula Rainev . Toni Ross.
Laurie Chappell , Becky Fromhart , Harriet Richmond .
Melinda Brown.
i











Gordy Paul , Ginny Rooney , Karl Issaksen , Dawn
Chesney , Steve Tulcus , Martha Lundin , Julie Kruger ,
Chris Meyers, Roger Thurman.
Publicity
Office
John Oppenheirtier , Melba Falk , Mary O’Loughlin , Betsy
Atwood , Jeannine Sieler, Doug King.
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Stephen Kern , Carrie Mayes.
BSU
Front row: Denise Bolds . Diane Ferguson , Connie Johnson , Sheleen
Dunn , Kathy Williams. Back row: Racardo McLaughlin , Ruth Brown .
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Front row: Machelle Maynard, Rick Hinkson , Larry
Hansen , Arnie Starkey , Cindy Hill , Pat McCausland .
Second row: Liz Palmer , Bob Bigelow, Cecel Koontz,
David Haygood, Kevin Dressier. Back row: Hilary
Benson , Madge Montgomery , Nora Douglass. Missing:




Front row: Gijs Van Der Fliert , Abey Wynperle, Willem


















Mark Miller , Jim Miller , Sonrisa Murray . Eric Cadle . Diane Ferguson , Sherman Shelton.
r '







Dave Cardeiro , Lisa Snyder , Jose Feliciano , Dave Grenier , Scott












































Front row: Andy Busz, Kathy Fowler. Dave Smith, Judy Ledgerwood. Back row:
Woolery. David O’Brian. Ken William*. Dan Jackson. Chris Ellis, Michelle Rucker , lane Pearson. Elizabeth McAnulty. Angie
175
ASB Officers
Scott Burns . Executive Vice President ; Tom Cummings , Business Vice
President ; Scott Jackson , President.
Panhellenic
Robin Manor , Carry Callow , Linda Witty , Anne Wegge , Mary Nelson ,
Andi Debutts , Lockey Todd , Cathy Chapin , Terry Rae. Not Pictured:
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CPJ
Janet Lekas, Mary O’Loughlin , CynthiaH. Tate, Robin Davenport, BobAkamian , NateKester , Leslie Wood.
Leslie Wood - Editor-in-Chief
Mary O’Loughlin - Organizations Editor ,
Faculty& Administration Editor
Sue Berni - Activities Editor
Janet Lekas - Living Groups Editor
Cynthia Tate - Senior Editor
Karen Piltz - Sports Editor
Sue Rogers - Assistant Senior Editor
Elizabeth Perske - Advertising Manager
Albert Ian Hintz - Photography Editor
Robin Davenport - Darkroom Assistant
Nate Kester - Photographer
Bob Akamian - Photographer
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Senate
Front row: Semi Solidarios, Lloyd Zimmerman , Darci Shane, Myma Secretario,
Chris Ellis, Elizabeth McAnulty. Second row: Ray Bell, Ed Gibson , Lori
Larcom, Tom Sebring, David Johnson , Jeff Koontz, Scott Jackson , Doug
Weisbart , Scott Burns, Claircy Clizer , Tom Cummings. Back row: Mike


















Front row: Verna Stroup, Gene Hodges, Nancy
Martin , Dave Foote, Debbie Richards, Mark
Hoffmann , Mardi Leslie, LuAnn Thompson, Scott
Morris, Byron Wylie, Sally Toothaker , Mr.
Tanaka. Second row: Karen Manchester , Andrea
Little , Kathy Rockway, Jeni Fleagle , Glenna
Erickson , Marilyn Folsom, Lynn Pasoquen , Mark
Pannell, Mindy, Ann Gregg, Leslea Smith ,
Racardo McLaughlin, Terry Lane. Third row:
Rev. Evald Lepps, Carol Johnson , Julie Voile ,
Janie Baldwin , Ann Streeter , Dave Johnson,
Karen DeVick, Judy Stein , Steve Brown , Michele
Patterson , Carla Lyford , Gail Petrie, Jenny Scott,
Elizabeth McAnulty. Back row: Dale Mueller ,
Paul Kaya, Steve Miner, Andy Busz, Richard
Flanagin , Carolyn Dean, Jessie Boyette, Ruth
Rasmussen, Eric Herbel, Sara Harker, Willem
Romijn, Elizabeth McAnulty, Chris Hegle.
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Front row: Jim Mol , Don Beckett , Bruce Titcomb,
Shawno, Steve Waggoner , Dave Miller , Mark
Blubaugh, Carsten Hennington , Luke Milde. Second
row: Garth Page , Tim Taylor , Bob Akamian , Mike
Miazga , Tobey Fitch, Cynthia Eastman , Harry Engle,
Bill Perez, Kevin Kuroda , Russell Ivy, Karen Nelson.
Back row: Nalani Mattox, Lisa Ticknor, Eric Cadle,
Nikki Fox , Mark Stephens, Brian Fugere, Jeff
Cochran, Carol Bibler , Mike Sharer. Not pictured:
Casey Saunder , Jim Denno , Lori Cameron, David
Thompson, Darci Shane, Venita Ramirez, Lark
Claasen , Lisa Gonder , Ron Robinson , Ken Harsch,
Doug King.
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Hawaii
Anne Holiona , Nalani Mattox , Vera Acosta , Colleen
McKinney , Chris Hegle, Debbie Lum , Gerald Godo, Steve
Yen, Hugh Kaneko, Brian, Phyllis Lane, Mona, Sonrisa
Murray, Wanda Ishiki , Darrah Inoye, Arleen Hirota , May
Kawawaki, Kathy, Lori Locke, Karen Pelts, DJ Pang,
Frances Dung , Scooby Iwami , Cheryl Kaneshiro , Brenda
Horie, Susan Heu , Jamie Matsuda, Gwen Shimakusu,
Wendi Ah Quina , Jamie, Jeff Aina , Dave Rossimo, Bill
Perez , Kevin Kuroda, Frank Johnson.
Cheerleaders
Clockwise: Kathy Laird , Colleen McNelly, Tina





All star team: Sitting: Dave Fisher , Serni Solidarios.
Standing: Dave Anderson, Stephanie Kurtz, Brian










Front row: Sue Benedict , Amanda Black, Angie
Woolery, Andrea Christensen. Back row: Barry
Brewis, Paul Heppe , Dave Smith, Karen Gudmands,
Zohreh Vallai , Peter Jahnsen, Jollie Voile, Carrie
Mayes, Judy Ledgerwood, Laurie Sardinia.
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Front row: Manousheed Bagha , Takayasu
Washida , Dorothy Clark. Second row: Dieuwkd
Knoop, Kyoko Konishi, Nick Konishi, Lynn
Riegel , Sultan A1 Sedairy. Third row: Erik Van
Rie, Felix Van Kleef, Alice Georgelis, Kazuko
Adachi , Chris Trott , Ms. McIntyre. Fourth row
Dorothy Rhodes, Linda Ronberg, Dennis
Ronberg, Katherine Ronberg , Gijs Van De Fliert ,
Georgia Spencer, Rob Haenen , Bob Riegel ,
Arabella Campbell , Jimmy , George Clark , Bill




Front row: Ann Hunt , Joyce Berney, AliceRobinson. Back row: Hasayo Schwarz , Prof.




Front row: Erik Modahl, Jim Mol, Eric Corp, Dennis
Dearth , Jim White, Eric Rombach , Rafe Beswick, Stefan
Brown , Chuck Karschney. Second row: Robert Musser,
Rob Baker , Mia Durham, Suzanne Greenleaf , Karen
Jenkins, Colette Alvey, Sue Sakshaug, Steven Latsin,
Janet Stanton. Back row: Byron Wylie , Dave Henster ,
Phil Hansen, Neal Bemtsen, Laurie Millican, Kathy
Graham, Matt Robertson , Laurie Benson , Kent Kurrus,
Sally Toothaker, Jesse Boyett , Kim Ballentine, John
Thomas, Scott Eyelander , Mary Roberts , Lynne
McCluskey, Bruce Sadler , David Johnson, JoDene Stout,
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Eric Modahl , Rob Baird , Tom Reinert , Rafe Beswick ,
Rob Baker , Robert Musser, Eric Rombach , Matt
Robertson , Brad McLane, Tracy knoop, Kim Piper ,
Stefan Brown , Dave Hensler , Jesse Boyett, Neal




Front row: Anneke Mason, David Johnson, Darrell
Reek . Second row: Mrs. Virginia Talbot-Zuch ,
Sandra Brown , Joyce Bemey. Back row: Dr. Martin
Nelson, Paul Herlinger, Ilona Herlinger, Lonnie
Krebs , Kathy Bedford .
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Teresa Hansen, Dean Hutter, Elizabeth Branscomb.
Jennifer McCoy, Donna Campbell , Paula
McCutcheon , M.E. Thompson , Betty Andrews,
David Johnson, Cindy Pinley, Kathy Campbell,

































Jennie Hunter , Gary Long, David Smith, Brice
MacMurray , Kris Davis. Not pictured: Bill Hochburg ,
Lisa Synder, Brenda Vasser, Bruce Schroeder, Paul Kay,
Cynthia Harding , Scott Halford .
Arnold Air
Society
Front row: Rick Johnson, Sharon Beimbom , Lionel
Alfred , Kris Crossett , Robert Leitzen , Steve Ramback,
Dave Foster , Kim Carpenter. Second row: Bruce Seiber ,
Roy Ely, Pat Ferri , Craig Sunderland, Naomi Takemoto,
Anita Moore, Sharon Alcantara , Joyce Alcantara. Third
row : Debbie Reiter , Gary Johnson , Cliff Ells, Marcella
Rawlings, Steve Musto , Richard Goldberg, William
Vatsaas , Frank Garfield . Back row: Jim Honeycutt, Loren
O’Neal , Pat Gorman , Capt . Guasco, Doug Wick , Rick
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Info center
Bridget Reed, Jeannine Sieler , Adolfus Bolds , Paula McCutcheon, Dave Grenier,
Sherry DalBalcon, Judy Bascom.
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Brian Thomas, Rose Roland, Kathy Leahy, Wanda Ishiki,Mary Szoc, Jeff Aina, John Leachtenauer, Linda Stone.£
<
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Front row: Linda Shahan, Ann “ Charlie Chaplin ” Joy, Jim “ Jaws ” Mol, Caroline Speer. Second row: Doman“ Cheap Detective”
Soohoo, Chase “ Warren Beatty ” Nordland, Ron Hudspeth , Jo Leovy. Third row: Doranne Long, Kathy Graham , Craig ‘‘Bugs
Bunny” Stevenson, Darth Vader , Amy Clark , Linda Graham. Back row: Josh Sherwin , Teri “ Dorothy ” Wagner , Cindy Hill ,
Stephanie Kurtz.
Special Events
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Chemistry . Physics, and Math
2 1 1
Kathy Rockway












































































































































































































Pre-law , Politics & Government
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Front row: John Cohen , Pat Scofield , Julie Schneider.
Back row: Gordon Verplank , Cathy Laird , Steve
Rogers, Gina Innocenti , Mike Curtis.
Adelphians
Front row: Lynn Roser , Claircy Clizer , Terri Rae,
Karen Holsinger , Becky Allen , Beth Scott. Second
row: Rufus Woods , Amy Small , Christine Nettle ,
Mike Miller , Sandra Brown , Elise Korsmo, Laurel
Warner . Third row: James Garber , Cynthia Smith ,
Patti Ikeda , Katherine Mesler , Kerri Kenkman , Candy
Welsh , James Thayer. Fourth row: Grant Mack ,
Martha Campfield , Lori Roll , Kim Swennes , Robin
Williams , Mia Durham. Fifth row: Cathy Nilsen ,
Janet Welsh , Carol Nilsen , Gary Long, Leslie Taylor ,
Karin Koski , Dwight Clark . Back row: Duane Kama ,
Ann Yarabeck , David Stevens, Nancy Graham, Mark
Justad , Christie Springer, Andy Busz. Not Pictured:



















Front row: Karen Bredberg , Karol
Bredberg , Carol Nilsen , Cathy
Nilsen , Back row: Christie Springer ,
Cindy Smith , Patti allyn , Mary Ann
Ball . Maura Cullen , Sylvia Lange.
Phi Sigma
Front row: Brad Foltz, Bones. Joyce
Berney. Middle row: Sue Slade.
Donna Stock , Laura Heimark ,
Colette Alvey , Ernie Karlstrom. Back




































































Since our start in 1900 we’ve learned bet¬
ter methods to harvest our forests; we've
been working to control insect, disease,
and fire damage; we've expanded into
making thousands of wood products; and
we’ve made the forests available for recre¬
ational opportunity.
Forests are a renewable resource, and
we’ve helped make sure that there are for¬
ests for the future.
In the first decade of the century, we were
reforesting through natural regeneration. In
1941, we established the nation’s first tree
farm. And now we're planting more than
150 million seedlings and seeding thou¬
sands of acres every year.




The Tree Growing Company
Bruce and Eric,
Between the two of you there was
never a dull moment .
Thanks muchly !
I love you both !
ELP




Now Operating Year Round
Faculty:
Dr. Robert Akamian




Mk . 'A. Ph.D.
Welcome to the
UPS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
As you join the ranks, our numbers swell to over
18,000.





After graduation, don't lose track of your UPS
friends. Contact the Alumni Office at (206) 756-
3245 for their addresses and maybe make some
new friends at the same time.
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Abbott , Catherine W. 89 14404 N . E. 11 PI. Bellevue, Wa 98007
Abbott , Charles T. 2302 50th ave. N . W. Gig Harbor, Wa 98335
Abolins. AnitraG. 1301 S. Woodlawrt Tacoma , Wa . 98465
Absten, James L 1501 E. 80th Tacoma , Wa. 98404
Acerbi , John F. P C). Box 134 Belfatr , Wa . 98528
Ackerman, Kathy A. 8813 Boston Ave . Des Moines, la . 50322
Ackerson , LynnM. 101 , 1963818 N . 9th Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Acosta , Elvira M 183. 196 721 Nui Ave . Wahiawa , Hi . 96786
Adachi , Kazuko 185 Nogoya , Japan
Adams Carol J 3012 N. 25th Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Adams Charlotte A. 5022 N 10th St. TacamaWa 98406
Adams Dennis G. 36 422 Sumner Ave. Sumner, Wa, 98390
Adams Leonette 39 2204 Aupunt St. Honolulu, Hi 9oSI 7
Adams Lynne J 8901 51st St. W. Tacoma , Wa . 98467
AdamsMaeE. 78 10152 Oaza Kumano Japan 889-21 Japan
Adams Stephen M 86 17835 4th Ave. N. Wayzata . Mn. 55391
Adams Suzanne 7922 Goodman Dr. Gig Harbor , Wa . 98335
Adgar, James M. 36 . 196 11202 96th Ave . SW, Tacoma . Wa . 98498
Adkisson, BilheJ . 39. 74 210 N. 70th Ave. , Yakima. Wa. 98908
Agan James M. 90 243 Wood Ave. Sumner, Wa. 98390
Agee Suzanne E . 94 4328 VemorCt. Bloomfield Hills, Mi* 48013
Ageel Hassan 1406 Alameda Ave Tacoma , Wa. 98466
Ah Quin Wendy M . N. 183 157-A Makaweo Ave Tacoma, Wa 98466
Ahnstrom Joann N. 94 2017 N. 78th Seattle . Wa. 98103
Aina Jeffrey A. K . M . 135, 183, 191 91-522 Onelua St. Ewa Beach Hi. 96706





A1 Sedairy Sultan T. 185 3512 Olympic Blvd Tacoma , Wa. 98466
A1 Sheebeb Nasser A. 228 70th Ave. W #4 Tacoma, Wa. 98466
Al-Hedeithy Mohammed P O. Box 7223 Tacoma, Wa 98407
Al-Sheheil Fahad 1579 S. Jackson Tacoma , Wa . 98465
Al-Shehetl Fahad M.
Albers Lisa J . 6100 Soundview Dr. Gig Harbor, Wa. 98335
Albertson, Susan E . 84, 193 103 Cedar Crest Ln. Bellevugjj Wa. 98004
Aldrete, Deborah T. 4041 Via Pavion Palos Vrd. Est . , O. 90274
Alexander, Andrea M. 11021 Lundstrom SW Tacoma, Wa 98498
Alexander , Gloria E . 8005 Leschi Rd . SW Tacoma, Wa 98498
Aliment, Julie M. 196 3910 Star Lake Rd. Auburn, Wa. 98002
Aliment, Karen E . 89 7030 S 129th Pi , Seattle, Wa. 98178
Aliment , Steven R. 104 , 196 7030 S. 129th PL Seattle, Wa. 98178
Allen, Betsy A. 88 4044 94th Ave SE Mercer Island , Wa . 98040
Allen , Buddy 90, 169
Allen , Dallas 89
Allen, David M. 3819 S. 11th Tacoma, Wa 98405
Allen, Lynn R 5624 South I St . Tacoma, Wa. 98408
Allen , Rebecca A 616 N. Anderson Tacoma, Wa. 98416
Allen , Stephanie E. 196 3064 S . Cornell Cir. Englewood . Co. 80110
Allen, Susan L. 605 N. Old Ranch Rd. Arcadia . Ca. 91006
Allen , toni R 5405 Clarkston Tacoma . Wa . 98404
Allen , Walker M. 3373 Ken Lake Dr . Olympia . Wa . 98502
Allison, Dave S. 36 2904 129th SE Bellevue, Wa. 98005
Allison, Kathleen S. 196 1186 SE Evergreen Dr. Chehalis. Wa. 98532
Allison , Stuart K . 82 710 E - Clinton Ave. Monmouth , li . 61462
Allison. Thomas L. 196 5808 111th PI . SE Bellevue. Wa. 98006
Allyn . Patricia A. 80 500 Ramona Ave. Wenatchee . Wa . 98801
Almazan . Emilio T. 92 420 Wailana Rd . Kapaa . Hi 96746
Alrey. Collette 186
Alstead, Mark ) . 6311 E . 85th Ct . Puyallup. Wa. 98371
Alsudairi . Abdullah M . 7510 86th Ave. SW Tacoma , Wa. 98498
Alsudairi , Musaid N . 5309 97th Ave. Ct. W Tacoma. Wa . 98466
Altice. James S. 1 12 4004 W. Bertona Seattle. Wa. 98199
Alton , Florence M. 601 N. Jackson #3 Tacoma. Wa. 98406
Alvernaz, Kurt D. 115, 135 1163 Fordham Ct . Tacoma . Wa. 98466
Alvey, Colette D. 196 934 N . Pearl #H31 Tacoma . Wa . 98406
Alvord , Richard W . 150 Harvard Tacoma , Wa . 97301
Amantea , Gisele M 935 15th Ave NE Calgary, Ah Canada
Ambrose, Susan M . 104 285 W. 31st Eugene, Or . 97405
Ameluxen, David R. Rt 2 Box 102A Burton, Wa . 98013 ^ g
Amphlett, Valerie A. 94, 196 8936 N. Mercer Way Mercer Island . Wa . 98040
Andal, Morris N. 4220 79th Ave. W Tacoma, Wa. 98466
Anderson , Bruce A. W 4023 Kathleen Spokane, Wa. 99208
Anderson, Cheryl J . 78 P. O. Box 190 Crosby, ND. 58730
Anderson, David A. 115, 135, 184 2029 Blue Richland , Wa . 99352
Anderson , Elizabeth B. 94, 109 Rt . 1 Box 284 Dayton. Or . 97114
Anderson, Eric 17 , 32 1914 N. Union Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Anderson, Jeffrey L. 522 A Street NE Auburn , Wa 98002
Anderson, Katy A. 307 NW 21st Camas, Wa. 98607
Anderson, Kim L . 196 1630 Chilton Aberdeen . Wa. 98520
Anderson , Lucille H. ± 0, 8 1 763 La Para Ave. Palo Alto , Ca. 94306
Anderson , Mark D. 6012 Alpine Dr. Olympia , Wa. 98502
Anderson. MarkE. 8102 53rd St . Ct . W Tacoma, Wa 98467
Anderson, Mark O. 1218 Huson Dr . Tacoma . Wa. 98405
Anderson , Pamela F. 94 P.O. Box 274 Tracyton . Wa. 98393
Anderson, Robert M. 860 S. Arbutus Lakewood, Co. 80228
Andrea , Juanita B. 1 212 N. Washington Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Andrews. Betty M . 40.99. 188 . 196 14 l 5-2nd St. SE Auburn. Wa. 98002
Andrews, John C. 1 385 85th NE Bellevue , Wa. 98004
Andrews , Kathleen S. 196 1870 25th Ave. Greeley, Co. 80631
Andrews, William J . 81 4886 Hwy. GG Dousman , Wi. 53118 JjH
Andrus . Gloria J . 621 Bender Blvd . Montesano, Wa. 98563
Anglesey , Roger B. 526 22nd Ave. SE Puyallup, Wa. 98371
Ano , Lou Ann
Anquin, Wendy 72
Anthony. Michael D. 90 3607 S. 17th St . Tacoma . Wa. 98405
Anthony , Scott E. 96 121 SW 299th PL Federal Way , Wa. 98003
Appling, Diane 196 3606 N. Verde Tacoma, Wa. 98407
Apnll. Teri M. 1 ITT 19805 98th Ave. S Renton. Wa. 98055
Arashiro, David S. 3645 Kumukoa St . Honolulu , Hi. 96822
Archer , Ann G. 624 S. Washington St . Shelby . Nc. 28150
Archer , Kathryn M . 324 North E. St . Tacoma, Wa. 98403
Armour, Desiree I. 366J 8 45thS. Auburn. Wa. 98002
Armstrong, Dale R . 78 2119 Harris Richland . Wa. 99352
Armstrong. Evelyne J. 7 12 42nd Ave. NW Gig Harbor . Wa. 98335
Armstrong . Laura S. 1087 HyakDr . Fox Island , Wa. 98333
Arnold. Nancy L. 6807 E. Vickery Ave. Tacoma . Wa. 98443
Aronson , Steven B. 81 100 S. Las Palmas Ave. Los Angeles . Ca. 90004
Arrasmith , Jan 196
Asher . Gretchen M. 101 P.O. Box 501 Sun Valley . Id . 83353
Assam . Carl E. 535 E. 14th 05E New York , Ny. 10009
Atwood . Betsy 170
Atwood , Miriam E. 84.93, 196 19920 Lakeview Ave. Excelsior , Mn. 55331
Aughorn , Cheryf j '
Avery , Kenneth D. 196 321 1 Sollie Ave. Bremerton , Wa. 98310
Aydeiott , Julia E. 84 The Highlands Seattle, Wa. 98177
Babcock, Christopher 86 S 2505 Timberlane Dr . New Canaan Ct 06840
Bagha, Manousheed 185 10204 Dekoven SW #2 Tacoma, Wa 98499
Bailey, Lola L. 101 3820 Wauna Vista Dr Vancouver, Wa 98661
Bailey, Randall D . 74 1798 Narrows Dr Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Baud, Robert G . Jr. 187 2836 Harvard Ave E Seattle, Wa. 98102
Baird , Robin ) . 2531 14th Ave. S Seattle, Wa 98144
Baird, Theresa S. 34 , 81 15808 Hwy 7 Minnetonka, Mn 55343
Bakamus, Bill 93
Baker, Mary Beth 2414 N . Lawrence Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Baker, Bobert R. Jr. 36, 78, 186, 187, 196 1070 102nd PI SE Bellevue, Wa . 98004
Baker , Scott C 87 240 Heather Rd Everett, Wa 98201
Baker, Wyatt D . 36, 38 1722 N. Oakes Tacoma, Wa 98408
Baibas , Michael A. 36 9159 Hackamore Dr Boise, Id 83705
Baldridge, Jantne 196 1221 N. Fife Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Baldwin, Janie 381
Baldwin, Joanna L. 89 3504 N. Adams Tacoma, Wa 98407
Baldwin, Larry C. 9806 Croft S. Tacoma, Wa. 98444
Ball , Janice E. 3315 N. 7th Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Ball , Maryann E . 3321 N. Alder Tacoma , Wa. 98407
Balleinline, Kim A. 186 5312 SW 315th Federal Way , Wa . 98003
Balsamo. Ronald J. lH 9Vi N . Oakes Tacoma. Wa. 98406
Bancroft , R . Hunter 75 100 Windy Hill Rd . S. St Paul, Mn . 55107
Bardsley, EricB. 2806 Garden Ct UO Stdiacoom , Wa. 98388
Barger , Catherine A. 1037 Cerro Verde Solana Beach , Ca. 92075
Barnett . Barry J . W. 2815 Longfellow Spokane. Wa. 99205
Barnhart , Richard B. 14406 24th SW Seattle. Wa . 98166
Barnhart , Sandra M 307 S 120th Tacoma , Wa. 93444
Barr, John R. 36 307 16th St . NW Puyallup, Wa. 98371
Barrie , Allan A . 79 3532 SW 112th St . Seattle. Wa. 98146
Bartel , Connie L. 117 7309 N Edgev. iid Dr . Peoria, II . 61614
Barton , Anne M . 84 1305 Warm Springs Ave. Boise, Id. 83702
Bascom, Judith E 89, 190 5109 Woodson Rd. Mission , Ks . 99202
Bash , Renee K. 197 2321 Vista View Dr. Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Basher, Jodi L 77 8022 Fauntleroy SW Seattle, Wa 98136
Baskett , Kenneth R 1534 46th SW Seattle , Wa . 98116
Basle. Jean-Rene C. P.O. Box 569 Gig Harbor, Wa. 98335
Bateman, Joan F. 84 1821 Crestline Dr . Walla Walla, Wa . 99362
Batiansila, Rebecca A. 72 Rt. 7 Box 483B Sequim , Wa. 98382
Batie, Jean M 2501 N. Union Ave Tacoma. Wa. 98406
Batterson , Mary T. 80, 168 4201 SW 107th Seattle , Wa. 98146
Bauer , Marlene M 2202 N. Vassault Tacoma, Wa 98406
Bauer, Sandra I. 16809 8th Ave. E Spanaway, Wa . 98387
Baumann, Jill L. 89 1 844 Brevor Dr. Walla Walla, Wa. 99362
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Baumer , Deborah K 77 10123 SE Ellis Portland, Or . 97266
Baumhoff , Anna L 80 5150 Montecito PI . Boise, Id 83704
Baus, David M 20214 Maplewood Dr Edmonds, Wa. 98020
Baxter , Janet C. 113, 197 537 Earlston Rd Kenilworth , II 60043
Baxter, Paul E. 36, 118 4013 Kootnai Dr W Tacoma, Wa. 98466
Baydek Rebecca L . P.O. Box 555 Buckley, Wa . 98321
Beach. John M. §545 Ave. De Las Ondas La Jolla, Ca. 92037
Beardmore . Candace 93. 106 3220. NE 30th Lincoln City , Or 97367
Bearley, Connie I . 4109 6th Ave. Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Beatty , Frank W. 86 3002 94th NE Bellevue, Wa. 98004
Beatty. William M . o ? Rt . 3 Box 62 Rising Sun. In . 47040
Beckman , Colleen F. 2705 N . 21st Tacoma , Wa 98407
Beckstead , Paul 2712 N. Washington Tacoma, Wa 98407
Bedford . Kathleen M . 102 . 187. 197 1502 Aurora Ave S Tacoma, Wa . 98465Beehc , Kenneth R 1 1 128 1 I 1 th St SW Tacoma, Wa. 98498
Beeman . ludy S. 3514 Sunset Beach Dr Olympia, Wa. 98502
Beeibower . Debra L . 1 30 Porcap Creek Rd . Elma , Wa 98541
Behlke. KavM . 168 3o< ) 3 Holiday Dr Olympia, Wa 98501
Beighle. Katherine A. 84 401 l NE 98th Seattle, Wa 98115
Belford. lames R . 7007 E Waller Rd Tacoma, Wa 98443
Bell . Janet G . 74 9045 5 l st NE Seattle, Wa . 98115
Bell . Sain D. 74 I 3630 Willow Bend Dallas, Tx. 75240
Bellinger . Rhonda A 197 3809 Richmond Ave Anchorage , Ak . 99504
Bender . Boyd J . 1011 Kejit-Des Moines Rd #3 Des Moines, Wa. 98188
Bender . John 82 8625 NE 20th Bellevue, Wa 98004
Benedict . Elixabcthl.. 78 P . O. Box 1218 Friday harbor , Wa . 98250
Benedict . Susan L. 77.184 , 197 1236 LucioLn Sacramento, Ca . 95822Bennett . Gregrey E . 34 , 82 4710 81st SE Mercer Island , Wa 98040
Bennett . Pennie K . 18730 S 99E Oregon City , Or 97045
Benson . Hilary A . 108, 172 304 N . 3rd Tumwater , Wa 98502
Benson. Laurie A . 186 921 Laburnum Ave. Chico, Ca. 95926
Berg. Geoffrey W. 3810 N 14th Tacoma , Wa 98406
Berg. Melissa S. 3810 N. 14th Tacoma, Wa 98406
Bergcvin . Scott t J 93 8132 SE 44th Mercer Island , Wa . 98040
Bergquisi , Barbara 7524 66th Ave W Tacoma , Wa . 98467
Bergquisi . Bradley P 90 580 San Felipe Way Boise , Id . 83702
Bergquisi , Thomas A 90, 197 580 San Felipe Way Boise, Id 83702Bergstrom . Constance 101 930 Altadena Ave. Tacoma , Wa 98466
Berken . Scott T. 93 133 W. 12th St. Aberdeen , Wa 98520
Berkley . Billy C. 1821 S 82ndSt . TaCom.i . Wa 98408
Bernard . Donald W. 92 3101 NE 44th St . Vancouver. Wa. 98663
Berndt . Timothy H 624 Alta Vista PI Tacoma , wa . 98466
Berncy . Joyce M 1 13, 185, 187 , 197W 21 Monierev PI NF. Renton, Wa. 98055Berni . Susan L . 101 , 178 2472 Blackburn St Eugene. Or . 97405Berntsen , Neal R. 186, 187 12132 East FSt. Tacoma , Wa . Q8445
Berric. Alan 118
Beswick . Ralph H . 186, 1.8.7 7504 Cooper Pt . Rd. NW Olympia . Wa. 98502Bezzp, LayneL . 5618 N . 41st Tacoma. Wa. 9H407
Bianchi . Robert M . 1461 N . Pearl St . #9 Tacoma . Wa 98406
Bibler. Carol lean 182 632 6th St. F Kalispell . Mt 59901
Biddle , Janice R . 88 .3422 W Lk. Samm Rd . SE Bellevue , Wa 98008
Bidgood . Lori D. SW Petes Ml. Rd. West l.mn . Or. 97068
Bigelow. Robert K. 172. 197 2515 N. Lawerence Tacoma . Wa . 98406
Billict , l isa A 81 8.35 Madonna Way Los Altos , Ca . 94022
Bingisser, Louise T. 6225 Waller Rd E . Tacoma . Wa . 98443
Bird , Thomas J . 417 North E St . #6 Tacoma . Wa. 98402
Bires , Kathrin L. 812 North K St . # 308 Tacoma . Wa . 98403
Birlenback , Sabine 74 16510 72nd Ave. W Edmonds, Wa. 98020
Bissonnette, Anne C. 99 7009 Topaz Dr Tacoma. Wa 98498
Bivoino, Anita A 81 * 29715 I !th Ave SW Federal Way , Wa. 98003
Black , Amanda M 184 14502 25th Ave Ct. E Tacoma . Wa. 98445Black , MaryJ . 89, 193 16415 SE 16th Bellevue , Wa. 98008
Black , Vanessa F L 3738 E Howe Tacoma, Wa. 98404
Blackman , Steve 197 2015 Denver St San Diego. Ca . 92110
Blackmon , Charles A 117 9806 228th PL SW Edmonds . Wa 98020Blake , Jacqueline E P . O. Box 592 Puyallup , Wa. 98371
Blanchfield , Tina 176, 183 3615 65th Ave. W Tacoma, Wa 98466
Blanusa , Robert J 82 412 Fulton St . Buckley , Wa 98321
Blindheim, Steven L 3812 71st Ave Q NW Gig Harbor , Wa 98335Blodgett , David K 86, 197 217 Bushaway Rd Wayzata , Mn 55391
Blome , Beth A 89 Ord Blvd Nampa , Id 83651
Blosser , Diane M 8900 NW 15th Ave Vancouver, Wa 98665
Bloxom, Ann C. 102, 197 307 Linden Way Yakima , Wa 98902
Blubaugh, Mark A . 182 3755 SW 319th St Federal Way, Wa 98003Blue , Alfred David 197 3004146 Ave So Auburn , Wa 98002
Blum, Jeff 118
Blum , Louis J 890 Cornish Dr San Diego , Ca . 92107
Bodger, Brad 112
Bodmer , R . Scott 82, 174 6192 Winstead PI Boise, Id. 83704
Boe. WandaJ . 84 7410 Old Military 36 Bremerton, Wa. 98310
Boettcher, Brian J . 197 I 881 N . Hawthorne Dr. Tacoma . Wa. 98406
Bogue, RossR . 115, 135, 197 P.O Box 127 Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Boies, Peter D 131, 135 2827 Westwood Rd. Minrfetonka Bch. , Mn. 55361Bolds , Adolphus, Jr. 190 7569 Old Military Rd . Bremerton , Wa . 98310Bolds, Denise D 81, 171 7569 Old Military Rd. Bremerton , Wa 98310Bolger , Brad 135, 137
Bolles, Dave 93 9610 NE 29th Bellevue , Wa. 98004
Bollinger, Sheryl L 88 1225 Lois PI Wenatchee, Wa 98801
Bolong, Daniel A P .O Box 699 Cosmopoiis . Wa. 98537
Bolton, Mark L 93 3320 S 8th Tacoma, Wa . 68405
Bolton , Robert W 5895 S . Monaco Englewood, Co. 80110
Bonaci, Gordon R 93 5025 25th Ave. NE Seattle, Wa 97105
Bonawitz, Kristin K 88 317 Humakua Dr . Kailua , Hi 967 ^4Bond , CameronM 82 Box 145 Britannia BCH. BC Cana-Bond , Mary T. 101 510 Forrest Pk. Dr Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Bond, Wendy J 76 Box 145 Britannia BCH BC Cana-Booth, Caryn E 88 13130 SE Lincoln St Portland, Or 97233Boots, John L . 77 1105 SE 99th Ave . Vancouver, Wa. 98664Borden , Karen M Box 246 Quilcene, Wa . 98376
Bosz, Dennis 97
Boudreau, Peter M 14 Sherwood Dr . Sterling Jet . , Ma. 01565
Bouillon Lincoln 1401 W Smith # 505 Kent , Wa 98031
Boush , Carl A 90 SSumner Ave Sumner , Wa 98390
Boush. MaryK . S Sumner Ave Sumner, Wa 98390
Bower, DickJ . 104 2101 N . Alder Tacoma, Wa 98406
Bowler, Gorham J 77 5701 Brampton Rd Dayton , Oh . 45429Bowman, Barbara J P . O. Box 67 Naches, Wa. 98937
Bowman, Stephen G. 86 7740 Crest Dr. NE Seattle, Wa . 98115‘Boyctt , Jesse J 77, 181 , 186, 187 13054 SE 204th PI Kent, Wa. 98031Boynton, Gary A 4204 Shore Club Dr Mercer Island , Wa 98040Bradley, Michael D 14066 Military Rd Seattle, Wa 98168Bradley, Morgan B 15725 Spanaway Lp, Rd Spanawav , Wa . 98387Bradley. Thomas X 4826 Marine View Dr Tacoma, Wa 98422Bradshaw , Barb 197
Brame, David A. 2246 E. 34th Tacoma, Wa 98404
Brandt , Roberta M. 4515 No 37th Tacoma, Wa 98407
Branscomb, Elizabeth 188 2628 morrene Dr Placerville , Ca . 95667Brauch , Linda M 99, 197 8519 Sterling Raytown, Mo 64138Brauhck , Cheryl M 102 , 177 3811 Palisades PI W Tacoma, Wa 98466Breckenndge, C M 13I S N. Hawthorne Tacoma , Wa 98406Bredberg, Karen M 7709 45th St W Tacoma, Wa 98466Bredberg, Karolyn A 7709 45th St. W Tacoma , Wa. 98466Bredeson, Jody A 88 , 107 458 SW 127th Seattle, Wa . 98146Breikss, Arvids D. 1226S. Ridgewood Tacoma, Wa 98405Breslin , James 1631 Violet Meadow Tacoma, Wa 98444Brewe, Eric L 90 18449 Ballinger Way Seattle, Wa 98155Brewer , Kevin J 1 12 15th St NW Puyallup , Wa. 98371-Brewis, Barry G 82, 184 10714 Lakeside NE Seattle, Wa. 98125Bncca, Katie R 6 Rancheria Rd Kentfield , Ca 94904
Briggs, Amanda 1435 SW 15.2nd St Seattle , wa 98166
Briggs^, Vicki L. The Highlands Seattle, Wa 98177Britcher , Joseph C. 8804 Manchester St No. Ft . Lewis, Wa 98433Brittain, Yvonne M 7065 Thebes St. Bremerton, Wa 98310Brokaw , Christine M P . O. Box 1292 Tacoma, Wa 98401
Brooks, Linda E 97 27th Ave NW Gig Harbor, Wa. 98333Brooks , Linda E 97 27th Ave NW Gig Harbor, Wa . 98335Brooks, Norma E . 3301 163rd St. E Tacoma, Wa 98446Brosseau , Rochelle B 197 3209 N 30th Tacoma , Wa 98407Broten , Linda L 4811 Cedarwood Ln Nw . Gig Harbor, Wa. 98335Broten , Paul B 4811 Cedarwood Ln . NW Gig Harbor , Wa 98335Brown , Learn; D. 39 1155 SW Coast Hwy Newport , Or 97365Brown , Daryl F. I 1606 Farwest Dr . SW Tacoma , Wa. 98498Brown , Donna 3317 N 10th St Seattle, Wa . 98168Brown Gcetchen 169 3305 N Mth #2 Tacoma , Wa 984106Brow'n lames S. 82 , 198 331 Chandler PL Lake Oswego. Or. 97034Brown , Jerome H 7219 South G St Tacoma , Wa 98408Brown , Katherine E . Box 1313 Kenai , Ak 9961 1Brown , Keith L . 36 2216 S 10th Tacoma, Wa 98405Brown , Melinda 169
Brown , Marilyn L 3422 Harborview Dr NW Gig Harbor , Wa. 98335Brown , Molly J . 1 3031 NE 32nd PI Bellevue, Wa 98005Brown , Nicholas B 51 Orchard St Jamaica Plain , Ma 02130Brown , Reginald 104 721 1 S Madison Tacoma , Wa 98409Brown , Ruth Louise 171 , 198 6533 Ardmore Dr . Tacoma , Wa. 98499Brown , Dandra L 198 , 177 , 185 , 187 2408 N Washington Tacoma, Wa 98406Brown, Stefan D 81 , 187, 186 10624 S Wilton PI Los Angeles , Ca . 90047Brown , Steven C 40, 1871 8216 34th Ave E Tacorrl, Wa 98443Brown , Steven K 16321 35th Ave NE Seattle , Wa 98155Browne , Patti L 197 5028 Tok-A-Lou Av NE Tacoma , Wa 98422Bruce, Erin M. 26, 131 , 198 , 111 547 N - Janss Way Anaheim , Ca 92805
mL-adi
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Bryan , Maureen K 89 4141 42nd NB Seattle , Wa. 98105
Bryan , Michael D 93 70 Wailupe Cir . Honolulu, Hi 96821
Bryan , Michael ]. 93 5615 Windemere Dr . Olympia, Wa 98501
Buchanan , Jennifer L 24 Chestnut Hill Greenfield , Ma 01301
Buckley , Karen L . 89,93,198 1804 102nd PI SE Bellevue, Wa 98004
Buford, Gordon L 171 3723 Washington Ave. Cincinnati , Oh 45229
Bujachich , Nina J . 102 2910 N 28th Tacoma, Wa 98407
Buker , Tonya E. PO Box 297 Kodiak , Ak. 99615
Bulkley, Donald 0 82, 198 5786 S. Ivy St . Englewood, Co 80110
Bulkley , Gregory A . 82 5786 S. Ivy St . Englewood, Co. 80110
Buller , Barbara A 198 1755 E 1950 S Ogden , Ut . 84401
Burch , Kathleen M 89 444 Woodland Ave . Kalispell , Mt . 59901
Burgess , Sally L. 102 1005 Eagle Rock Rd Colorado Spgs, Co. 80907
Burk, Amy E . 3416 N 27th St Tacoma, Wa 98407
Burke, Benjamin J 26. i 1 1 4536SW Director Seattle , Wa . 98136
Burke, Euel E 10406 Earley Ave Tacoma , Wa 98499
Burke, Randi R 79 4 3 39 Via Marine Ph #4 Marina Del Ray , Ca . 90291
Burki . Margaret A . PO Box 114 Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Burman , James D. 29601 8th Ave SW Federal Way, Wa 98003
Burmark , Beverly M . 3 511 S Geiger St. Tacoma , Wa. 98465
Bumiark , David S. 3328 n. Shirley Tacoma , Wa 98407
Burnett, Charles I 309 N Washington Tacoma, Wa 98406
BufnFidd. Andrea J 76 P O Box 733 Ferndale, Wa 98248
Burns. Bruce 97 21 20 Waveriy Way E Seattle, Wa 98112
Bums, David H. 31o8 Wildwood Dr. Longview , Wa. 98632
Burns. Mikel E . 102 201 1 Niagara Dr . Bellingham, Wa. 98225
Burris. Scott A . 126 . 135. 180. 176 12041 8th NE Seattle. Wa. 98125
Burrell, Kennith.T* 3415 N 18th Tacoma . Wa. 98406Burtcheifc, Dennis I . 51 10 N 35th Tacoma , Wa . 98407
Burton . Todd Clifton 1135 So Athey Othello . Wa. 99344
Bush . Srteve 198
Btisz , Andrew J 77, 181 13024 Creviston NW Gig Harbor , Wa . 98335
Butler , Bette D 198 1915 N Fife St. Tacoma . Wa 98406
• Butler , Brian T. 1 708 N. Junett Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Butler . Donna J 89 122.63 Shorewood Dr . Seattle. Wa . 98146
Byerley , Janet 1. 84, i 19 Rt I Touchet , Wa 99360
Bylund, Lloyd E. 3316 HarboryjewiPr. Gig Harbor, Wa. 98335
Byrne, Kathleen L . 94. 193 228 Island Lk Dr Shelton , Wa . 98584
Byrne. Kevin 198 812. North K St #31 2 Tacoma , Wa. 98403
Bzdel , John M 1632 E 30th Tacoma. Wa. 98404
Cabana , Stella P 72 1035 Ihi-lhi Ave. Wahiawa , Hi 96786
Cable, Bruce C 82, 198 6227 83rd Ave SE Mercer Island , Wa. 98040
able, Clinton G, Jr . 1402 S 8th Tacoma . Wa. 98405
Cable . Vicki A 964 1 Meadow Rd SW Tacoma, Wa 98499
C avona . Delia R. 74 P O Bx 407-Kaumakani Kauai , Hi 96747
le, Eric 182, 17$. 171 !942 Marjorie Dr Grand Island, Ny 14072
^ael , Edward E 120.4 Baldwin Spokane. Wa. 99207
Carder , Karen M 5769 Snowberrv Dr . Littleton . Co. 80123
Carlsen, Steven P 92, 198 4309 N 35th St. Tacoma. Wa . 98407
Carlson, NanM. 78 Rr #13 Box 85 Bloomington , II 61701
Carpenter , Kimberly L . 198. 102, 184 14010 Somerset SE Bellevue , Wa. 98006
Carpenter, Terry 198 6224 164th Ave SE Issaquah , Wa. 98027
Carter, Sara K. 80 16520 Shore Dr . NE Seattle, Wa . 98155
Cartwright, Robert E . 198, 104 1805 Willow Dr Hillsborough, Ca. 94010
Carver , Thomas L 64 Main St Stenington, Ct. 06378
Casaus, JoseF. 198 11421 Woodland Ave. Puyallyp, Wa . 98371
Case, William S 4422 S. 49th Tacoma , Wa 98409
Casey , Katy 84
Cassayre, Diane E 102 20 Syar Dr . Napa, Ca 94558
Castagna , Elizabeth A 34, 77 1635 S 204th St . Seattle, Wa. 98188
Castillo, Lynn
Castro, Elaine M 77 P O Box 71 1 Jacksonville, Or . 97530
Caughorn, Cheryl A 198 11(01 N . 12th Apt #9 Tacoma, Wa . 98403
Celestino, John R . 10103 243rd PI SW Edmonds, Wa 98020
Celigoy, Craig B. 198, 104 13015 144 SE Renton , Wa. 98055
Cessna , Toni J 8633 Zircon Dr . SW #Q4 Tacoma , Wa. 98498
Campa, James1 120 23350105th Ave SE Kent, Wa. 98031
Chandler , Samuel S. 169 1424 E Mason Buckley, Wa. 98321
Chapin, Catherine A . 94, 1 76 824 Bonnie Brae Casper, Wy 82601
Chapman , Moira P. 40, 72 2641 Paradise Dr Tiburon, Ca 94920
Chappell , Laurie J . 169 23820 SW Farmington Beaverton , Or. 97005
Chappell, Victoria L 1629 35th Ave Seattle, Wa .98122
Chappelle, Michael L 87.. 199 5420 96th SE Mercer Island , Wa. 98040
Charts, Jacob S 69 Lake St Round Lakh, II 60073
C
Chase, Mike 199 L
Chenevert , David L 7004-6 S 12th St Tacoma , Wa 98465
Cheney , Bradbury F. 96 P O Box 15 i 5 Tacoma , Wa . 98401
Chesn^y, Dawn 170Chester . Julia M 84 3628 Dogwood Dr S Salem, Or. 97302
Chiarovano, Rod 2117 N. Baltimore Tacoma , Wa . 97302








Calavan. Charles W . 90.2602 4 1 st Ave. NE Puy^lup, Wa 98371Calcagm , Carlo N . 81 PO Box 791,Port Aransas, Tx^28373Calder , Jeffrey L 92 301 Old Broadmoor ^'Odorsdo Sng, Co 80906Calder , William K 135, 118, 177:2 Second St . Colorado Sprgs , Co. 80906
Calderhead Wm F Jr. 17 , 122 41 30 Blvd PI Mercer Island, Wa 98040
Callaghan, James K 86 8812 Overlake Dr W . Bellevue, Wa. 98004
Callahan , Nancy J . 78 212 Cispus Randle , Wa. 98377
Calland . Wendy 80
Callow . Kerry A. 89. 104 , 169 4560 52nd NE Seattle. Wa 98105
Calven. Bruce T. 2019 Hancock Ave. Butte. Mt 59701
Calvert^mri J . 2248 Grey Ct . San Jose. Ca. 95124Calvin , Leatriee 2340 South M St . Tacoma . Wa . 98405
.Cameron , Lori L. #9 , 182 Rt 2 Box 502 Portland , Or . 97231
Cameron , Tummy Rae 1502 S 41st Tacoma . Wa. 98404
Cameron , Terri A . 73 3948 Raleigh St Napa. Cat 94558
Campbell , Arabella C 185 3723 So. 12thTacoma . Wa. 98405 ^
Campbell. Donna J, 113, 188 21615 86th PI W . Edmonds. Wa . 98020
Campbell , Dunc&rgWitlemstand Netherlands Neth-
CampbelL Elizabeth H . 94 , 198 8601 43rd St W Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Campbell , Kathleen R. 78 , 168, 188 21615 86th PI WL Edmonds. W^ 98020Campbell . LarriiR . 78 7530 31st NE Seattle , Wa. 98Pro
Campbell , MarkS . 4215 N 16th Tacoma , Wa . 98115
Campbell . MrSael J 2602 Seward Ave Centfalia, Wa . 98531
Campbell, Michael L 5325 N . Highland Tacma, Wa 98407
Campfield, Martha I 84 , 169 589 Drexel Ave Glencoe, II 60022
Candia , Shauna K 198 3244 Woodlawn Dr Honolulu , Hi . 96822
Canfield, Gloria Rt 3 Box 127 Olympia, Wa 98506
Canfield, Richard L Rt 3 Box 127 Olympia , Wa 98506
Cannaday, Elizabeth S 9817 Hipkins Rd SW Tacoma , wa . 98498
Cannon, Peter R . 81 8313 Dewberry Anchorage, Ak 99502
Caprara, Michael D. 10655 Military Rd SW Tacoma, Wa. 98498
Cardeiro, David 1 74
v d. ypi,E
Chittenden, James C. 199 5601 S Mullen St . Tacoma, Wa. 98409
Choo, Jacqueline J 168 35 Country Club Rd Honolulu, Hi . 96717
Chovil , Kenneth D. 32018 28th Ave. SW Federal Way, Wa. 98003
Choy, Cynthia S. 45-002 Pomaikai PI Kaneohe, Hi. 96744
Chrisley, Lelsey A . 81 3320 willow SW Tacoma. Wa . 98439
Christensen, Andrea C. 184 501 Santa Fe Dr. Vancouver, Wa. 98661
Christensen, Jan E P O Box 189 Eatonville , Wa. 98328
Christensen , Margaret 81 P O Box 340 Stevenson. Wa. 98648
Christensen, Theodore 199 P O Box 1283 Tacoma, Wa. 98401
Christoffersen PR . 90 5340 NE Fletcher Lnd Bainbridge Is , Wa. 98110
Christoffersen, Peter, 4451 Femcroft Rd. Mercer Island , Wa 98040
Claassen , Lark A . 79 17015 11th Ave NE Seattle . V/a. 98155
Clark, Christopher P. 1228 E . Crockett Seattle. Wa. 98102
Clancey, John B. 121 763-A ‘AaalapapaDr . Kailua , Hi . 96734
Clapp, Laurie A . 84, 1 77 P O Box 1 53 Redmond, Wa. 98052
Clark, Amy M 192 5406 s. Yakima . Tacoma , Wa. 98408
-
_Qark. £oraX 47 73 Lowell NE Salem . Oj, 97303
, ClTrJc^Dorothy 185 ^ 1Clark . Darroll A P O Box 472 Clarskanie , Or 97016
Clark , Dwight A 77 383 6th Court Fox Island . Wa. 98333
Clark . Patricia L 107 1323 Hawser Helena. Mt . 59601
Claypoole , Keith 3o 708 Grandview Wenatchee . Wa 98801
Cleland, Diane M. 84 13921 Qlackamas Riv. Oregon City, Or. 97045
Clemens, David w. 2210 N Proctor Tacoma . Wa. 98406
Clevenger, Michael M . 93, 199 10 S 66th Ave Yakima, Wa. 98908
Clizer, Claircy 84, 180, 169
Close, Christine 199, 102 6410 E Mercer Way Mercer Island , Wa. 98040
Clymo, Luellen D 94 9435 Kitsap Wav . Bremerton , Wa . 98310
Cobb, Stephen L 9211 Olympic View Dr. Ednomds, Wa. 98020
Coble, Clint
Cochran , Jeffrey m. 182 111 N Passiac Ave. Chatham . NJ 07928
Cody, Darcy A . 72 240 Lk Merced Hill N. San Francisco, Ca . 94132
Coffey, Wesley D. 1416 S 51stTacoma . Wa. 98408 A
COFFIN. Bruce r. 128. 135, 115 6727 163rd PI SW Lynnwood. Wa. 98036;
*hen. David R. 199 3925SColorado Blvd. Englewood. Co.80110
_ hen. J.cn 93— C o k r s . Kenneth J . 15509 98th Ave. E. Puyallup, Wa. 98371
ColoSffi. William R. 6504 80th Ave SE Mercer Island , Wa . 98040
CqJ£>v . Andrea L. 3706 N Union Tacoma , Wa. 98407
CoioWCelia D. 81 3706 N Union Ave Tacoma, Wa 98407
Colby , Sara L 3706 N Union Tacoma , Wa. 98407
Cole, Brian 199 4944 116th PI SE Bellevue, wa. 98006
Cole, Lauran R 107 11641 NE Sunset Loop Bainbridge Is., Wa. 98110
Cole, Valeriew R . 107 11641 NE Sunset Lp Bainbridge Is. , Wa. 98110
Coleman, Charlene M. 10 W. 135th St. New York, NY 10037
Coleman , Robert H. Jr. 97 7639 US Hwy 1 2 Glenoma, Wa.98336
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Coll, Dawn J . 116 2473 Gillette Dr. Pt Orchard , Wa. 98366
Collier , Barry 82 , 199 6428 Hazel Dell Ave. Vancouver . Wa. 9866*Collins, Liz 185
Collins, Mary E . Star Rt 4 Box 275 Bell air. Wa. 98528
Collins , Patricia J 3912 N Stevens Tacoma. Wa. 98407
Colson, Jerry W. P O Box 246 Winlock, Wa . 98596
Combe, Phyllis J 12615 Rebecca Dr . SW Tacoma , Wa. 98499
Combs, John E . 36, 199 8640-D Onyx Dr. SW Tacoma , wa 98498
Conkey, Harriet 78 , 199 4360 Brookside Ct // 205 Edina . Mn. 55436
Conley, Mark J . 6605 6th Ave #15 Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Connally, Cindy L. 39, 199 11115 107 th St SW Tacoma, Wa 98498
Connell, Patty j . 80 Rt 1 Box 675 Pasco . Wa . 99301
Connelly, Edward M. 1412 N Adams Tacoma, Wa 98406
Conroy , Stephen M . 2643 SW Buena Vista Portland . Or . 97201
Converse , Lori J 81 1253 Pnorama Dr Lafayette. Ca . 94549
Cook , Carrie O. 84 875 SE Shoreland Dr Bellevue, W. 9,8004
Cook , Leslie K 199 1970 Lalamanaole Av Hilo. Hi . 96720
Cook . Mark 1 I 8
Cook, Steven K . 1120S 34th Tacoma, Wa. 98408
Cookson, Ann 88 664 Woodstock Rd Hillsborough , Ca . 94010
Cooley, Carol J . 199, 102 17717 Densmore Ave N Seattle, Wa. 98133Coombs, Thomas B 90 1601 Camden Park Dr Olympia, Wa. 98502
Goohan , John P. 199 9722 Forest Ave SW Tacoma, Wa 98498
Cooper, Britt R . 10 Deer Cir Ln . Nevada City, Ca . 95959
Cooper , Carol A 1311 N Alder Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Cooper, Ellen L 4326 N Verde Tacoma, Wa 98407
Coppess, Margaret M 5401 S. 12th # 1703 Tacoma , Wa 98407
Corley, Belinda G. 4409 N 45th Tacoma, Wa 98407
Corley , Jean 78 2213 Torbett Richland, Wa . 99352
Corliss, Michael J . 92 3519 S 30th St Tacoma , Wa 98409
Corp , Eric F. 186 4507 South M Street Tacoma, Wa. 98408
Corra , Richard A . 199 315 3rd AveNE Issaquah , wa 98027
Cosner, Katherine 1. 199 9072 Roanoke Rd NE Bremerton , Wa . 98.310Coury, James S. 1001 N Yakima #302 Tacoma , Wa . 98403
Cousens, Sandra F 2212 Crystal Springs Tacoma, Wa . 98466
Covert , Mona 101 , 109 1935 SW Custer Portland , Or 97219Covin, Jordan D 19641 Bermuda St . Catsworth, Ca . 91311Cowan, James P 199 4802 N 14th Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Cozart , Charles W 923 Pleasant Ave Bremerton , Wa 98310
Craker , Lynnelle A 502 S 143rd Tacoma , Wa 98444
Crane Jeffrey C 917 N 178th Seattle, Wa . 98133
Crane Tami A 88 E 6906 Carlisle Spokane, Wa 99206
Craswell , Jill E . 11826 Kitsap Way Bremerton , Wa. 98310
Craswell, Jim A 81 11826 Kitsap Way Bremer ion, Wa 98310Crawford, Charles T P O Box 1 Me Kenna. Wa 98580
Crwford, P Gail 2010 Park St. Enumclaw , Wa 98022
Creager , Vanessa I 6320 NE 157th Bothell . Wa . 98011
Creek, Sandra K . 88 , 176 1405 106th Ave. NE Bellevue, Wa 980004
Cremer , Thomas A . 1560 NW 7th Ct Gresham, Or 97030
Crescenzi , Joseph M 92 14424 118th Ave . NE Kirkland , Wa. 98033
Creswell, Bradford N . 77 5869 S Snowberry Littleton, Co. 80123
Creten , Valerie I 413 Regents Blvd Tacoma , Wa. 98466
Cnpe, David 186
Croft , Robert M Rt 2 Box 503 Coos Bay , Or 97420
Crollard , Scott A 128 215 S 37th Ave Yakama. Wa. 98902
Cronkhite, Carol 89 , 199 2021 78th NE Bellevue, Wa. 9S004
Crook , Mark A 533 Ave A #2 Snohomish , Wa 98290
Crooks, Pamela K '200 3417 N 8th Tacoma , Wa 98406
Crossett , Kris 189
Crotty, Brian W 93 3928 N Mullen Tacoma, Wa 98407
Crowder , Kimberly S. 89 936 Albion St San Diego, Wa 92106
Cubbage, Carrie Anne 611 N Yakima Tacoma , Wa . 98403
Cudahy, Patrick 96 Box 1002 Ketcb.um , Id 83340
Culbertson, Gary 76 , 200 P O Box 5326 Honolulu , Hi 96822
Cullen, Maura J 3308 N 7th St Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Cummings, Andy 81
Cummings, Mike 120 12033 Beekman Milwaukie, Or 99336
Cummings, Thomas J 124, 176, 180 12033 Beckman Milwaukie , Or 90222Cunningham, Patricia 101, 183 1420 N Proctor St. Tacoma, Wa 98406
Curfess, Cathy 106
Curl , Donna J otrs 2818-A Fort Lewis, Wa 98433
Curl, Louis E 12623 Bridgeport No. 57 , Tacoma, Wa 98499Curtis, Michael 177 o703 37th SW Seattle , Wa 98126
Cushman, Robert 36, 200 415 Country Club Rd Hood River , Or 97031Cutlip , Kimberly J . 80 9 Skyline Dr . Ellensburg , wa 98926
Cuyler , susan e. 112 Emerald Ave Balboa Island, a 92662
Czerwonka , Charles W 8904 Lorraine Ave. S Tacoma, Wa 98409Dahl, Andrew 82
Dalbalcon , Cheryl L 89, 168 , 190 2414 139th SE Bellevue , Wa 48005
Dale , Tamm 1 817 Ham Hill Rd Centralia , Wa 98531
Dalton , Robert J 77 2330 Elmwood Wilmette, 11 60091
Dalziel , Thomas E . 2391 San Miguel Rd Walnut Crk , Ca . 94596
Dang, Sherill A 200 500 Univ Ave . #1631 Honolulu, Hi 96826
Daraskavich, patti A 200 7609 S 132nd St Seattle, Wa 98178
Darragh, Philip E 1422 Rainier Dr # I0 Tacoma, Wa 98466
Dart , James F 90 15804 Heat herstone Ln W Bothell, Wa 9801 IDaufc, Holly A . 8325 48th Si W #3 Tacoma, Wa . 98467
Davenport, Char 89 - 200Davenport, Robin V 74.200, 178 10619 SE 4th Bellevue, Wa. 98004
David, Karen M 15414 82nd Ave NW Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Davidson , Kathleen J 101 12225 Interlaaken Dr Tacoma, Wa 98498
Davies, Linda R . 6807 Lakewood Dr W 4 Tacoma, Wa 98467
Davis, Amanda S 131 , 200, 111 6336 Buffalo Speedway Houston , Tx. 77005Davis, Dale A Jr 14403 8th Ave SW Apt 113 Seattle, Wa 98166
Davis , Darrell R 40 2432 Cispus Rd Randle, Wa 98377
Davis , Elaine D 3601 N Villard Tacoma , Wa 98407
Davis, Katharine t 137 Del Monte Ave. Tacoma. Wa 98466
Davis, Kris 189
Davis, Laura 181 2600 Union St. Apt 201 San Francisco, Ca 94123
Davis , Marta 19413 Crescent Dr. E Spanaway, Wa 98387
Davis, Tom 97
Day , Christine J 84 E 1727 Pinecresi Rd . Spokane, Wa 99203
Day. Tracy C 123 2301 Barge St. Yakima, Wa 98902
Deakins . Kathleen A Qtrs 2511C Fort Lewis, Wa . 98433
Dcalba . Efigenia M . i :'19 77th Ave Ct W . Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Dealt* , Alan P 36 2851 SW Montgomery Portland , Or 97201
Dean. Carolyn S. 80, 181 , 193 1202 Vista Rd . Ellensburg, Wa. 98926Dean, Pamela R 108 35 A Delaware Rehoboth Beach , De 19921
Dean , Paul W 86 P O Box 458 Snoqualmie, Wa 98065
Dearth, Dennis 186
Debellis , Jay 36 7421 60th SE Everett , Wa 98205
Deboer , Roy J 3528 SE Pine Tree Dr . Port Orchard, Wa 98366
Debutts, Andrea 84, 176 3243 Evergreen Pt Rd Bellevue, Wa . 98004DeConti , Mark 36
Dednck, Vicky 101 , 200
Decosta, Virginia L 80 6770 Hawaii Kai 1407 Honolulu, Hi 96825Deffebach, Paul K 81 65 Roberts Way Hillsborough, Ca . 94010
Degan , Bob 86
Degner, Jennifer L 4303 Olympus Bremerton, Wa 98310
Deharpport, Craig S 97 10135 NW Brady Ln Portland , Or 97229Deibold, Gary A 200 60th Ave E Graham , Wa 98338
Dejean, Jacqueline E 114 635 2nd Ave New York , NY 10016
Dejong, Jeanette 326 Wood Ave Sumner , Wa . 98390
Dekker, Rob 76
Delauro, Angela T 14946 18th SW Seattle, Wa. 98166
Deline Aime’e M 39, 123 15 Vista Rd Englewood , Co 80110
Delzell , Kevin W . 6511 Five Views Rd . Tacoma. Wa . 98407
Demaray, Joyce M 84, 200 2320 SW Richardson Portland, Or 97221Dennehy, Daniel T 82 4231 90th SE Mercer Island , Wa . 98040
Denney, Leonard A Jr 200 P O Box 278 Neah Bay, Wa 98357Denmion, Calvin 35 32 Jody Ct San Mateo, Ca . 94402
Denno , James S. 182 1414 Thomas Rd . Wheaton , 11 60187
Denton, Barnett R 11812 SE 252nd PI Kent , Wa 98031
Deraspe , Monica L 32744 33rd SW Federal Way , Wa 98003
Deroy Steven C. 76, 127 P O Box 1436 Hilo Hi 96720
Deshields, Anna T 12714 SE Oatfield Rd Milwaukie , Or 97222
Desler , Jean L 1520 N Monroe Tacoma, Wa 98406
Destefano, Scott 200, 172 4908 S Fife Tacoma , Wa . 98409
Devault , Kathie A 4016 S Park Tacoma, Wa 98408
Dcvick , Karen L 80. 168, 181 3306 Willow St SW Tacoma, Wa. 98439Devore, Barbara j 200 406 S 31st Ave Yakima , Wa 98902
Deweese, David G 540 Ph #10 Castle Rock, Wa 98611
Diamond , Michael K 622 No State Si Tacoma , Wa 98406
Dial, Patti 80
Diaz-Rubio Ramon G 185 Apt 0601 Zona 5 Rep Panama Wa Pana-Dibb, Jack e P O Box 5146 Westport , Ct 06880
Dickson . John , J 82 8517 Cuscadia Ave . Everett , Wa 98204
Dickson , Lisa K 608 Heather Everett , Wu 98031
Diconti , Marc 200 3065 Orange Ave La Crescenta , Ca . 91214
Dicus, Kimberly A 89 E 3600 Hurtson Spokfane, Wa. 99202
Dicnst, William L Jr 123 15004 NE 66th St Redmond , Wa 98052
Dieter , Paul W 86 714 Santa Paula Boise, Id 83702
Dionne, eleanor 90S n Junett Tacoma . Wa. 98406
Dixon, James J 31 1715 C Street SW Ephiata , Wa 98823Dockery , Janet M. P O Box 78 Entiat, Wa 98866
Dodo, Gerald H 75, 183 1429 Noelam Sr . Pearl City , Hi 96782Doel , Jennifer A 200 6621 Hunt St . Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Donner. Steven d 5419 S. 10th Tacoma , Wa. 98465
Danrad , Karen
Dorsey, Julie D. 84 P O box 669 Waterville, Wa. 98858
*
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Dorsey. Lee M. 7427 Onyx DrSW Tacoma. Wa. 98498
Doubet . DScott 7601 33rd St W Tacoma. Wa. 98466
Dougherty . William M. 816 E. 31st , Bremerton. Wa. 98310
Douglas. Andrew m 7834 NE 14 th Bellevue. Wa. 98004
Douglas. George V . 5406 83rd Avc. W Tacoma. Wa. 98467
Douglass. Katherine A Atrs A 200 Roscaans San Diego. Ca. 92 lot
Douglass, Nora .1. 132. 2CX). 172 1313 Chicago St Kent . Wa. 98031
Douglass . William E. 77 . 127 Rt . I Box 366 Burton. Wa. 98013
Drabck , Donald G 100 N. Lafayette 105 N. Bremerton. Wa. 98310
Draper. Debra f . 125 Del Monte Ave. Tacoma , Wa. 98466
Draper , Robert M B. 4258 S. Alder No. 103 . Tacoma . Wa. 98466
Dmz. Katherine M 88 4 189 Stettler Way ,San Diego. Ca. 02122
Dressier. Kevin 172
Drew . Donna M. 73 925 Colchester Dr . SE. Port Orchard, Wa. 98360
Drewett, Johann R 2309 Maple l.n Steilacoom. Wa. 98388
Driscoll. John A 716 South 1 St. Tacoma. Wa 98405
Drobnack . Donna m 78 427 Fife His Dr E Tacoma. Wa. 98424
Drury . IcffW. 1033 Buena Vista Tacoma , Wa. 98466
Ducolon, Pamela C. 200 1710 49th St NE Tacoma. Wa . 98422
Duggan, lames P 2717 N. Tyler Tacoma Wa. 98407
Duhaylongsod J D 98- 1323 Kaonohi St Aica. Hi. 96701
Duhaylongsod J L 98-1323 Laonohi St. Aiea. Hi 96701
Dumdei, Sheryl L 5408 Hyada Blvd #8 Tacoma, Wa. 98422
Dumett . Joanne M 89 443 Scurboro Ave. SW Calgary . Ab Canada
Dung, Frances A I 83 I 5o2 Nehoa St Honolulu. Hi 96822
Dunlap. Cynrhia j . 1711 NW . 31si, Portland. Or. 92710
Dunn. Sheleen E. 114 . 171 4625 Chelsea . Kansas City. MO 64 1 30
Duppcnthaler , Karen M. 94 3614 68th Ave. W. Tacoma. WA 984 16
DuraII, Bob A. 521OS. Mead St . Seattle . WA 981 18
Durham. Emelic H. 78. 186 212S. 5th Bozeman. MT 59715
Durvea . Matthew Q. 36. 75 841 Madera . Fullerton. CA 92635
Dusek. Carla M. 35 Prior Dr. Framington. MA 01701
Duvauchelle, Cristy L. 106 5 I 2 S. Franklin St . Wenatchee. WA 98801
Dwver, Stephen I 1 77 529 Holly Dr. Edmonds . WA 98020
Dysart . Lynne M. 201 I 3030 Sunrise Dr. N E. Bainhridge Is . . WA 981 10
Easley , Cynthia B . 201 I 5902 82nd Ave. N. W. Gig Harbor . WA 98335
Easterday . David R 1102 North L. St . # A Tacoma . WA 98403
Ea.i.-S , lill M «9 4009 Hunts Pi Rd . Bellevue . WA 9X004
Eastman , Cvnthia 84, 182 2o5 Bronwood Aye Los Angeles. CA 60049
Eastman. Karen J. 820 9th Aye. N. Edmonds. WA 98020
Eaton. Teresa P. 6802 S. Prospect , Tacoma , WA 98409
Eaton, Virginia S 5001 N. 22nd Tacoma . WA 98406
Eherhart, James D 1039 Gilmore St . Fairbanks, AK 99701
Ebert . Pat 92 3601 N. 14 th Tacoma. WA 984©6
Edelbrock, Phyllis 1955 E . Day Island Tacoma, WA 98466 r .
Edens, Bruce 97
Edmond, Patricia M . 727 3 3rd Ave. Seattle , Wa. 98122
Edsill. Kathy J. RR 1 Box 187 La Porte Citv . la. 50561
Edwards, Damita 2349 33-til Ave. S.;Seattle. Wa 98 ! 44
Edwards , Jennifer B. 201 68 Mountain Ave. Somerville. Nl 08876
Egge . Susan M. 29, 8C 459.3 Century Dr. S . Salem , Or 97302
Eggen, Mark K . 2819 Impala Dr . Olvmpia , Wa. 98503
Eggers. Candace S. 3619 S . loth Facoma. Wa. 98405
Egglestow , Robert T Rt 2 Box 4 1 8 Longbranch . Wa 98351
Eghdami , Kooros Oskui 93 S.W . -1 Touchstone ! 15 Lk. Oswego, Or. 97034
Ebrenheim, Dale K . 1722 N. Lexington Tacoma, Wa 98406
Eicbolz , Alan D. 135, 115 38 Mansion Ct Menlo Park , Ca 94025
Eilers, Deborah J. 1410 N. Anderson Tacoma, Wa 98406
Easing, Laureen A 6511 N. E Windermere Seattte, Wa . 98105
Eising, Muff 88
Ekm, Archibong James
Elam Priscilla P . 77 609 Warner Tacoma, Wa 98405
Elder . Colin M. 93 6737 N. 24th Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Elder , Debora M. 94. 201 . 114 25515 S.E . Mirrormont Blvd. Issaquah. Wa . 98027
Elenbaas. lames R . 81 Rt . 7 box 644 Olympia. Wa. 98506
Eliason. Lori . 28 4931 Winsdale Golden Valiev. Mn. 55422
Elliott . Edgar C. 74 31 34 Jackson St . San Francisco , Ca . 94115
Elliot , Gordon A 36 534 10th Ave. W. Kirkland. Wa . 98033
Ellis . Christopher A . 171 . 180. 17 5 . 201 . I 77 75o Glencoe Dr Glencoe III. 60022
Ellis . Elizabeth K . 76 1525 Hidden Ln. Anchorage Ak . 99501
Ellis. Gerald r . 1141 1-B 99th Ave. Ct . E Puyallup , Wa. 98371
Ellis . Malcolm W. 3324 6th Ave tt ) Tacoma . Wa. 98406
Ellison, Drev, M. 7 o 3655 Evergreen Pt . Rd. Bellevue. Wa. 98004
Ellison. Lori 81
Ells , Clifford). It. .201 189 31270 W. Lake Morton Kent, Wa. 98031
Fly , E. Leroy 189 528 5th St. N.E. Puyallup. Wa. 98371
Eizev. Karen Louise 88 5405 W. 8ih Avc. Kennewick . Wa. 99336
Emerson , Randy 81
Emerson. Robert R . S.E . 550. Crestview Pullman. Wa. 99163
Emhoff, Susan L . 201 . 102 P.O. Box 219 Wapato, Wa 9895 }
Emlev , James D. 234.3 Sunset Dr . Tacoma, Wa. 98466
Emory, MarkD. 92 831 N W. 177th PI. Seattle. Wa. 98177
Hngi‘1, Hartv M. 104. 182 1103 KA Dr Kulo . HI 96788
Engd. Trisha L. 84 3761 S.W. 171st St. Seattle. Wa. «8166
1 210 754 S. 132nd Tacnma. Wa. 98444
4801 N. 25th Tacoma . Wa. 98406
2 150th PI. S.E. Bellevue. Wa. 89006
nne R 201 3114 S. 9th Tacoma. Wa. 98405
ey R. 75 4625 S.W. Downsview Ct. Portland. Or. 97221
son. Elizabeth A. 74 . 102. 201 1801 I 10th N.W. Seattle. Wa. 891 17
in. Glenna L 94.172. 181 6813 38th N ET
w,.,M.'>n. Sharon M. 29119 32nd PI. S. Auburn.
Etstad Theresa A . 88 1219 Highland
F-nge
t
4Erwin. Edith A . I 203 N. Junett . Tacoi
Esary . Karen R . 89 1003 Francis Ave.
Eshclman. Paul R . 201 2809N. L
Esporma. Antonios. 914 Hayward mciii n^un, »
Esser. Scott M. 36 14061 1 st N.E. Seattle. Wa . 98125
Essex.Meredith K . 3736 N. E. 153rd Seattle , Wa . 98155
Esson. SusarfiK 1056 Electric Ave. S. E . Salem , Ore. 97302
Etheredgc. Phiul 35 1 7 H. Ave. Anacortes. Wa. 9S221
Evans , ilene A 201 Rt 2 Box 637 Tacoma. Wa 08424
Evans. MariaS. 89 4536N.E. 170fh Seattle. Wa. 98155
Ewart . Wes 87 4312 Hunts Pt . Rd . Bellevue, Wa . 98004
Ewing. Brenda C.. 84 94" Field Club Rd. Pittsburg. Pa. 15238
Eylander . Scott M. 187 . 186 2701 S . 360th Federal Wav. Wa. 08005
^Faasuamulie. Janet 2878 Arie Ct . S.E . Puri Orchard, Wa 98366Fnbina, N&holas L 405 oth'Ave Tacoma, Wa. 98402
Factory . William M. Jr . 3o. 38 3520 East T. St. Tacoma, Wa. 98402
Fairchild. Steven N . 92 3042 Pine St Longview, Wa . 98632
Falk . Melba M. 1 70 Rt . 2 Box 448 Vashon, Wa. 98070
Farber . Adria I 222 Palm Dr. Tacoma , Wa . 93466
Fannin. Evelyn C . 88 . 201 W. 637 Shoshone Spokane. Wa. 99203
Famham. Lorraine J . 117 I 5310 Waller Rd. E. Tacoma. Wa. 98446
Farrar Gregory S. 90 1001 Callahan Dr. Bremerton. Wa. 98310
Farris. Deborah L . 78, 193 16642 S.E. 25th St . Bellevue. Wa. 98008
Fassett . Harold S. 1218 Lake St . S.W. Port Orchard. Wa. 98366
Fassnacht . Christine 3516 S. 9th Tacomu, Wa. 98405
Fast . Thomas Andrew 7819 76th Ave . S . W. Port Orchard. Wa. 98366
Fassnacht . Christine 3516 S. 9th Tacoma. Wa . 68405
Faucher , Cindy 1.113 14 White St . Manchester , Ct 06040
Faustini , John M. 108 927 40th Ave. Oakland, Ca 94601
Fawzi, Fawzia N 73 2400 41st N.W . Washington, D C 20007
Feero , Ronald C. HlOo D. Brideport S.W . Tacoma, Wa 98499
Feinng, Rhonda K 77V '168 31906 34th PI S.W Federal Wav. W.iFeist , Cynthia L M. 7245 East L. St . Tacoma, Wa 98404
Ferber, Gordon D. 9925 Waller Rd . E. Tacoma, Wa 98446
Ferguson , DianE . 201 . 173. 171 1701 N Oakes Tacoma, Wa. 98446
Ferri. Pat 189
Feu/ . Sheryl G. 77 10131 S. W. Lancaster, Portland , Or 97216
Fields, Clillord L. 75 Box 6555 Tamunmg Gu. 9691 1
Fields , Diana C. 94. 123 7303 Kingston Dr . Boise Id 83704
Filler. Susan C. 88 4020 Del Monte Dr . Boise , Id 83704
Finch, Cathleen ( . . 27 . 84 1106 Las Rtendas Way Pasadena, Ca 91 107
Finlav . Marie E . 81 412 S. 8th St . Hamilton. Mt 59840
Finlayson. David S. 901 Vine St Milton. Wa 98354
Finlayson , Scott B. P.O . Box 16 Milton, Wa . 98354
Finn, Michael W 3014 N 9th Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Finnegan, Cynthia L. 802 San Juan Ave . Tacoma , Wa 98466
Finney, Stephan C 4607 N.E 194th Seattle , Wa 98155
Fischer , Carol L 1322 Goethals Richland, Wa 99352
Fischer . Lyle E . 8431 S . E 72nd PI Mercer Island , Wa. 98040
Fisher , David M 7r>, 127, 184 P.O. Box 841 Kellogg, Id 83837
Fisher , Joan E. 84 708 99th S.E. Bellevue , Wa. 98004
Fisher . Sue A. 84 4 160 Stratford Dr. Boise , Id 83704
Fitch . Brian W . 90 l 7o0 S. W . Belle. Vista Gresham , Or . 97030
Fitch. Tubes I D ~ 7 . 12" . 182 Ri, 2 Box 820 Vashon. Wa 98070
Flabeny . Teresa 101.201
Flanigan. Richard 1 201 . 1 8 1 620 S.E. Dowsett Lane Gresham, Or. 97030
Flannerv . Kathleen L. 124 143 Westfield Rd. Fanwood, N.J. 07023
Fleagle . Jennifer 'C. 80. 181 16.53 106th S.E . Bellevue , Wa 98004
Flegenheimer. Cynthia 13104 Hwy. 16 N. W. Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Fleming , Lundie 201. I 13 , 181
Reiter, W . A . 71 BonneySt. Steilacoom. Wa . 98388
Floyd. Jeffrey S . 828 S. Rochester Tacoma . Wa . 6&465
Fogle , lulie A . 6875 Castle Rock San Jose. Ca. 95120
Folsom. Gail J . 201 2325 Maple Ln. Steilacoom, Wa 98388
Folsom. Marilyn J. 99. 181 2118 Island Lk Dr Shelton , Wa 98584
Foltz, Bradley D 82, 201 26608 Manchester Ave. , Kent, Wa. 98031
Fong. George L. 202 1312 Skyline Dr. Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Fong. Jodi F. 3325 Loulu St. Honolulu. Hi. 66822
254
Fong, Nolan T 122 1434 Kalaepohaku St . Honolulu, Hi 96816
Foote, David A 74 , 202, 181 30840 22nd Ave S Federal Way. Wa 98003
Ford, Amy M. 88, 202 1365 21$t St N.E. Salem , Or 97301
Fording, Donna M 2623 S .W 327th St Federal Way , Wa . 98003
Fordyce , Elizabeth H Adon Rt Moorcroft , Wy . 82721
Foreman , Stephanie C . 101 225 Via Genoa Newport Beach, Ca 92663
Fors , Susan R 8203 Woodland Ave. Puyallup, Wa 98371
Foster , Dave 189
Fowler , Kathryn L . 77 , 175 125 Commonwealth San Francisco, Ca 94118
Fowler , Randall S . 4511 Westw ood Square Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Fowler , Therese A. S 202 1115 S Anderson Tacoma , Wa 98466
Fox, Julie E 94 , 123 1147 Ratel PI Ventura , Ca 93003
Fox, Monica M 108, 182 329 E . Butler Ave . W . St Paul , Minn . 55118
Fox , Mary E 89 3801 127th Ave . N . E Bellevue, Wa 98005
Foy, Rebecca E 110l6 N . E . 47thPL Kirkland , Wa . 98033
Francis , Kenneth C. 135, 118 373 Marion St Denver , Co 80218
Frandsen , Mary A . 202 1119Vz N Oakes Tacoma, Wa 98406
Frederick, Carol S. 202 6521 Hanegan Rd W Tacoma , Wa . 98467
Fredricksen, Richard 20, 81 3940 Elm Ln Waukegan , 111 60085
Fredrickson , Kim A . 3730 N 28thTacoma, Wa . 98407
Freeman. R. Carter 97 235 Kulamanu PI . Honolulu , Hi 96816
French, Angela 40, 124 605 Monterey Ln Tacoma , Wa 98466
French , Anne E . 2565 Birch Lane Eugene, Or 97403
Frev , PatriciaL . 94 11905 174th PI N . E Redmond , Wa 98502
Fnedrech , Edward L, 2768 Heather Ct . S E Port Orchard , Wa . 98366
Fritts, Susan L . 710 E. 121st St Tacoma , Wa. 98445
Fromhart , Becky 169
Fronk , Nancy 84, 202
Fuford. Fordon 120
Fugere, Brian A. 182 4901 17th Ave S. Seattle , Wa . 98108
Fugiel , Mark A. 10300 Me NemevDr . Franklin Pk . , III . 60131
Fuphara, Aimee S. 85-936 Irmpono St . WaianaO, Hi . 96792
Fuji’, , Noel R 79 814 Keala PI Lahama, Hi. 967ol
Fupoka , Craig K 75 401 W . Puainako St Hilo, Hi 96720
Fulmer , Mitchell W. 1920 N . Monroe Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Funkhouser , Laurie A. 727 Elm Dr Eugene, Or 97404
Funrue, Cynthia ] 202, 169 2557 Drift Creek N E . Silverton, Or 97381
Furrer , Cynthia A . S.W 820 Viento Pullman , Wa. 99163
Fvkeaid , Elame 80, 131
Fykerud, Neil 202
Gaffett , Kimberly H 138 Box 246 Block Island , R. L 02807
Gagliardi, Marianne 94 1728 S Aurora Tacoma. Wa. 98465
Games, Donald £ 202 3321 N Orchard Tacoma, Wa. 98407
Gaines , Donald E 202 3321 N . Orchard Tacoma , Wa 98407
Gaines, L , Ebersole 135 P.O . Box 1001 Ketchum , Id. 83340
Galea , Maria 357 Lakeshire Dr Daly City, Ca . 94015
Gallagher, Michael 1 40 8405 S 19th Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Galloway , lane M 84, 202 7256 Kananaskis S.W Calgary, Canada
Ganges, ByronS . 5001 Sunset Dr W . Tacoma. Wa. 98467
Gannett , Julie L 78 10821 Willows Road Redmond . Wa 98052
Gannon, Gregory D 93 14o22 S £ 172nd Renton , Wa. 9S055
Garber, James A 10950S.E Garett Dr . Milwaukee, Or. 97222
Garfield, Frank 202, 189
Gastafson , Mary 74
Garwood , Kimberlv S. 202 1803S. 82nd #B5 Tacoma , Wa . 98408
Gates, Charlotte A . 1910 N Lawrence Tacoma , Wa 98406
Gauger , JeffD 32, 79, 132 1034 Bradford St Ravmond , Wa 98577
Gaughan , Diane 1911 Valley Ave . N . E Puyallup , Wa 98371
Gaumer , LynnM . 822 N . 11th St Tacoma , Wa . 98403
Gaunt, Donna J 76 13933 N E . Sacramento Poitland , Or 97230
Gavigan , Sheila M 5918S Park Ave . Tacoma , Wa . 98408
Gavora , Rudolf L SR # 31472 Fairbanks, Ak 99701
Gay , Shannon A 73 SR 2 Box 724 Mapleton , Or . 97453
Geddes, Marian E . 15029 S.E 113th Renton , Wa . 98055
Geissler , Jo E . 78 619 Blame Ct . N.E. Renton , Wa . 98055
Geist , Betsy W
Gellatly, Robert N . Jr . 90 204 Eastndge E Wenatchee, Wa 98801
Gennrich , David P 6710 Pacific Ave Tacoma , Wa . 98408
George , Peter W 1 106 N . Prospect Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Georgelis, Alice 1 85 Minami Ota-Ku Tokyo, Japan
Gerhard , Paula A 12616 S E 49th PI Bellevue, Wa 98006
Geirodette, Stephen E 40, 79 lo51 1 39th Ave . N . E Seattle , Wa 98155
Gest , Lauia E 89 22133 S E 21st PI Issaquah , Wa 98027
Gibb, Blake H 104 494 Santa Rosa Ln Santa Barbara Ca 93108
Gibbons, Catherine J 89 2642 School St . Wenatchee, Wa 98801
Gibson , Edward H 180 6027 S E 77th Mercei Island. Wa . 98040
Gibson , SueE . 81 4100-133rd Ave .S.E Bellevue , Wa 98006
Gilford , William B 624 South L St . Tacoma , Wa 98405
Gigandet , Dale M 90 1318 N Harmon Tacoma , Wa 98406
Gigandet , Valerie L 88 , 93 1318 N Harmon Tacoma , Wa 98406
Gilbert , Catherine A 14915 Lull St Van Nuys, Ca . 91405
Gilbert , Katie 108
Gilbert , LindaS 202 , 106
Gilbert , Linda S 202, 106 7810 English Way, bethseda , Md 20034
Gilcreast , Mary Ann 4418 68th St Ct N W Gig Harbor, Wa 98335
Gilden , Stacy M . 30, 101 Box 1146
Gilden, Stacy M . 30 101 Box 1146 , Ketchum , Id 83340
Gililand, Rhonda J 4309 Tacoma Ave. S. Tacoma , Wa 98408
Gill, Suzanne R 84 672 N W Melinda Ave . Portland, Or 97210
Gillis , Cassie J . 2809 Wyoming St Bremerton , Wa 98310
Gilman , Stuart W 4001 E . Quincy Ave Englewood, Colo . 80110
Gimness , Teresa A 35 ol 9 1 70th PI N . E. Bellevue, Wa 98008
Girton, RuthJ 348 W Lee Apt #1 Tumwater , Wa . 98501
Giustina , Angela R 3220 Bryceler Dr . Eugene, Or 97405
Glad , John C 93 2233 102nd PI . S. E . Bellevue, Wa 98004
Glad , Lori 84 , 202 2233 102nd PI S.E. Bellevue , Wa 98004
Glass, Robert L 102 Tacoma Ave. S . Tacoma, Wa 98402
Gleason , John F 202 Rt 2 Box 467 Lakebay , Wa . 98349
Gleason , Mark B 25 Ramsay Rd Montclair , N J 07042
Glockner, Kristi A . 25236 106th PI #C202 Kent , Wa . 98031
Godak , Janice F 7310 48th Ave . E . Tacoma , Wa 98443
Goebel , Katherine L 1 X 7 1100 N. Broadway Aberdeen, Wa 98520
Goeschel, Ron 97
Goforth , Barbara J Rt 1 Box 75L Lakebay , Wa 98349
Golberg , Jane L 11001 S.E Lake Rd Bellevue , Wa . 98004
Goldberg , Jack 90 30 Namala PI Kailua , Hi . 96734
Goldberg, Julie J 76 7215 91st Ave . S.E Mercer Island , Wa 98040
Goldberg , Richard A 127, 135, 189 Del 2 1141st USAF'SAS Box 497 APO New York ,Goldsmith , Catherine 80 3620 S . W Lakeview Blv Lake Oswego, Or 97034
Gomes , Dennis J . 78 120 Ashford St Brooklyn, NY 1 1207
Gonder , Lisa R 79, 131 , 177 13541 Vaquero Ct Saratoga, Ca . 95070
Goodman , Dennis W 219 Alnus Way, Bremerton , Wa 98310
Goodnar, Gretchen 12 Bridlewood Circle Kirkland , Wa 98033
Gordon , Jo Ann 217 1506 N W 59th St Vancouver , wa 98663
Gorman , Pat 189
Gormly, Kenneth N . Rt 1 Box 129 Vaughn , Wa 98394
Gorum , Gwendolyn D . 1010 S Whitman #20 Tacoma , Wa . 93405
Goss , Melinda A 88, 93 118 Bavwood, Hillsborough, Cal . 94010
Gower, John W 910 North G . St Tacoma , Wa 98403
Gradwohl , G Chris 7102 229th PI S W Moumlake Terrace, Wa 98043
Grady , Alice M 81 216 Linden Way , Sunnyside , Wa 98944
Graham , Janice K 202638 xn W Main Sumner, Wa 98390
Graham , Jean M 1706 N. Steele Tacoma Wa 98406
Graham . Joanna S. 99, 176 5447 Tsawwassen Loop Blame , Wa. 98230
Graham, Kathryn E 99. 192, 177 , 202 6131 Atoll Ave Van Nuys, Ca . 91401
Graham . Linda M 99, 192 5447 Tsawwassen Loop Blaine , Wa. 98230
Graham, Nancy A 72 977 Glennan Dr Redwood City, Ca. 94061
Graves , Charles M 8001 W 25th St Tacoma , Wa 98406
Graves, Michael E 6016 119th St S . W Tacoma , Wa . 98499
Grav , Pat 8502 Nixon Ave S W Tacoma , Wa . 98498
Greanev , Angela M 5108 16th St N.W . Puyallup Wa . 98371
Green. Mark M 3ol 4 N, 29 th Apt. 2 Tacoma , Wa 98407
Green. Virginia M 7o, 127 3201 NE 105th Seattle. Wa 98125
Greene, James F 4119 2o7th St . E Spanawav , Wa 98387
Greenfield, James R 24808 180th Ave SE Kent. Wa . 93031
Greenholtz. Debra L 72 12280 SW Bowmont St Portland . Or 97225
Greenleaf , Suzanne D 81 , 186 1416 Santa Margarita Falsbrook , Ca. 92028
Greer . Lyle D. 1221 N Monroe #2 Spokane , Wa
Gieer , Russell J 18800 NW Rk Crk # 165 Portland , Or 97.729
Gregg. Ann R 3 1 , 8 1 , 1 8 1 R t 1 Box 98 Ronan , Mt 59864
Gregg , Michael K 723 North J St #7 Tacoma. Wa 98403
Gregoire, Christy L. 84 1 7640 Cougar Mt Dr . Issaquah, Wa 98027
Grenier , David R 174 190 1 548 Walters Rd Tacoma, Wa 98465
Gresswell , Terry L . 90 3724 N 25th St Tacoma. Wa 98406
Griffin , Janette 11606 Gravelly Lk Dr Tacoma , Wa . 9.8499
Griffin Janette l 1606 Gravelly Lk Dr Tacoma , Wa 98499
Griffin , R Roger Jr . 79 766 NevilRd Winlock , Wa 98596
Griffith , Amy L 6743 Leaside Dr SW Calgary, Ah Canada
Griffith , Thomas B 3825 E . Highland Dr Seattle, Wa 98112
Grignon , Peter J 202 1408 Broadmoor Dr E Seattle, Wa . 98112
Grondahl , Paul S 2102 N Junett Tacoma , Wa 98406
Gronenthal , Doreen A . 761 1 Pacific Ave C-1 Tacoma , Wa . 98408
Groshong , Andrew V 2800 N Vancouver Portland , Or 97227
Groshong , Mellissa 77
Gross, Tamara 1 71
Grove . Jeanie K 102 Rt 2 Box 84C Tenino, Wa 98589
Groves , Julie Kortum 203
Gruber. Lois M . 431 31st Ave. S Seattle , Wa. 98144
Grue , Steven R 76 1 1311 Isleta St. Los Angeles, Ca . 90049
Guard , Karen B 2712!/2 N . Carr Tacoma , W'a 98403
Gudmunds, Karen 101 , 180 , 184 2511 Vista Ave Olympia , Wa 98501
Gudvka . Geordi S 7004 150th PI SW edmonds , Wa 98020
255
Guenther . Lynn M . 84 . 119 23826 115th PI. W Edmoftds , Wa. 98020
Guenther . Mark 90
Guild. Theodore F. Jr. 20504 Mtn . Hwy . E . Sp #67 Spanaway , Wa . 98387
Guilden. Dave 92
Guiler , Sharon A . 6446 S Wapato Tacoma, Wa. 98409
Guiles . Gail A . 88.203 709 Maplewood Ave Kent , Wa. 98031
Guineau. James 203, 104
Gulick . Scott 77
Gunderson . Robert C. 1211 No Fife Tacoma , Wa 98406
Gundrum . Lynn R. 6116 N . 15th #g-102 Tacoma , Wa 98406
Gunnerson . Karen A 414 45th St SW Everett , Wa. 98203
Gurvieh , Tina H. 76 3006 Webster Pt NE Jjcattle , Wa . 98105
Gushiken , LynneM 203 P.O . Box 151 , Kiluaea. Hi . 9o"/ 54
Gustafson, Mary E . 2207 Harcourt . Cleveland Hts , Oh . 44106
Guthrie. Kelly M 94 Box 541, Chateau . Mt . 59422
Habegger. Sally R 89 4530 52nd NE . Seattle. Wa 98105
Hackett , Bridget A 94 760 E 44th Ave. Eugene. Or 97405
Haddock, Ruben Cond-Los Robles 608-B , Rio Piedros, PR 98498
Haenen , Hubert R. 185, 172 Zandweg 28 Heerlen , Tacoma , Wa 98406
Haeussler , William G 86 19921 Charters: Ave. , Saratoga, Ca 95070
Haffner , Gregory W . 90 2021 59th , Spokane , Wa 99203
Hagler , Martha A 102 555 S Roberts St , Helena, Mt 59601
Haglund , Darrell A. 36, 203 501 W. 34thSt.. Vancouver, Wa 98660
Haglund, Lori A 7611 Pacific Ave No. Cl , Tacoma, Wa 98408
Hahn , Patty G. 81 17603 Drift PI E . , Sumner, Wa. 98390
Haidei , Tat- 89
Hair . Mark jf . 97 1402 Promontory Rd. Boise Id . 83702
Halford. Scott G. 96 , 189 5740 S Delaware St . Littleton, Co. 80120
Hall , Edward L. 82 3435 SW Heather Ln , Portland , Or 97201
Halleland , Keith 187
Hall , Susan L . 545 Erland Polnt Rd Bremerton, Wa 98310
Hall , Thomas L. 9044 SE 60th. Mercer Island . Wa 98040
Hallis, Gina C 77 8421 41st St . W. . Tacoma . Wa 98466
Hallsted , L V Russell 78 2641 LincoJ- Ave. SE . , Port Orchard , Wa 98366
Halstead , Helen M . 76 16305 SE. 2nd Bellevue, Wa. 98008
Halvorson , Dale H 709 North I Apt. 4, Tacoma, Wa . 98403
Hamby , Paul C. 1 18 3009 Whitecloud, Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Hamilton , Stuart A 29631 8th Ave S Federal Way, Wa 98003
Hamlin, Ronald J 818 4th St . SE , Auburn , Wa . 98002
Hamm , Connie Lee 8314 Woodlawn Ave SW , Tacoma , Wa 98499
Hannes, Ramona F 3123 N 31st , Tacoma, Wa 98407
Hannon , Jeff N 26 , 90 1225 Red Apple Rd , Wenatchee Wa 98801
Hannon, Robert A 90 1225 Red Apple Rd Wenatchee, Wa 98801
Hansen , GaryD. 10028 14th NW, Seattle, Wa 98177
Hansen, John D. 3119 Vi S 7th, Tacoma , Wa 98405
Hansen , Larry D 132, 172 1 1497 Clear Ck Rd NW, Silverdale, Wa . 98383
Hansen, Phil 186
Hansen, Teresa L 188 123 Niemi Rd , Longview, Wa 98632
Hanshaw , Sherry Lynn Qtrs 2508-c, Fort Lewis, Wa . 98433
Hansler, Robert L . 10921 Golden Given E, Tacoma , Wa 984445
Hanson , Scott P 75 2720 Kelly Ave., Excelsior , Mn 55331
Hanson , Steven D 1518 S. Proctor , Tacoma, Wa. 98405
Hapeman , Peter J . 78 8705 25th PI NE, Seattle , Wa 98115
Harding , Cynthia L. 189 4217 N. Cheyenne, Tacoma, Wa 98407
Hardy , Chris 203
Hardy , John C 714 NE 18th , Oklahoma City, Ok 73105
Harker, Sara C 181 , 203 RR3, Frazee , Mn 56544
Harlan , Thomas R . 92, 203 Rt 2 Box 100-L, Omak, Wa 98841
Harmon , Lea C. Star Rt 1 Box 884, Bremerton , Wa 98310
Harns, Gail L. 107 4502 23rd St NE, Puyallup, Wa 98371
Harono, Ric 97
Harpham, Nancy M 119 RR 5 Box 110, Lockport , II 60441
Harpole, Lisa 94, 169 , 203 648 SE Bain , Albany, Or 97321
Harr, Brian J. 73 3010 Wendimere, Billings, Mt . 59102
Harris, Sally H 22737 S Dogwood, Edmonds, Wa 98020
Harrison, Loretta A 94 223 165th Ave . , Bellevue, Wa 98008
Harsch , Kenton J . 182 415 E Broadway, Goldendale, W 98620
Harshfidd, Michael R 3315 N . 26th B, Tacoma, Wa 98407
Hartford , Jeffrey F 36 3125 Crystal Springs, Tacoma, Wa . 98466
Hartinger, Elizabeth 2200Sargent Ave , St Paul , Mn. 55105
Hartley, Helen F. 802 N. 12th , Tacoma , Wa 98403
Haruki , Margaret A. 43If Kenyon Ave. , Los Angeles, Ca 90066
Harvey, Alan E. 76, 203 5224 Oxford Dr , Mechanicsburg, Pa. 17055
Harwood, Jennifer L 101 SE315 Camino, Pullman , Wa 99163
Harwood , Thomas C. SE 315 Camino, Pullman , Wa 99163
Hashimoto , Craig H 81 46-189 Nona Loop, Kaneohe , Hi 96744
Hassan , Richard O Jr 203 12518 Naomilawn SW, Tacoma , Wa 98498
Hasselo . Dayna R . 94 , 203 309 Heather Rd. , Everett , Wa 98203
Hastings, Susjrn J . 81 7010 SE Clinton , Portland , Or 97206
Hatton . Nina M . 203 7505 96th Ave SW, Tacoma, Wa 98498
Hauenstein . Mar|ory A PO Box 553, Oroville, Wa 98844
Haugen, Dolores M. 4010 N . 10th St . . Tacoma, Wa 98406
Haugen, Jeffrey N 107 , 11 ^ . 1 35 60 S 38th St. . Boulder , Co. 80303
Haupt , David N 101 Lenea Dr . . Bremerton, Wa 98310
Hausermann , George R. 5505 4th St . E. Tacoma Wa. 98424
Hausermann , Linda S 5504 4 th St . E . Tacoma . Wa 98424
Hawk , Mark C 3243 Solir Ave. . Bremerton. Wa 98310
Hawkins, Scott E 93 1600A 93rd Ave. SE. Olympia , Wa 98502
Hawks, Eric K 93 405 Monterey PI . Los Altos , Ca . 94022
Hav, Donald B . 82 PO Box 131 I , Blaine, Wa. 98230
HayakawB. JuneC 78 634952nd Ave S. Seattle Wa 98118
in W 104 Theta Chi . Tacoma . Wa. 98406
Hayes , John T.^207 S . 15th St . , Tacoma. Wa. 98465Hayes, Patrick O . 36 Rt 7 Box 561 . Olympia . Wa. 98506Huygood , John D. 172 1707 S. Proctor, Tacoma, Wa. 98405
Haynes, Deborah 1: 86 , 141 75 Tuscaloosa, Atherton, Ca . 94025
Hazeiholf-Lifmann K 77 PO Box 858. Kamuela . Hi . 96743
Headden. Barbara M 88 2424 22nd St . . Newport Beach, Ca . 92660
Headden . Carol E. 88, 203 2424 22nd St . . Newport Beach , Ca . 92660
Heald, Kirk G 2015 S 10th , Tacoma , Wa 98405
Healy , F. Renee 101 1520 N. Prospect , Tacoma , Wa 98406
Heaps, Rolan o. 203 7702 N 10th, Tacoma. Wa 98406
Hearron , DeborahS 101 2405 SW 122ndPL , Seattle, Wa 98146
Heck , Peter C 273 Bristol , Northfield, II 60093
Hedeithv. Ah I. PO Box 7223, Tacoma, Wa 98407
Hodin Angelleia C 915 S. Cushman, Tacoma , Wa 98405
Hedin , Kirsten E. 3515 Mt Laurence Dr , San Diego, Ca 92117
Hedman. Connie R 4511 East C sT , Tacoma, Wa 98404
Hedman . Larry J . 203 4511 East C St . , Tacoma , Wa 98404
Heffernag, Kathleen A 84 Rt 2 Box 330, Yakima , Wa . 98908
Hegele, Christopher P . 36, 181, 183, 203
Heidelberg. Roderick 43lO1/!N 7th , Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Heimark, Laura A . 203 36 Hanten Dr . , Makato, Mn. 56001
Heinemann , Lisa M 81 932 Memorial St , Prosser . Wa. 99350
Heinrich , Heidi 76 6331 Dogwood Ave. , Excelsior. Mn. 55331
Heinz , Mike 36
Heires, Gay M 5610 23rd St. E No 19, Tacoma, Wa. 98424
Heiser , James 203
Heisler, Cathryn M 2407 N Warner, Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Helgath , GregoryJ 131 E Cedar dr , Lynden , Wa 98264
Helgeson , Joy E 89 N 8422 Northview Rd , Spokane, Wa 99208
Heltzer , Michael C 73 370 Charal Ln , Highland Park , II 60035
Hemovicn, Anne C. 107 S 1919 Oneida PI , Spokane, Wa. 99203
Hemstad, Jennifer A 72 130 N Sherman ST. , Olympia, Wa 98502
Henderson, Gini L 89 2405 Vista Ave , Olympia Wa 98501
Henderson , Kirk 93 2360 Cascade Way, Longview , Wa. 98632
Henderson, Pamela G . 1429 E 46th No 24 , Tacoma, Wa 98404
Hendley, Ashley P 203 Rt 4 Box 4676, Gig Harbor, Wa 98335
Hendrickson, Osamu K 3034 NE Flanders , Portland , Or 97232
Henke, Ellen F. 10226 Valmay NW, Seattle , Wa 98177
Henningsen, Carsten M 182 22052 Main St , Hayward, Ca 94541
Henry. Cynthia A. 32317 NE 11th , Carnation , Wa . 98014
Henry , John M 75 5639 Short Ct SE, Olympia, Wa 98503
Henry, Julie J 15825 Village Green Dr . , Bothell , Wa . 98011
Henry, Shannon J 1043 Greenwood Dr , Menlo Park, Ca 94025
Hensler , David C. 186, 187 16208 Daniel Rd E. , Sumner , Wa. 98390
Herbel , EncS 75, 137, 181 116 Crestwood Dr. SW, Tacoma, Wa 98498
Henng, Ross C 82, 174 16822 142nd Ave SE , Renton , Wa 98055
Hess, Diane L 72 5802 Highland Dr , Vancouver, Wa 98661
Heston , Alfred C 86, 204 W 1012 27th , Spokane, Wa . 99203
Hettich , Randall R 82 2412 60th Ave Se, Mercer Island, Wa . 98040
Heu. Susan J 106, 183 2060 Mott-Smith Dr. , Honolulu , Hi 96822
Heuston, Steven B 204 1305-C Regents Bivd . , Tacoma. Wa 98466
Hiam, Philip G Jr. 158 2212 70th Ave, W. , Tacoma, Wa. 98466
Hicks, Rick L 204 1609 Ross Circle, Olympia, Wa 98501
Hiester , Roberta L . 84, 93 13 Meadowbrook Rd., Littleton , Co. 80120
Higa , Jennifer J 72 98-1842 Kupukupu St . , Aiea , Hi 96701
Higgins, Dennis L 33254 34th Ave . SW, Federal Way, Wa. 98003
Higgins , Marion L. 79, 204 RT 4 Box 671 , Poulsbo, Wa. 98370
Higgins, Patricia M 77 4509 Atascadero Dr , Santa Barbara. Ca. 93110
Hildebrand , Cynthia K. 78 11815 Miller Rd NE Bainbridge Is. , Wa. 98110
Hildebrand, Karen E. 5979 Eucalyptus Highland, Ca. 92346
Hill, Cynthia A. 81, 172, 192 3728 N Frace Tacoma , Wa. 98407
Hill , David M. 86 3416 N 31st Tacoma , Wa. 98407
Hill, John A 3285 Cushman Fairbanks, Ak. 99701
Hill , Pierre A 36 1030 Ferry Tacoma, Wa 98405
Hill, Robert A. 97 629 26 Vi Rd. Grand Jet. , Co. 81501
Hilliard , Sandra C. 81 2315 NW Aspen Portland, Or. 97210
Hilton , Brian L. P.O Box 1732 Tacoma, Wa. 98401
Hinckley, Carolyn D. 84 405 155th SE Bellevue. Wa . 98007
Hind, Francis W. P O, Box 1149 Kailua, Hi 96740
Hines, William P. 36 1524 S. Sheridan Tacoma , Wa 98405
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Hinke, Ellen 89
Hinkson, Richard A 172 1206 151st PI. NE Bellevue, Wa 98007
Hinton , Susan E . P . O . Box 297 Westport , Wa. 98595
Hintz, Alberti. 204, 178 18610 4th Ave. S Seattle , Wa . 98148
Hinz, Mildred M . 204 4015 N 13th Tacoms, Wa. 98406
Hiram, GaryJ . K 76, 86 3060 UmiSt . Lihue, Hi . 96766
Hirano, Harlan R 1145 Waiamani PI Honolulu , Hi . 96821
Hiraoka , Lynne M. 204 160 Kimo Place Hilo , Hi 96720
Hirota , Arlene S 80, 168, 183 1974 Aamaka PI Pearl City, Hi 96782
Hoang, Phu Dinh 5218 S Alaska Tacoma, Wa . 98608
Hoard , Amy J . 79 3510 High St Eugene, Or 97405
Hobbs, Daniel B 76, 127 3234 1st St Ketchikan, Ak 99901
Hobby, PaulD. 3770 Sunset Dr W Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Hochburg , Bill 189
Hodges, Eugene M 181 3332 S Ouray Way Aurora, Co. 80013
Hodges, Gregory N 1013 E 136th St . Tacoma, Wa . 98445
Hodges , Joes 76
Hoerster, Teri M. 88 8510 SE 82nd Mercer Island , Wa . 98040
Hoffman, Barbara L . 2017 E . 39th Tacoma, Wa . 98404
Hoffman , Jill 84
Hoifman , Suzanne 204
Hoffmann R. Mark 75, 181 Box 326 Troy, Id. 83871
Hoffmeyer, Merry L 146 Orchard Chelsea, Mi 48118
Hofstetter, Heather M . Ranch Picabo, Id . 83348
Hogue, Albert w 82 P. O Box 4657 Rolling Bay , wa . 98061
Holcomb, Scott R 358 Winnetka Ave . Winnetka , 11 . 60093
Holiona, AnrieM . 204. 183 169 MookuaSt . Kailua, Hi . 96734
Holman , Carrol E. 1608 Federal Ave E Seattle, Wa . 98102
Holsinger . Karen Lee 76 29 U White Cloud Ave NW Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Holt, Daniel E. 622 S. Steele tiC Tacoma, Wa 98405
Holt , Jeff A 93 714 S. 20th Ave Yakima . Wa 98902
Homchick, Robert G . 82, 141 , 182, 204 206 S Pearl Wenatchee, Wa 98801
Hondel, Marilyn E 3028 N . Baltimore Tacoma, Wa 98407
Honetschlager, Martha 77 15055 riverside N Marine, Mn. 55047
Hong, Grace 185
Hong , Soon D Seoul, Korea 151 Korea
Hood . Kathy 84
Hood , Lance J 123 5019 127th PI SE Bellevue , Wa . 98006
Hood, Lawrence L . 36, 123 16613 SE 145th St Renton, Wa 98055
Hook , Holly
Hoover , Jeffrey S. 7404 Ruby Dr. SW Tacoma , Wa. 98498
Hopkins , Brian J . 1624 Markham NE Tacoma, Wa . 98422
Hopkins, Kerrin R D . 8651 St Hwy 3 #38 Port Orchard, Wa . 98366
Hopkins, William 2616 SE Blvd Spokane, Wa. 99203
Hopp , Susan c. 30, 101 Rt 1 Bx 164C Cashmere, Wa 98815
Horgdal , Jim A . 82 1610 32nd Bellingham , Wa. 98225
Hon , Gail H . 4494 Aliikoa St. Aiea, Hi 96701
Horine, Diane M 434 SE 49th Portland, Or . 97215
Hoth , Barbara E Box 563 Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Hottott , Michael G. 6334 53rd Ave W Tacoma , Wa 98467
Hougland , Cynthia J . 94, 204 6511 48th NE Seattle , Wa. 98115
Hourter , Karyn 81
Hovander , Molly A . 84 P.O Box 427 Femdale, Wa 98248
Hoverter , Karen 634 Thompson Dr. Sunnyside, Wa . 98944
Howard, Barb 99
Howard, David F. 14719 Woodbrook Tacoma, Wa. 98439
Hoyle, James c . 86 5716 63rd NE Seattle, Wa . 98105
Hoyt, Lisa K . 20 11949 Lavinia Ln Northglenn , Co . 80233
Hubbard, Bruce 6490 South M St Tacoma, Wa 98408
Huber , Kathy 76
Hicke , Mickie L 204 1918 S. 254th PI Kent , Wa 98031
Hudspeth, F. Alayne 5532 S. 384th St . Auburn, Wa. 98002
Hudspeth, Michael S. 75, 169 5532 S 384th St . Aubern , Wa 98002
Hudspeth , RonaldM . 79, 192 5532 S. 384th St Auburn , Wa 98002
Huff, Becky L 6209 Holland Rd . Bremerton , Wa . 98310
Hughes, Dean P. 401 North K St . Tacoma, Wa 98403
Hughes, Thomas D. 135, 177 20028 107th NE Bothell, Wa 98011
Hull , EvanD 92 , 204, 182 1940 S. Wilbur Walla Walla , Wa . 99362
Hull, Laura E . 77 99 S Raymond Ave Pasadena, Ca . 91105
Hulse , Joann L 204 8215 NE 132nd Kirkland , Wa 98033
Hulst, Linda K 11923 Hallstrom Dr . NW Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Humphreys, Elizabeth 99 1215 Goldenrod CronaDel Mar, Ca. 92625
Huneywell, Sandra L S. 3411 Fancher Rd . , Spokane, Wa. 99203
Hungerford, Susan M 1725 Chapala, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105
Hunt , Ann L . 185, 204 PO Box 68186, Seattle, Wa. 98188
Hunter, Dean E. 1004 N. Cushman, Tacoma, Wa 98403
Hunter , Jennie L . 99, 189 906 N . 6th St . , Klamath Falls, Or 97601
Huntley, Michael H 82 1302 Upper Corbet Dr , Bremerton, Wa . 98310
Hurd, JeriL. 1211 N 4th No. 2, Tacoma ,Wa. 98403
Hurlow, Amy E. 172 2616 W Parkway Dr. , Tacoma, Wa . 98466
Hurst , Tracey A 177. 204 17447 Napa St . , Northndge, Ca . 91325
Huseth, Man K 204
Hutcheson , Effie A . 22 Chestnut Dr , Elkton , Md . 21921
Hutter, Dean J . 188 1400 Circle Dr . , San Marino, Ca . 91108
Ikeda, Patti 102, 204 3054 Wailani Rd , Honolulu, Hi. 96813
Imon , Toshiaki Shinagawa-Ku , Tokyo, Japan
Ingram, Alan E 1602 N Washington St . ,Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Ingram , Beverly A 595 Wellfleet Dr . , Bay Village, Oh 44140
Ingram, Julie A . 3725 Olympic Blvd W . , Tacoma , Wa 98466
Ingram, Susan E. 89, 204 1624 Rucker Ave . , Everett , Wa 98201
Innocenti, Gina 205 6462 W. 19th , Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Inouye, Darah S. 72, 183 1159 Puu Pom St , Pearl City Hi 96782
Ische , Susan E 1406 S Tyrol Trail, Minneapolis, Mn 55416
Ishiki, Wanda A . 81 , 183, 191 551 Hooulu St . , Kailua , Hi 96734
Issalesen , Karl 170
Ivers, Christina R . 1930 S. 138th, Tacoma , Wa 98405
Iverson , Robert 36 1816 6th St SW, Puyallup , Wa 98371
Ivy, Russell L 73, 182 6543 S. Green, Chicago, 11 60621
Iwami, Catherine m 183, 205 1437 Nanimauloa PI , Honolulu, Hi . 96819
Iwamoto, Karen , R . 122 99-755 HukaaSt . , Aiea, Hi . 96701
Jack, Stephen H 807 Princeton, Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Jackson, Daniel J . 175 3518 Harborview Rd . , Gig Harbor, Wa 98335
Jackson, Ella G. 919 E 65th, Tacoma, Wa. 98404
Jackson , JimmU- 205
Jackson, Melinida S 40 309 Catskill, Richland , Wa . 99352
Jackson, Robert L . 36 4417 48th Ct W., Tacoma, Wa . 98466JacksJi. Scott D. 20, 110, 176, 180 RT. 6 Box 773, Sequim , Wa 98382
Jacobs . Cynthia M 77 Rt . 1 Box 382, Vashon . Wa 98070
Jacobs. Ielfr*-y A . 177, 205 10427 41st SW, Seattle . Wa. 98146
Jacobs. Kttsten K . 88 8874 Se 72nd PL , Mercer Island. Wa. 98040
Jacobs, Tim J . 51 \ ) 5 th Ave . SE. , Puyallup, Wa. 98371
Jacobsen, Laura A . 40, 84 2207 123rd Ave Se. . Bellevue. Wa. 98005
Jacobson , Marcy K 88 17154 NE 5th St . . Bellevue . Wa. 98008
Jacobson , Jon 86, 205
Jacobson, Ronald W PO Box 123, Gig Harbor , Wa . 98335
Jacques, Catherine D . 621 North D St , Tacoma , Wa . 98403
Jahnsen , PetterS. 78
James, Paul F 36, 205 269 Island LkDr . , Shelton , Wa . 98584
James, Tracy L . 88 3538 Beach DR E. . Port Orchard , Wa. 98366
Jameson. Jeannette D 3914 So . 35th St , Tacoma. Wa. 98409
Jamieson , JohnB. 205 5821 Hampton Ct , San Diego, Ca . 92120
Jamison, John R 4010 East I St . Tacoma, Wa 98404
Jamison , Winona 205 1420 s 23rd, Tacoma , Wa 98405
Jansen, Edward L . 2702 Sunset Dr SE, Lacey, Wa 98503
Jarmon, Jeffry L. 1049 Daniels Dr , Tacoma, Wa 98466
Jaschke , Justin L . 135 3310 La Sala D Este, Albuquerque , NM 87111
Jasper, Jamie E
Jefferson, Roberta A 6018 S. Prospect, Tacoma, Wa 98409
Jenkins, David M 86 3008 Webster Pt NE, Seattle , Wa 98105
Jenkins, Karen V 84 , 186 9108 N Chautauqua BD , Portland , Or . 97217
Jenkins, Robin 205
Jenkins, Vem W 2825 S. 21 1 th No. 6, Seattle, Wa 98188
Jennings , Benjamin C , 205 315 Reserve St . Boise, Id 83702
Jensen, Martin L . 2215 50th Ave NE , Puyallup, Wa 98371
Jensen, Niels E . 10404 Paul Dr NW, Gig Harbor, Wa 98335
Jestice, Phyllis G 1606 N Pme , Tacoma , Wa 98406
Jewett, George F. 97
Joerns, Laura E 116 8319 104th NW, Gig Harbor , Wa . 98335
Johansen , Lawrence E . 2508 S 96th No 29, Tacoma, Wa 98444
Johnson, Carol L . 181 3611 Tahoma PI W , Tacoma , Wa 98466
Johnson, Charles T 9908 Crescent Vly NW, Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Johnson, Clifton A 81 1114 N James, Tacoma, Wa 98406
Johnson , Clifton E . 81 6018 N 15th E . 107, Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Johnson , Constance V 111 928 N. Pearl No. E8, Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Johnson , Daniel J 120 11405 Interlaaken SW, Tacoma, Wa 98498
Johnson, David D 120, 186 , 205 11405 Interlaaken SW, Tacoma, Wa. 98498
Johnson , David S 125, 180, 187, 188 14926 Minnehaha St Mission Hills , Ca . 91345
Johnson , David S 77, 181, 188 , 205 2026 Tondolea Ln., La Canada, Ca 91011
Johnson, Deborah A 106 14536 SE 51st St. , Bellevue, Wa 98006
Johnson, Frank 183
Johnson , Gary W 189, 205 1892951st PI W , Lynnwood , Wa . 98036
Johnson , Grant M 82, 177, 205 1222 Rucker , Everett , Wa 98201
Johnson, Jill I . 76 8978 Martin Ave. NW, Silverdale, Wa. 98383
Johnson, John M . 1228 Princeton Tacoma, Wa 98466
Johnson, Kari 99
Johnson, Kathie J 1401 N. Pearl #7 Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Johnson, Kevin W 3658 71st Ave W Tacoma, Wa 98466
Johnson, Kimberley K 4020 S 288th Auburn , Wa. 98002
Johnson, Lisa 84 7214 N Mercer Way Mercer Island, Wa. 98040
Johnson , Mardee M . 7852 SE Monte Bella Port Orchard, Wa . 98366
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Johnson , MariL . 99 P.O. Box 131 Eagle . Id. 83616
Johnson , Nancy K . 87-1 17 Hila St. Waianae , Hi 96792
Johnson . Peter H. 93. 184.205 2033 76th NE Bellevue, Wa . 98004
Johnson , Richard W. Jr. 205 1689 Andis Rd. Burlington, Wa 98233
Johnson , Rick E. 189 2710 Vista View Dr. Tacoma, Wa 98407
Johnson , Ronald P 1310 South B St Port Angeles, Wa 98362
Johnson , Valerie A 6727 Phinney N . Seattle, Wa. 98103
Johnston, Charles E 92, 205 5420 Arrowhead Rd Tacoma, Wa. 98499
Johnston , Richard L 13270 Bonner Olalla , Wa 98359
Jondahl, Susan B. 5l64 DanensDr Edina, Mn . 55435
Jones, Benjamin J . 205 1525 Macarthur Blvd . Irving , Tx 75061
Jones, Cathy A 84 Rt 4 Bx 322-Rssll Cr Walla Walla, Wa. 99362
Jones, Colin 82 3823 S 8th Tacoma, Wa 98405
Jones, Ellen 205
Jones, Lisa A. 81 8521 60th Ave. E Puyallup, Wa 98371
Jones, Patricia L. P.O . Box 354 Friday Harbor, Wa 98250
Jones. Sheriee M. 910 S. 56th #A Tacoma , Wa . 98408
Jorgenson, Elizabeth 3619 N. 29th Tacoma , Wa 98407
Jorgenson , Neil 93
Jortngdai, Steven L. 1080 Claremont Ct . Tacoma, Wa. 98466
Jost, Joe 131
Jost , Karen M. 4772 N . Lariat Dr Castle Rock, Co 80104
Joy. Ann E. 192 10 N. Maguire #227 Tucson, Az 85710
Joyce. Stephen A . 5424 N 49th St . Tacoma, Wa. 98407
Joyner, James M. 79 Box 373 SRA Anchorage, A1 99507
Judy , Maria M. 27, 94 185 Oceanview Ave. Del Mar, Ca . 92014
Juenke , Michael B 2142 N. Lake Dr Lincoln City, Or 97367
Julander , Dale R. 1121 W. 12th St Port Angeles, Wa Lande
June , Jerilee J . 206 410 E . Marshall St Arlington Hts, I! NE JE
Junge , G. Michael 1749 N . lames Tacoma, Wa 98406
Junker , Cheryl 205
Junker , Mark S. 2026 SE 35th PI Portland , Or . 97214
Just , Joseph A. 76 713 Crescent Sunnyside, Wa 98944
Justad, Mark !. 81 217102ndPl W Bothell , Wa 98011
Kahelin , Katherine 141 , 169, 206 8199 N . Meridian Indianapolis, In . 46260
Kahil. Joan 169
Kaihara , Cindy M. 8818 25th Ct. S. Tacoma , Wa . 98409
Kakigi . Kerry K . 122 . 206 94-468 Hiahia Loop Waipahu, Hi 96797
Kalland . Wendy M 702 ArlandLn . Montesano, Wa. 98563
Kallsen , Ronald A. Ill 3011 N . 29th Tacoma, Wa 98407
Kane, Christina M . 610 W . Highland Dr. Seattle, Wa . 98119
Kane , Matthew T 610 W Highland Dr . Seattle, Wa. 98119
Kane, Timothy A. 610 W Highland Dr. Seattle, Wa. 98119
Kaneko, Hugh T 76 91 KupaaSt. Hilo , Hi 96720
Kaneshiro, Cherylanne 183, 206 109 Meleana PI . Honolulu , Hi . 96 S \ 7
Kanick, George A 11 15 N. Tacoma Ave . Tacoma , Wa . 98403
Kantor , Leslie R. 117 125 Scott Dr . Atlantic Bch. Ny 11509
Kardas. Michael G. 1743 SW Snively Chehalis . Wa 98532
Kama, Duane R . 4402 N. 13th Tacoma. Wa. 98406
Karschney, Charles E. 81 , 186 1201 NE 140th Seattle, Wa, 98125
Kaspar, Amy R. 169 9479 Yolanda Ave. San Diego, Ca. 92123
Kaup , Doree E . 74 709 S. 50th Tacoma, Wa. 98408
Kaupu Ali'ce-Mae K. 99 1710 9th Ave. Honolulu , Hi. 96816
Kautz, Ruth C. 3702 S 162nd St . Seattle , Wa. 98118
Kawachika . Kathie H . 81 152 Terrace Cir. Hilo. Hi. 96720
Kawawaki . May Y . 183 1 667 Komo Mai Dr. Pearl City . Hi. 96822
Kay, R . Paul Jr. 189 10411 Rmoklane Tacoma , Wa. 98499
Kaya, Paul H. 77. 181 388 Hind Dr. Honolulu. Hi 96821
Keeblcr , Janet 88 20 Cottonwood Ln. Littleton , Co. 80121
Kcebler , william E. 97 20 Cottonwood Lrt. Littleton , Co. 80121
Keeley . Brian J . 81 One Rockland St. Nashua , Nh 03060
Keen . Carla A. 1720 S. Fernsicie Dr. Tacoma, Wa. 98465
Keesling. Thomas M. 322C Cherry Ridge Rd. Englewood, Co. 80110
Kehl. Robin A. P.O. Box 39 Seldovia . Ak. 99663
Keith , Lynn M . 7914 90th Ave. SW Tacoma, Wa 98498
Kelleher. Matthew M. 93. 206 3335 W. Laurelhurst Seattle, Wa. 98105
Kelley . Dolores A . 838 Gregory Way SE Olympia, Wa. 98503
Kellis, Joan A. 3320 N. 31st Tacoma , Wa . 98407
Kellund , Pamela L . 1134 Arkell Rd . Walnut Crepk . Ca . 94598
Kelly . David S. 82 350 Malin Rd. Newtown Sq , Pa . 19073
Kelso , Sherrill A. 88. 132 1.302 N . Alder Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Kendall . Karen K. 1202 7th Ave . NW Puyallup. Wa. 98.37 1
Kenderesi , Lynn A. 50.3 N . Puget #3 Olympia, Wa. 98501
Keneko. Hugh 183
Kenkman , Kerri L. 88 4451 Forest Ave SE Mercer Island , Wa. 98040
Kcnnard , Robert M . 8314 Bayridge Ave. Gig Harbor , Wa. 98335
Kennedy , LoisM . 4824 East B. St . Tacoma . Wa. 98404
Kenney . John M. Jr. 45 Meyer PI . Riverside. Ct. 06878
Kcohane. Colleen E . Rt . 2 Box 458 Buckley , Wa. 98323
Kern , Edwin D. 813 No. KSt. # 22 Tacoma , Wa. 9866.3
Kern , Stephen B, 17 , 113, 171 !6 KlaibarLn. E Northport , Ny . 11731
Kemodie , Velma 84
Kerns, Matthew B. 206 5605 Marilane Yakima. Wa. 98908
Kero, Ronald C. 74 3226 Long Lake Dr . Olympia , Wa. 98503
Kerr , KdsieS. 76 6844 S. Prescott St. Littleton , Co. 80120
Kerr , Stephen L . 82 9054 Meridian Ave N, Seattle, Wa, 98103
Kertson . Barb 206
Kester , nathanL. 74, 178 F. 1021 35th Spokane, Wa. 99203
Kettel . KurtB. 36, 90 23021 82nd PI. W. Edmonds, Wa. 98020
Keylor . Lisa A , 39, 99 321 Eastern Ave. Woodsfielcf , Oh 43793
Khil , Joan Y. I 826 Ahmahamoe St . Honolulu. Hi 96819
Kilbreath . Kathy A . 8195 Dallas Place Ft . Lewis, Wa. 9S433
Kile, Charles R 1107 E. Bluff Hugo. Ok 74743
Kirnura , Sharon L. 115 8707 Ray Nash Ct NW Gig Harbor , Wa. 9 H 335
Kindred , Ethel L . 206 1929 S. Ferry Tacoma , Wa. 98405
King , Archie M. 4301 Bell Yakima , Wa . 98902
King, Cynthia A. 4564 Alcott Denver . Co. 80211
King, Douglas W. 75. 170, 182 5030 42nd SW Seattle, Wa. 98136
King , Mary V. 99 64 1 2 Westgate Blvd . Tacoma . Wa. 98406
Kingrey , Karel 1 . 3422 N . 9th Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Kini , A. Lokelani 5714 Lagoon Ln . Gig Harbor , Wa. 98335
Kinsel , William A. 81 16347 Shamhart Dr. Granada Hills. Ca. 91344
Kinsley, Johnie Y . 4819 S. Yakima Tacoma. Wa. 98408
Kinsman , Debra J . 135 4817 Meridian Seattle , Wa. 98103
Kirkpatrick . Donald M . 2325 Hudson Longview , Wa. 98632
Kitarnoii, Elston S. 1769-B Palolo Ave. Honolulu , Hi. 96816
Kttchell , James M. 97 825 36th Ave. E. Seattle , Wa. 98112
Kitchen, Steven E . 206 6424 Avondale Rd. SW Tacoma . Wa. 98499
Klein , Glenna S. 94 , 206 41 I Rigel Cir. Newport Beach, Ca . 92660
Klein , Victoria M. 7300 Claredon Dr. Edina , Mn. 55435
Klinck, Ronald FI . 7° 2 => 47 NE 106th PI. Seattle. Wa , 98125
Klippert , Douglas A . 3402 N. 35th Tacoma, Wa. 98407
Klue, Mark L. 5230 S. 137th Seattle , Wa. 98168
Knapp, Barbara L . 1809 Gough St . San Francisco . Ca . 94109
Knapp. Hlvse M . 89 5145 Kenilworth NE Seattle. Wa. 98105
Kniffin , Noreen L. 1011 So Oakes Tacoma. Wa. 98405
Knoop. Dieuwko 185 Rysberkamperweg 7 Boy! Holland
Knoop. Tracy 187
Kmickey , Cheryl A 3026 Marian Dr. NE Olympia . Wa . 98506
Knutsen , Ruth-Ann W 81 Pattonville Ghapel Stuttgart APO New York , Ny 09154
Knutson , thomas S 206 1414 9th Ave . N Edmonds. Wa. 98020
Koiv, Heidi 6206 S. Lawrence Tacoma, Wa 98409
Kokick, Mary-Jo A 2312 N . 28th Tacoma, Wa . 98403
Komuro , Megurrn 4609 N 16th Tacoma, Wa 98406
Kondo. Hirokazu 1430-8 S. Mildred Tacoma, Wa 98465
Kondo!, Michael J 11704 Tomahawk Rd . Tacoma , Wa. 98499
Konishi , Kyoko 185
Komshi, Norikazu 185 Osaka-Fu F. 567 Japan
Konrad , Karen 206
Koontz , Cecelia L 172, 206 585 Coeur De Royale Dr. #405 Creve Coeur , Mo. 63141
Koontz. Jeff M. 110, 180, 206 5316 E . Osborn Phoenix, Az 85018
Korsmo, Elise A 1 155 N BridgeviewDr . Tacoma, Wa 98406
Kortum, Julie E 203 180 Ely Rd Petaluma, Ca . 94952
Kosenkranius, Leo V. 4105 131st Ave. SE Bellevue, Wa . 98006
Koski , Karin L. 712 S. 3rdSt , Kirkland , Wa. 980335
Kozlowski, Kim S. 16433 9th SW Seattle , Wa. 98166
Kraft , Kathryn A. 89 5744 NE 61st Seattle, Wa 981 1 5
Krakauer, Elizabeth A. 86. 101 o28 1 Cam Dela Costa La Jolla, Ca. 92037
Krall , Frank H . 97 3807 Oregon Dr. Vancouver, Wa . 98644
Krause, Anne E. 10775 Queensland Ave Los Angeles, Ca . 90034
Kravitz, Bernard A. 81 27 Shelton Rd Swampscott , Ma . 01907
Krebs, Rolanda L. 78, 187 9608 Dekoven Dr Tacoma , Wa 98499
Kremling , Wayne J . 104 923 40th NE Auburn, Wa 98002
Krentler . Kristen 77 91 Marland Rd. ColoradoSPG, Co 80906
Kretzler . Thomas C. 82 6850 51st NE Seattle, Wa 98115
Krohn , Carrie L. 8850 I 72nd NE Redmond, Wa . 98052
Krueger . Natalie I . 94 2114 No. Frace Tacoma , Wa 98406
Kruger . Eric J . 20915 1 20th Ave SE Kent , Wa 97031
Kruger , Julie
Kmmins. Alexander C). 206 3021 S. 15th Tacoma , Wa. 98405
Kubinsky , Eva M . 1 1 34 Dickinson Ave Shelton , Wa 98584
Kul’fel , Colleen S. 7720 River Blvd Pasco , Wa. 99301
Kulfel . Diane M . 7720 River Blvd Pasco , Wa . 99301
Kugler . Janice L. 73 3514 W Dravus St. Seattle , wa 98199
Kulwin . Jacqueline L. 971 1 Mercer Wood Dr Mercer Island, Wa 98040
Kummer , Keith C. 76 Rt. 2 Box 261A Mukwonago , Wi . 53149
Kunimuru . Mona S 81 929 Aalapapa Dr Kailua , Hi . 96734
Kunz , RonaldS 49 Broadway Tacoma , Wa 98403
Kurfess. Kathy 206 1939 Juniper Ct . Bak , Ca . 93309
Kuroda . Kevin R . 79, 182, 183 1454 Hoohulu St. Pearl City , Hi. 96782
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Kurrus. Keith A. 5610 E. 81stSt. Puyallup, Wa, 98371
Kurrus , Kent S. 186 5610 E. 81st St. Puyallup, Wa. 98371Kurtz, Stephanie]. 80, 184, 192 12418 83rd Av« * . S. Seattle. Wa 98:178Kusumoto, Gayle N. 99 99-1080 Lalawai Dr. Aiea , Hi. 96701Laird. Kathy L. 101 . 183 1003 Cathcart Way Stanford, Ca. 94305Laird. Michael S. 1003( athcart Way Stanford , Ca. 94305Lamb, David E. P.O. Box 293 Hoquiam , Wa. 98550
Lamb. Phillip L. 415 N. 5th Si. Tacoma . Wa. 98403
Lamb. Ron D. 6213 N . 48th Tacoma, Wa . 98407
Lande , Eileen 206 Box 82 Redondo , Wa 98054
Landon. Lisa A. 20o 4450 62nd Ave . SE Olympia . Wa 98503Lane. Phyllis 183
Lane, Terry 77, 181 1092 Bluff Glencoe, II 60022
Lang , Can.I Ann 3596 H . H.ure Tacoma , Wa 98404
Lange. Gordon S. 7605 35th St - O. W , Tacoma, Wa. 98466Lange, Sylvia R . 814 Blvd Rd. , Olympia, Wa . 98501
Laris , Robert I 36. 14 1 . 206 5510 138th PI SW . Edmonds. Wa . 98020Larcom , Lori 1 80
Lai more. Janet E . 99, 168 PO Box 1721 . Sequim. Wa. 98382
Larsen . Patricia M . 84 3553 65th Ave. W. . Tacoma. Wa. 98466Larson , Ann L 112 116 Hawthorne Rd . , Bellingham, Wa . 98225Larson, David A . 30445 10th Ave . S. , Federal Way, Wa 98003Larson, Kathleen 206
Larson, Lucy A. 89 2153S.Beeler Way, Denver, Co 80231Larson , Royce R. 107 , 207 Box 100, Rosburg, Wa. 98643Larson, Scott 182
Larsson, Kathleen E, 3722 N. Washington , Tacoma, Wa. 98407Lasswell , Teresa L. 207 1023 295th PI. S. . Federal Way, Wa 98003Later, Louise E 6466 SW Barries Rd . . Portland , Or . 97225
Latimer , Steven M . 76 1 19 Brian Dr . Chehalis. Wa. 98532Latsis, Steven S. 96, 186 550o Varco Rd . NE . Tacoma, Wa 98422Latta, Marion M. 101 0885 I si St . SW. Vero Bch, FI . 32960Lau , Alan 185
Laughlm, Monty L 29 . 3o. 90 3617 53rd St. NW, Gig Harbor, Wa. 98335Lawrence, Leonor A . 10221 Melody Ln . SW , Tacoma , Wa . 98493Laxon, Nancy 84
Laxson , Scott W . 90 Veterans Admin Ctr 1 , Boise, Id 83707Leach, Christopher J 2345 34th Ave , Longview, Wa 98632Leach, Mike 75
Leachtenauer, Jon E 40, 191 24416 SE 216th St., Maple Valley , Wa 98038Leaf , RichardS. 93 3722 Oak St . , Longview , Wa 98632
Leahy, Kathy L. 74, 191 18200 NW Corinthian , Portland, Or 97229Leake , Barbara A. 77 , 168 6740 S. Penrose Ct , Littleton, Co . 80122Leaverton, Clarke A 3414 SE Crystal Spgs, Portland, Or . 97202Lecouteur, Walter E . 7824 SE King, Port Orchard , Wa. 98366Ledgerwood , Judy L. 72, 175, 184 Box 12, Clarkston , Wa 99403Lee, John W 1008 S. Washington, Tacoma , Wa . 98405Lee, Katherine Y 101 1246 FaraHone Ave. , Tacoma , Wa . 98466Lee, Linda Y 80 1805 Hawthorne PI . . Corvallis, Or 97330Lee, Ronald T. F. 185 632 N . Bay St. , Manchester, NH 03104Leedy, William G . 3305 '/2 N . 7th , Tacoma, Wa 98406Leff, Lissa F. 73 SW 910 Viento Dr. , Pullman, Wa . 99163Lehwalder, Laurie 505 Whitaker Dr , Missoula , Mt . 59801
Leigh, Jennifer E . 81 2645 SW Davenport Ct., Portland, Or 97201Leitzen , Robert 189
Lekas , Janet 84, 178 7225 SW Hunt Club Ln . , Portland , Or 97223Lemon, Kristine G 8728 33rd W , Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Lentz, Gretchen M 102 419 NW 196th PL , Seattle, Wa. 98177Leonard , John J 12444 Beacon ave . S , Seattle, Wa. 98178Leone, Tina C. 324 Rice Ln , Billings , Mt . 59101
Leovy, Joanne G. 108, 186, 192 19410 66th PI. N'e. , Seattle, Wa. 98155Lerum, Donald E. , 7320 6th Ave. No 42, Tacoma , Wa. 98406Leslie, Margaret 181 7409 Rambling Ln., Bellevue, Wa 98004Leslie, William C. 141 5516 Oaklawn Ave. , Edina , Mn . 55424Leuthold, Jeff 207 7275 W Mercer Way. Mercer Island, Wa. 98040Levaggi , Christian R 2801 Pacific Ave., San Francisco, Ca. 94115Levenseller, Steve 36 7311 Chambers Crk Rd. . Tacoma, Wa. 98467Lewis , Dano D. 6024 51st Ave . $. , Seattle. Wa. 98118
Lewis, Frieda V. 6 El Rose Dr , Petaluma , Ca. 94952
Lewis, Joanne K 74
Lieberman, Stewart H 4415 Gallup Dr. , Olympia. Wa 98503Lien , Tamra A 17522 NE 72nd Ave. , Vancouver, Wa. 98665Lightsey, Allyson 101 44 Sunset Dr. , Mt. Holly NJ 08060Liljekvist , Kenneth R 74 PO Box 8711 , Ketchikan , Ak. 99901Lincoln, Eric C. 6820 Kalhn Way, Long Beach , Ca. 90815Lind A David 36, 90 19718 12th NW, Seattle. Wa. 98177Lmdberg, MikeJ . 8301 W. 43rd PI. , Tacoma , Wa. 98466Lindbergh, Lars R 96 6789 Bergman Rd . , Bainbridge Is , Wa 98110Lindell, Julie A. 22813 Lakeview F. 107, Mt Lk Terrace, Wa. 98043Lindquist , John M. 76 1189 Madonna Rd San Louis Obispo , Ca 93401
Lmstad, Thomas H 4707 79th Ave. Ct W , Tacoma, Wa . 08466
Liptak , Marian 76, 207 3540S. 57th Ct ., Cicero, II . 60650
Liscom , Renee D . 89 363 NW 202nd, Seattle, Wa. 98177
Little, Andrea D . 181 , 207 345 18th Ave., Kirkland, Wa. 38033
Little , Richard E Geneva Ch-1206, Switzerland
Livesey, RoryC . 225 Middlefield Rd., Bellingham , Wa. 98225
Ljungkull , Sara L RR No. 3, Winona , Mn. 55987
Lloyd Donald E 6516 29th NE , Seattle . Wa 98115
Lloyd, Evelyne M. 88 4612 Clandge Dr SE , Olympia, Wa . 98501
Lock , Laurie. 74, 183 3762 Claudine St , Honolulu, Hi . 96816
Lockert , James P 1471 N. Shirley, Tacoma , Wa 98406
Logan , Mark RT 2 Box 2346, Red Bluff, Ca 96080
Lombardi , Curtis J . 9312 S. Lawrence, Tacoma, Wa 98409
Lomheim, Alan R 2115 N Union, Tacoma, Wa 98406
Long, Doranne L 192 Rt 2 Box 096, Pullman, Wa . 99163
Long, Gary D. 97, 189 4230 160th Ave. SE, Bellevue, Wa 98006
Longfield, Kimberly A . 89 483 Windsor PI . , Laguna Beach , Ca . 92651
Lonzak, George 1602 S Huson Dr., Tacoma , Wa 98405
Loomis, Karen M 99, 207 30426 3th Ave . S , Federal Way , Wa . 98003Los, Grant K . 97
Loudon, Cynthia A 77 2635 N . Baker , E Wenatchee, Wa 98301
Louie, George W . 97 2302 Smith Ave , Boise, Id 83702
Louthan, Dana R PO Box 585. Friday Harbor , Wa . 98250
Love, Kathryn S 10225 SW Melnote, Portland, Or 97225
Love, Timothy C 21429 92nd Ave. W , Edmonds, Wa 98020
Lovelace, James M 1525 Weathervane Ct. , Tacoma, Wa 98466
Love!!, Lisa A . 2249 Griffm , Enumclaw , Wa 98022
Low, Teri L 629 60th St . Everett, Wa. 98203
Lowe, Mark D 93 2245 Killarriey Way, Bellevue , Wa. 98004
Lowe, Mitchell 3102 N Claremont PI. , Tacoma, Wa. 98407
Lowe, Thomas P. 120. 121 2630 W Lafayette Rd , Excelsior , Mn 55331
Lowry, Kimberly A . 24 . 102. 207 8625 SW Woodside Dr . , Portland, Or 972Lucas, Kathleen M . 3 1 3 1 7th Sc . , Bellingham , Wa. 98225
Lucristia . Leilani 6402 Westgate Blvd, Tacoma, Wa 98406
Lufkin . Wcnde I\ 19 Country Club Dr . SW , Tacoma, Wa 98498
Luke. Cynthia A. 73 2465 North Shore Dr , Wayzata , Mn 55391
Lum . Debora M 183, 207 1255 Nuuanu Ave . No 2302, Honolulu , Hi . 9681Lund . TammraL. 99, 177 PO Box 406 , Ocean Shores , Wa . 98569
Lundquist . Kurt R 93 10 Cascade Key , Bellevue, Wa 98006
Lundin . Martha 170
t.unning , Barbara J . 795302 Vallecito Dr , Westminster , Ca 92683
Lust, Michael E. 1018 8th Ave. S , Edmonds, Wa 98020
Lvford , Carla C. 108 . 181 12315 SE 46th Ct , Bellevue , Wa 98006
Lynn , Patricia A. 207 629 N Steele, Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Macadangdang , Ruby T . 311 Ehilani St . , Pukalam , Hi 96788
MacDonald , Juli D. 1 336 Santa Luisa Dr , Solana Beach , Ca 92075MacDonald , Nancy I 84 , 207 1631 86th NE, Bellevue , Wa 98004
MacGougan, Diane B . 906 N . Stadium Way, Tacoma, Wa. 98403
Maclsaac, Salhe E 207
Mack , Grant G . 910 22nd Ave , Longview , Wa . 98632
MacLaughlin , Lisa A . 102 3648 Surfwood, Malibu, Ca 90265
MacMillan , Cargill 1630 Alvarado Ln. , Wayzata , Mn . 55391
MacMurray, Brice 189
MacPherson , Anne L 84, 207 1122 St Regis PI , Santa Ana , Ca. 92705
MacPherson, Kit 84 12233 8th NW, Seattle, Wa 98177Maddock, Teresa L. 79 1581 Cole Loop SE, Port Orchard, Wa. 98366Madland, Mark R 36, 90 326 Sunnyslope Hts , Wenatchee, Wa. 98801Madsen, Barbara 811 South L St . , Tacoma , Wa 98405
Magnuson, LisaK . 16 Cypress Ave. , Kentfield, Ca 94904
Maguire, Karen L. 101 46-529 Haiku Plntns , Kaneohe , Hi . 96744
Maher, James F 86 1 1820 100th Ave. Ct. E , Puyallup, Wa . 98371
Maher, James R 86 4820 Avalanche Ave. , Yakima , Wa . 98908
Mahre, Jacqueline A. General Delivery, White Pass, Wa . 98937
Majors, Lvnn D. 1023 S. 296th PL , Federal Way, Wa. 98003
Makinney . Colleen M . 207 3320 N 10th, Tacoma, Wa . 98406Malik . Jeffrey J 1317 Partridge Ave , El Cajon, Ca 92020
Malik . John K. 93, 207 1317 Partridge Ave , El Cajon, Ca . 92020
Mallery . Diane M. 77348 40th W , Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Mallory, Karen L. 74, 207 9111 Cecile Ct . , Tacoma, Wa 98499
Malmfcerg, Lynda G . 81 3526 S . 194th , Seattle, Wa . 98188
Manchester, Karen J 109. 181 1745 Yew St SE, Salem, Or 97302Maner . Robin D 99, 168, 176 2725 91st SE , Everett , Wa 98204Mangan, Wayne R 6816 East L St . , Tacoma, Wa 98404Mannhalt , Rebecca D 99 2141 N. 137th St . , Seattle, Wa . 98133
Manoosheed, Bagha 207
Manos, Olga L 94, 180 5602 N . 21st, Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Manser, Martha Jean 401 St Helens No. 4E, Tacoma, Wa . 98402
Manske, Janice K . 77 302 2nd St . NW, Little Falls , Mn 56345
Manson, Marcus B. 86 10220 Fontana, Overland Park, Ks. 66207
Mansour , Jeanne R 76 867 Mayfield Ave. , Stanford , Ca . 94305
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Marcelia, Jana Ivt . 207 4604 N. 36th St . , Tacoma, Wa. 98407
Marcy, Gary S 93 2112 St. Helens, Yakima, Wa. 98902
Mardesich , MeranQ. 89 4712 Mermont Dr. , Everett , Wa. 98203
Marten , Rebecca L. 1313 Bel Air Rd , Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Martenson , LisaJ. 39 106 Cascade Key. Bellevue, Wa. 98006
Martin , Kenmth G. 82 18541 Normandy Terr , Seattle, Wa . 98166
Martin, Lisa Ann 1054 S 27th No. 12. Tacoma, Wa. 98409
Martin , MaryJ . 6827 Topaz Dr SW, Tacoma , Wa. 98498
Martin, Nancy M. 168, 181 4615 Calle Del Pantcra. Tucson. A/ . 85718
Martin , Suelien K. 72 Rt 5 Box 800, Ellensburg, Wa. 98926
Martmdale, Geraldine 2401 N. Lawrence Tacoma . Wa . 98406
Mason, JohannaH 1219 N. Cedar, Tacofia, Wa . 98406
Mason , Kim 7890 Cramer , Long Beach , Ca. 90808
Masserrat , Ahmad 758 Pahlavi Zahedan , Zahedan , Iran
Matelich , Alberta 207
Mathias, Betsy W. 4212 N. Stevens , Tacujtfa, Wa. 98407
Mathwick , Robert A. RT 12 Box 481 , Olympia , Wa. 98501
Matlock , Tamra S. 80 PO Box 48, Chugmk, Ak. 995671,
Matsuda , Jamie 73, 183
Matsuyama , Jan 207
Matthews, Kathleen M. 920 N Proctor St , Tacoma. Wa . 98406
Mattson, Rick 189
Mattox , Marilyn N 182, 183, 207 748 Ivfokapu Rd..,Kailua . Hi. 967^WMatzen, David J. 4308 Elwood Dr. W., Tacoma. Wa. 98466Maucher , James R . 6810 S. 1 23rd No. 971Seattle , Wa . 981 78
Maxwell , J. Patrick 90 84 Niuiki Circle, Honolulu, Hi. 96821
Mayeda , Karen A. 89 1603 Camden Pork Dr. . Olympia, Wa 98502
Mayer, Brian E. 82, 169 7204 91st Ave. SE, Mercer Island, Wa. 98040
Mayes , Carolyn J. 171, 184, 208 4316 80th Ave. SE, Mercer Island , Wa . 98040
Mayfield, June K. 39 926 Sw. Sam Nichols, Port Orchard , Wa . 98366
Maynard, Machelle J. 32, 172 6873 NWr 4th , Des Moines, la 50313
Mays, Mike 1309 N. Washington, Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Maytag, Alison 6560 Avenida Mirola , La Jolla, Ca. 92037
Mazzuca , Sonia T. 1302 N. Fir, Tacoma, Wa 98406
McAninch , Greg W. 82 1820 NW EdgehillDr. , Camas, Wa 98607
McAnulty , Elisabeth 175, 180, i S 1 2326 Bigelow Ave. N , Seattle , Wa . 9&109 Mj
McArthur , Sandy L . 4037 N. Whitman St . , Tacoma , Wa. 98407
McCann, Michael, P. 76 1 562 1 1 I th Ave. , Veradale, Wa. 99037
McCarthy , Kathleen A . 88 10449 Bainbridge Ave . , Los Angeles, Ca. 90024
McCartney , Kevin S. 86 3003 South Oak, Port Angeles, Wa . 98362
McCausland, Mary P 132 , 172 6803 55 NE. Seattle , Wa. 98115
McCay , JohnM 208 2506 Parkwood Blvdjf Puyallup, Wa. 98371
McClain , Perry A. 5959 S. I 2th No . 1 2o , Facoma, Wa. 98465
McClincy, Matthew J . 74 . 75 5310 SW Iowa , Portland , Or. 97221 j
McCluskey, Lynne 72. 186
McCombs , Douglas S. 90 142 Palapu St. . Kailua , Hi. 9a734
McCombs, Sally D. 101 142 Palupu St . . Kailua, Hi . 90*34
McCorcle, Patricia J . 7o PO Box 450, Juneau , Ak . 9'^802McCoy, Jennifer L . 74. 188 l 1502 21st PI . SW, Seattle. Wa. 98^ 46 iMcCutcheon , Paula R . 108. 189. 190 20$Santa Fe . Vancouver , Wa. 98ooI
McDade, Christopher 781 7 146th St . SW. Tacoma , Wa. 98439 :
McDade, Sandy 73
McDonald . Kevin M. 82 HIOS. I 29th . Tacoma, W®98444
McEwen, Jon T. 86, 208 17108 66th PI. NE, BotheSWa. 9801||
McGandy , April J 84, 168 3917 Shadow PI. , Olympia . Wa . 98506
McGaw, CathrynJ . 208 1681 1 NE ISthSt . , Bellevue. Wa. 98008
McGourty, Jacqueline 74, 208 1044 Central , Coos 1$»', Or . 9^120.McGourty, Kevin T 74 1044 Central , Coos Bay , Oit§97420 !McGrory , Elizabeth J 81 315 Margaret Cir. . Wayzatp. Mn. 55391
McHattie , Rodne .f 298 719 N . 3 rd B. Tacoma , Wa 98403
Mclnerney , Colette A 208 316 Douglas.Ave. , Tilliiqopk , Or. 971:411
McIntyre , Leeann 1 I 592 Capri Dr . Garden Grove . Ca. 92641 u
McKee , Janet M. 3424 63rd Ave NW. Gtj*ldarbor . Wa. 98335
McKee , Melissa S. 88 25418 Hwy. olW'rGarmel , i£a. 93923
McKee , Sheryl F. 282 Avery fid . , WinlocloAVa. 98596
lM. 2,0.8^469 Ena Rd. No. 2912 . Honolulu* Hi. 96815
l
I
McKiilop. William „„,«.7 ,*, .
McLane , Bradley G. 187 28609 9th Ave. S. . Federal Way Wa. 9003
McLaughlin , Racardo 115, 135, 181 . 192 19^8 E. 56th No. 6178. Tacoma , Wa . 98404Mo(jahi Erik E ; 22 . 93, 187, 186 16317 Pacific Ave , Spanaway, WA. 98387McLaughlin , William 81 6301 Chowen Ave . S. . Edina . Mn . 55410 v/fnp 208
McVittie, Sandra L . 79 10215 Belgrove Ct . NW , Seattle, Wa . 98177
McWhtrter, Linda M. Rt 2 Box 426B, Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
McAfee, Judy A. 4508 N . Cheyenne, Tacoma , Wa . 98407
McCabe, Gordon 5019 66th Ave- W , Tacoma, Wa . 98467
McCoy, Karma Dee 2011 29th Ave. NE, Puyallup, Wa . 98371
McIntosh, Larry R . 3630 26th PI W . No. 102C, Seattle, Wa. 98199
McKinney, Chris E. 2802 N 12th , Tacoma , Wa. 98406
pis , 4008.Pioneer Way, Tacoma , Wa . 98443
[ft E . M . 26 Country Club Dr , Tacoma . Wa 98498
_
;
Ift , Lis**9Meadowaoft , Thomas H. 10014 122nd, Kirkland, Wa 98033
Medlock, .Gary S. 3420 N. 37th, Tacoma, Wa . 98407
Meehan , michael T. 90 1370 Hampshjre Cir . , Newport Beach, Ca 92660
Meier. Nancy A. 17 1208 .$. 115th St. , Tacoma, Wa . , 98444
Metanson, Marie V. 76 3717 Cabnllo St. , San Pedro , Ca. 90731
Melena, Marcia A . 9702 Lk Steil DR. SW, Tacoma, Wa. 98498
Melin, Mark !32:1290SW 301st, Federal Way, Wa 98003
Mentor , Joseph P. 177 , 208 Rt. 4 Box 2350, Bremerton, Wa. 98310
Mentor. Judith E . 84 8567 Tracyton Blvd. NW, Bremerton, Wa. 98310
Mercer. Malt 3420 N . 2.6th St., Tacoma, Wa. 98407
Mercier, Eugenia M . 9823 Hipkins Rd.SW , Tacoma, Wa 98498
Merlich. Lori M . 2107 N. Mildred , Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Merrick. Kevin R . 1906 N . Junett , Tacoma, Wa 98406
Merritt . Marcie J . 208 /902 Phillips Rd SW, Tacoma, Wa. 98498
Meslcr. Katherine R . 108§5053 20th Ave NE, Seattle , Wa. 9812J}
Methot. Tricia 1 14 8807 Cascadia , Everett , Wa 98204
Metzger , Richard T. 8506' 48th St. Ct . W , Tacoma, Wa. 98467
Meyer, Kenneth W. 82 2420 SW Chelmsford, Portland, Or. 97201
1 . r" J*
Meyers. Jeffrey A . 92 11711 Vista Mar , Santa Ana, Ca. 92705
Miazga , Mike 182. 208 POBox 483, Gleneden Beach , Or 9?38£5
MickeUon , Stephanie 89 702 N First St . , Dayton . Wa 99328
Middl^^mk^nn R . 183 1213 Contra Costa, Tacoma , Wa 98466Milam, J i^et R . 101.177 112 112 19th Ave. SE, Puyallup , Wa. 98371
Miles. Leann 78 22211 NE Red-Fall Cy , Redmond, Wa 98052
Milde, Luke 182 »’
Milford, Michael G. 8067 S. Ainsworth, Tacoma, Wa 98408
Miller , Caron C . 101 340 Front St . , Lahaina , Hi . 96761
Miller . ChrSSneD. 4122 144th NW, Gig Harbor, Wa . L98335
Miller', DavicLjC 182 3816 N. 21st , Tacoma, Wa. 98«
Miller, Deborah P. 88 20 St . Francis Rd., Hillsborough. $a . 94070
Millel George M. 789 Leschi Way , Fox Island , Wa 98333
Millet James E. 173 - 208 PO Box 7324, Tacoma, Wa 98407Millel Joan I . 122 18891 Walling Circle , West Linn, /Or. 97068
Miller. John R. 648 N. Sprague St . , Tacoma , Wa. 98403
Miller. Kathryn A . 84 7455 NE Koura Rd. , Bainbridge Is . , Wa 98110
Miller . Leann 180
Miller. Mark A. 77. 173 208 U 36 S. Jackson , Denver, Co. 80210
Miller Phillip H . 4122 144th NW , Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Miller. Steven G. 92. 208 Rt. 3 Box 3477 , Selah, Wa. 98942
'Miller . Thomas J . 1537 S. Ridgewood, Tacoma, Wa. 98405




Milliren. Patricia A. 99 1510 N. Washington, Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Mills ,TamarP 76 RFD No. 1 , Belgrade, Me. 04917
Milnor. Bruce A. 208 6051 Seward Park Ave., Seattle, WA. 98118
Milton . RichardS. 36 3516 NE 1 13th , Seattle , WA . 98125
Miner, Murph 1C 5409 25th Ave NW, Gig Harbor, WA. 98335
Miner, Steve 181 *
Minner , Allen D. 77 27307 SE DuthieHill, Issaquah , WA . 98027
Mishlei , Daniel A. I /MTS 42nd St . , Tacoma ," WA 98408
Mitchell . Barbara K . 84*. 119 9421 Lk. Wasington Blvd NE, Bellevue, WA. 98004
Mitchell . Thomas W. Rt 1 Box 129A, Vaughn , WA. 98394
Mixon. Michael L. 4224 E . HubbelL Phoenix , AZ 85008
Mixon, Tracy P. 101 4313 Via Azalea, Palos Verdes Estates, CA. 90274
Miyake, Dave S. 135 98-1060-C Komo Mai, Aiea, HI 96701
Mocorro, Dennis P. 8725 121st SW, Taconw, WA. 98498
|
McLean, Kenneth R . 92. 208 21575 S. Shannon Ln . . West Linn , Or . 97068
McLellan, Steven J. 1 77. 208 5729 70th St . NE . Marysville, Wa. 98270
McLeod, James M . 82 , 180 79 ^ast Rd , Tacoma., Wa 98406McMakin , Richard I . 879 S. 85th , T^acoma, Wa . 98444
McMullen , Larry E. 25 , 97 . 193 261& 163rd PI. SE. Bellevue. Wa . 98008
McMullin , Jennifer A . 84 . 193 2170 Mendocino Ln . Altadena . Ca 91001
McMurry , Bryce E . 2905 NE 195th, Seattle, Wa. 98155
McNabb, Gail W PO Box 509, Douglas, Ak . 99824
McNallan , Patricia K . 88 81( 19 40th St . W. , Tacoma , Wa. 98466
McNally, Colleen P. 26. 102, 183 534 Forrest Park Dr. , Tacoma . Wa . 98466
McNutt , Richard K 93 8 I 0S. 295th PL , Federal Way, Wa . 98003




Mogseth, Kenny 82, 193 6903 Mississippi Dr. . Vancouver, WA . 98664
Mohr, J n‘qiieline]. 718 Highland View, Boise . ID. 83702
Moijtie, .i '&ahne E. 3203 Russell Rd., Centralia, WA . 98531
Mol, James M 123, 182, 192. 187 , 186 3206 Cascade, Corvallis , OR. 97330
Moline, Wade 208
Monroe, Gloria A. 160 SW Normandy No. 203, Seattle, WA. 98166
Monroe, KristieS. P.O. Box 1202 , Kodiak , AK. 99615
Montgomery, Marjorie 99, 172, 208 5014 50th Aye. NE , Seattle, Wa. 98105
Montgomery, Nancy 94 1415 5. Skyland Dr. , Lake Oswego, Or. 97034
Moody, Damans 108 3 Big Rock PI. . Cashmere , Wa. 98815
Moon , Randy E. 36 411 12th St . SE, Auburn , Wa^ 98002
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Moore, Anita 189
Moore. Daniel D. 36, 90 14405 22nd SW, Seattle, Wa. 98166
Moore, Donald E. 75 24341 Caracas St ., Dana Point, Ca 92629
Moore. Jo Ann 209 819 N. Adams, Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Moore, Linee 7626 W. 40th No. 16. Tacoma. Wa 98466
Moore, Robert B. 1 28 5700 NE 85th Ave , Vancouver. Wa. 98662
Moore, William R. 79 9224 Westmont PI., Tacoma, Wa 98498
Morgan. Claude E . 8 2 2318 Wedgewood Dr., Olympia, Wa 98501
Morgan. Faye M. 81 3011 169th SW. AlderwoodMnt.. Wa 98036
Morikawa, Gail C. 1307 LilihaSt. No. 203, Honolulu, Hi. 96817
Morris, John B. 7o Lot I 16 Lk Woods No. 3, Gig Harbor, Wa. 98335
Morris. Karen L. 101 903 WaiholoSt. , Honolulu, Hi 96821
Morris. Scott A. 97, 181 37541 Eagle Rd. . Willoughby His, Oh 440°4Morris, Sharon F. PO Box 572, Gig Harbor. Wa. 98335
Morrow. Stuart L. 90 Rt 6 Box 6434. Poulsbo. Wa. 98370
Morse. David L. 209 5113 N. 30th. Tacoma. Wa. 98407
Moseley, Betsy Jo 209 8221 NE Il5th Way. Kirkland. Wa. 98033
Mosner. Zachary 76, 131
Moss, Janet B. 76 6405 Sand Pt . Way NE. Seattle , Way NE , Seattle. Wa. 98115
Mossman. Jamie L. 77 282 Aikahi PL. Kailua, Eli. 96734
Motteler. Howard E. 10220 S. Sheridan No. 2. Tacoma. Wa. 98444
Mottet, Gretchen L. 2811 69th SE. Mercer Island, Wa. 98040
Mounter, Don R. 36. 90 Box 393, Peshastin, Wa. 98847
Moyer. Lance B. 74 8857 DelridgeSW No. 16. Seattle. Wa. 98106
Moyer. Michael A. 7049 34th NE, Seattle. Wa. 98115
Muckelvene, Betty J. 7028 S. 1 24 No. I , Tacoma. Wa. 98465
Mueller , Dale 18 1
Mueller. DonnaJ. 81 4395 NW Queens. Corvallis. Of.97330
Mueller, Ruth E. PO Box 334, Libby, Ml. 59923
Mukhalian, Martha D. 84 13916 SE 20th St . . Bellevue . Wa. <>8005
Mulder. Frederick P. 26009 124th Ave. SE. Kent . Wa. <>803I
Mullane. Lucy A. 81 2219 Scott, San Francisco, Ca. 94115
Muller, ElizabethJ. 102 7 Bel Air Dr.. Orinda, Ca. 94563
Mulroney, Margaret A. 1414 South G Street . Tacoma, Wa. 98405
Munday. Mark D. 97 14 Holly Hill Dr. , Mercer Island. Wa. 98010
Munson, Betsy E. 101 781 1 7.8 th Ave. SE, Mercer Island, Wa 98040
Munson, Linda S. 2107 Evergreen Ave. SE . Port Orchard. Wa. 98366
Munson, Shelby L. 209 781 1 78th Ave. SE, Mercer Island,Wa. 98040
Murakami,Masahide 7034 S. 12thNo. 3614, Tacoma, Wa. 98465
Muraoka, Marcia S. 122, 209 PO Box 82. Laupahoehoe,Hi. 96764
Murphy,Patti L. 76 1519 S. 44th. Tacoma, Wa. 98408
Murphy, Terri S. 88, 176 8007 Talbot Rd. , Edmonds, Wa. 98020
Murray,Richard P. 2223 Cypress PL . Olympia. Wa. 98501
Murray, Sonrisa \ 73, 1S3 33 10 Bronx Blvd. . New York,NY 10467
Musto* Steven E. 189 2101N. Alder , Centralis, Wa. 98537
Myer. Janet E. 3516 S. 9th St . . Tacoma, Wa. 98405
Myers, Christopher W. 5012 Seaview Way , Everett , Wa. 98203
Myers, Deborah M. 77 W. 2804 Hoffman, Spokane, Wa 99205
Myers, Lisa J 101 PO Box 7578. Olympia. Wa. 98507
Myhre,BrianL 78 105 Gilbert Rd. N., Onalaska. Wa. 98570
Myszkowski, Marian A 101. 116 11215 Bothell Way. Everett , Wa. 98204
Nadeau, John A . 209 3709N. Ferdinand, Tacoma, Wa. 98407
Nagata, Roy N 75 2932 A Pala St., Lihue,Hi. 96766
Nakaji, Bradley M 19471 Burgundy, Saratoga, Ca. 95070
Nakamoto, Choji 286 Joya Okinawa, Japan
Nakamura, AnnM 273 Nohea St . , Hilo Hi. 96720
Nakamura, David T 850 15th Ave , Honolulu, Hi. 96816
Nakamura, RussS. 209 297 Haihai, Hilo, Hi. 96720
Naili, Lyle A 11610 6th SW, Seattle, Wa. 98146
Naplin, Wendy M 99 PO Box 3172, Federal Way, Wa. 98003
Naumann, NoelB. 5933 S. J Street, Tacoma, Wa 98408
Nausid, EarlE. 40 3115 N. 19th, Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Nead-PatrieS. K 1332 s. 2nd St . , Louisville, Ky. 40208
Neal, Jeffrey E. 32 RT 2 Box 256, Shelton, Wa 98584
Nellist, NancyL. 78 4701 133rdSE, Bellevue, Wa 98006
Nelson, Bill E . 209 7756 44th St . W , Tacoma, Wa. 98466
Nelson, Craig E. 36 6012 E Mercer Way, Mercer Island, Wa 98040
Nelson,Debbie A 2323 Driftwood Dr. E. Sumner, Wa. 98390
Nelson, Dennis A . 4850 Geiger Rd. Se, Port Orchard, Wa. 98366
Nelson, J . Andrew 96 7818 SE 76th St . , Mercer Island, Wa. 98040
Nelson, Karen 27, 182 4905 View Dr , Everett, Wa. 98203
Nelson,Kathleen M 94 619 S Oakes, Tacoma, Wa. 98405
Nelson, Leslie J . 77 1532 Cormorant Ct., Sunnyvale, Ca. 94087
Nelson, LisaJ. 93, 94, 135 E 1728 Pinecrest Rd. Spokane, Wa. 99203
Nelson, Mark S. 214 Bella Vista, Fox Island, Wa. 98333
Nelson,MaryM 84, 176 20031 NE 80th, Redmond, Wa. 98052
Nelson, Suzanne E 209 440f 138th Ave SE, Bellevue, Wa 98006
Nelson, Vincent K . 9810 chapman, Dr . NW, Gig Harbor, Wa 98335
Nettle, Christine M. 7021 South L St. , Tacoma, wa . 98408
Newton. Paul J. 380 Larcom St . , Thousand Oaks, Ca. 91360
Nichols, Judith A. 4214 Juniper Dr W , Tacoma, Wa 98466
Nicholson, Peggy 1120 S. 34th, Tacoma, Wa. 98408
Nicholson, Robert E. 90 Rt 2 Box 489B, Lakebay, Wa. 98349
Midland, Michael ]. 97 444 Clermont St . , Denver, Co. 80220
Niimi, John H 117 59-720 A Kam Hwy, Haleiwa, Hi. 96712
Nilsert, Carol J 124 9280 SW Washington,Portland, Or 97225
Nilsen, Catherine D 124 9280 SW Washington, Portland, Or 97225
Nishimura,Kelli R 76 3094 Nihi St , Honolulu, Hi 96819
Noble, Amy J. 22 963 21st Ave , Longview. Wa 98632
Noble. Robert T. 90 13809 122nd St. E , Puyallup, Wa. 98371
Noguchi, Keiko Iwadomi Otoshi, Yamaguchi, Japan
Nolan, Thomas B 40 1813 CenterwoodDr . , Olympia, Wa. 98501
Norby, Patricia J 4832 Barbara Dr , Minnetonka,Mn. 55343
Nord, Richard 12712 Apt A, Tacoma, Wa. 98445
Nordlund, Chase H 76, 131, 192 5710 Seashore Dr , Newport Beach, Ca . 92663
Norgren, Carl 77
Norhn, StevenL. 90 3341 N. Gove, Tacoma, Wa 98407
Norman, Patricia L. 619 Hunt St., Centraha, Wa. 98531
Norman, Susan C. 102, 168 4230 SE Ogden, Portland, Or . 97206
Nuesca, Arlene 209
Nunn, Cheryl A. 712 70th Ave. E ., Tacoma, Wa. 98424
Nutting, Elizabeth C. 80 374 Ridge Rd Barrington, II 60010
Oberg, David J 1137 Paradise Pkwy, Tacoma, Wa 98466
OBrady, LauraL 1819Union, Tacoma, Wa 98406
OBnen, Priscilla A 4218 Fairfield, Shreveport, La . 71106
Oszkewiz, lane M 10872 Horizon Ln Se, Port Orchard, Wa 98366
Odcen Mark R . 24. 75 301 Chiltern dr., Lake Forest, II. 60045
Odinnd Peter B. 209 1038 34th Ave. E. . Seattle.Wa. 98112
Odom. Steven E. 8101 83rd Ave. SW D22. Tacoma. Wa. 98498
O'donnell. Bruce C. 82 340 Birch St.. Denver, Co. 80220
Ohcm. Rosemary L . 10018 90th Ave. NW . Gig Harbor. Wa. 98335
Okamoto. Sheila 1. 2200 Franklin Ave. E. Seattle. Wa. 98102
Okamoto. Yoshihiro R. 9508 131st St NW, Gig Harbor, Wa 98335
Okihiro. Mark 5. 44-026 Kaimalu PI , Kaneohe, Hi 96734
Okumoto. Duane M. 115, 135 1507 IpukalaSt . , Honolulu, Hi. 96821
Oldfield. Shirley R. 602 NorthISt , Tacoma, Wa. 98403
O’Leary. Anne 3845 SW 78th, Portland, Or 97225
O’Leary. Sean G. 3411 N 29th, Tacoma, Wa 98407
Olm> Karen L. 98-1098 C Komo MaiDr , Aiea, Hi. 96701
O’Loughlin,Jerry J. 3326 N. 21st, Tacoma, Wa 98406
O'Loughltn. Mary J 77, 170, 178
O 'Loughlin. Patrick M 36, 38, 209 3326 N. 21st, Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Olsen. Laurel C. 2616 Marine Dr., Bremerton, Wa 98310
Olsen, Steve 86
Olson. Carole L 21740 84th Ave. S. No. 99, Kent, Wa 98031
Okon, DaleL. 36 2140 Lakemoor Dr , Olympia, Wa. 98502
Olson, Kevin L 209 1610 Sheridan Rd. , Bremerton, Wa. 98310
Olson, PattiD 101 Rt 1 Box 349, McMinnville, Or. 97128
Olson, Robert L 7311 Chambers Ck Rd No 39, Tacoma, Wa 98467
Olson, StevenH. 401 Race St , Denver, Co. 80206
Olson, Susan J. 2004 Niagara Dr., Bellingham, Wa 98225
Olsufka, Christine A . W. 2917 Longfellow, Spokane, Wa 99205
O’Malley, Robert T 209 827 S. 92nd St., Tacoma, Wa 98444
O'Neal Richard W 4809 N. t race, Tacoma, Wa. 98407
O’Neill, Margaret M 88 1620 Upper Terrace, Spokane, Wa 99203
Oppenheimer, John F 170 1320 Warm Springs Ave., Boise, Id. 83702
Oriente, StevenD 82, 209 2404 Crescent View, West Covina, Ca 91791
Orr, Ricky L . 93 4212N. Stevens, Tacoma, Wa. 98407
Orr, Scott J 2382 Via Capri Ct , La Jolla, Ca. 92037
Orrico, JeanM 102 4660 91stSE, Mercer Island, Wa 98040
Orzell, Jennifer A 77, 209 906 Creed Rd , Oakland, Ca 94610
Osaka, Michi 1115 62nd Ave. E . , Tacoma, Wa. 98424
Osborne,Michael S. 209
Osburn, Melissa A 76 2037 James St , Enumdaw, Wa 98022
Oslm, EricR 93 1536 79th Pi. NE, Bellevue, Wa 98004
Osnes, Jan Eric 90 639 NW 183rd, Seattle, Wa. 98177
Ossewarde, Wendy L 94 529 Briar Rd , Bellingham, Wa. 98225
Ostien, DarcyH. 93, 102, 209 903 14thAve. SW, Rochester,Mn. 55901
Ostlund, Cynthia 101, 209
Ottow, Hartett J. 1920 Mt View W. , Tacoma, Wa. 98466
Outcalt , RichardF 90 3934 47th NE, Seattle, Wa 98105
Overfiels, JoannR 5209 26th St . NE, Puyallup, Wa. 98371
Overton, Scott H. 93 2933 NE 31st Ave. , Portland, Or 97212
Ovregaard, James G 82, 123 1640 N Emeror, Corvallis, Or. 97330
Owen, Gary 210
Owen, Gerhard N. 11707 Gravelly Lk Dr , Tacoma, Wa. 98499
Owen, Linda I. 78 3821 NE 136th PL Portland, Or 97230
Paak, Lissa E. 34 1719 Notre Dame, Albuquerque,NM 87106
Paasch, Sharlene 2700 Paasch Dr. , HoodRiver, Or 97301
Packard /inn G. 1708 N. Junett, Tacoma, Wa. 98406
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Paeth , Douglas S. 123 9700 SE 61st PI, . Mercer Island, Wa.98040
Page , Garth T. 86, 182 93 San Carlos, Sausalito, Ca 94965
Page, Martha A 102 6727 SW 13th Ave , Portland. Or 97219
Palmer, Elizabeth F. 172 4501 69th Ave. W.. Tacoma, Wa. 98466
Panagiotu , Anthony G. 90 2616 N Bennett , Tacoma , Wa. 98407
Panchot , Jeanne L 88 8265 NE 26th , Bellevue , Wa . 98004
Pang, DaryljeanL. 168, 183
Pannell, Mark A 26, 181 PO Box 385, Packwood , Wa. 98361
Papich. Marianne 706 Oak St , Anaconda , Mt . 59711
Paradis , Patti L 7811 NE 1 12th , Kirkland, Wa 98033
Parisi , Donna M, 3720 N. Vassault , Tacoma, Wa . 98407
Parker, Garth R . 96 27*40 W . Mercer Way, Mercer Island , Wa 98040
Parker . Julie B. 73 13825 SW Bonnie Brae, Beaverton , Or. 97005
Parker , Phyllis T. 1919 50th Ave. NW, Gig Harbor , Wa. 98335
Parkinson , Jenifer L. 108 11395 Osoyoos PI.. San Diego, Ca. 921 26
Parks , Rick 108 Box 136 , Troy , Id 83871
Parry. Ted 90 13207 Holmes Pt Dr. NE, Kirkland. Wa. 98033
PascoeTPhilip W. Box 346, Lakebay, Wa . 98349
Pasoquen , Teresa L. 77, 181 460 Enako PI , Honolulu , Hi . 9681 7
Patrick. TradeE. 21630 104 th PI SE . Kent , Wa. 98031
Patrie-Nead, Stephanie 108
Patterson, Laura A. 28 Squire Ct , Alamo, Ca. 94507 j
Patterson , Midiek* J . 181 , 210 818 N. Ainsworth .; Tacoma . Wa .$8403
Patterson. ScpttM. 1.57 Golden Gate, Tacoma, Wa . 98466
Patton , William B. 104 2132 PaseoDel Mar, Pis Vrd Est, Ca. 90274
Paul. Deborah1^88. 176 12610 NE 65th , Kirlland, Wa. 98033Paul , GordyfgTff f^r^ jSfPaulinus. Clement 81 !;T^Paun , Kathleen L. 155 Hall St.. Fairbanks , Ak . 99701
Pavel , Kathryn S. 89., 210 3740 Cedarbrae Ln . San Diego, Ca. 92106
Pavel , Michael $6 Rt. 5 BOx 470. Shelton. Wa. 98584
Pavish , Jessica E. 210 1927 5th , Marysville. Wa. 98270
Paxsori. William R . 81 191! Cam'pu^ Dr.. Los Angeles, Ca. 90041Payne . Ramon 7310 89th^ve. NWVjfoPearcyJjjKlO
Pearson . Daniel R. 3145 Tahoma PI.. Tacoma. Wap 984^» IPearson, Jane 175 , 210* \
Pearson . Jeffrey T. 3145 TahSma PL W . , Tacoma , Wa. 98466
Pearson , Krista M. ,88* 25 Moorelands Dr. NW. Gig Harljor , Wk 98335
Peart. Robert M . 32, 132 6703 Lazy St. SW, Jumwatcr, Wa.*£>8502
Pease. Karen A. 1 1 Ponce de Leon Ter , Tacoma. Wa . 98499
Peasley . Sandra L . 1511 Slcater-Kinney , Lacey. Wa. 98503
Pedegana , Douglas J , 8651 SE 63rd . Mercer Island . Wa. 98040
Pedersen , Beth E . 3220 N . Whitman , Tacoma , Wa. 98407
Pelaez , Laraine M . 10226 Greenlanc SW , Tacoma . Wa. 98499
Pellerin , Nancy B. 1024 N. Anderson . Tacoma. Wa. 98406
Pence, MaryC. 22. 84 1708 W . Octave. Pasco. Wa. 99301
Pendergrass, Jane H.6719 SE 29th, Portland. Or. 97202
Pennington. Rene A . 3764 E. Bancroft. Port Orchard, Wa . 98366
Perez. William J . 182, 183 95-195 Kehepue PI . , Mililant, Hi 96789
Perkins. Carlisle E. 108 2404 Ray Ave. . Caldwell, Id. 83605
Perkins. Eleanor !. 1001 North 1 St .,. Tacoma, Wa. 98403
Pcrrault , Anita L 7619 48th St W . . Tacoma , WA 98467
Perrin , Jenifer A. 76 4900 N . E. 39th Seattle , WA 98105
Perske , Elizabeth L. 94 94-255 Ao Place, Milam Town, HI 96789
Peters . Susan E . 210 4404 Merry Ln W, Tacoma, Wa 98466i
Petersen , Aaron R 36 , 93 1910 Old Mill Rd , Solvang, CA 93463
Petersen. Jay S. 1854 N Lenore Dr. , Tacoma , WA 98406
Petersen , Stephanie T. 77, 93, 210 1910 Mill Rd . , Solvang , CA 93463
Peterson, Debra J . 5809 N . Levee Rd , Tacoma, WA 98424
Peterson , Douglas H 135 15607 McGmty Rd , Wayzata, Mn 55391 pi
Peterson , Glen A. 4111 South L. St, Tacoma, WA 98408
Peterson , Janet M . 3971 Heathcote Rd. , Wayzata , Mn 55391
Peterson, Jaj 88
Peterson , Keith R. 97 10 Heather Dr., Colorado Spring , Co 80906
Peterson , Robert W . 1111 Highland No. 212, Tacoma, WA 98465 }
Peterson Stephen C. 3312 N . 19th , Tacoma, Wa 98406
Petnch, John P 92, 210 51 Orchard Rd, Tacoma, WA 98406
Petrie , Gail A . 210, 181 1 7926 Gertlyn Ct, , Sandy, OR 97055
Petterson , Sarah E . 84 1635 Kuhilam St . , Honolulu, HI 96821
Peyton, Joe 36
Pfeiffer , Karen J 715 Holly Oak Dr , Palo Alto, CA 94303
Pfenninger, Deborah L. 12600 W 60th Ave,CO 80004
Pfister, Susan G 415 North I St No 201, Tacoma , WA 98403
Phelps , Charles E 135 442 Peavey Rd , Wayzata , MN 55391
Phillips, Pam 210
Pibb, Jack 135
Pickering , Jill J . 3760 Crystal Springs , Tacoma, WA 98366
Pickett , Mark T. 4420 N . 8th St . , Tacoma , WA 98406
Pico , Mavis A 210 343 Alu Rd , Wailuku, HI 96793
Piedra , Michael 1310 Heatherwood W. , Tacoma, WA 98406
Pierce, Fred W . 75 8135 Lakeridge Dr . S . E . , Olympia, WA 98503
Piercey , Janice 210 11013 Kendrick SW, Tacoma, WA 98499
Pietila. Barbara 80
Pilant . Andrew N 138 3 Orchard Rd , Tacoma, WA 98406
Piltz , Karen M. L. 101.183, 178 Box 345, Pepeekeo, HI 96843
Pmley , Cindy 80. 188
Piper . Roman K . 187 617 N. 2nd St, Tacoma, WA 98403
Pitcher . Steve E. 4145A Fir St SW, Tacoma , WA 98439
Pittenger , Nancy L 83 4301 S. 200th , Kent, WA 98031
Pittman , Anne A 40,210 2411 N Alder No. 4, Tacoma , WA 98406
Pitts . Janet L 89,104 87 Linden Ave. Atherton, Ca 94025
Plange . Markai 124 310 E 71st St,New York , NY 10021
Plaquet . Jim A Rt. 3 Box 725 , Olympia , WA 98506
Plemmons , Janet 210
Podany , Linda L. 84. 210 6921 Gleason Rd, Edina, MN 55435
Pollard , Gloria Jean 2117 50th Ave NW, Gig Harbor, WA 98335
Poole. Kathryn S 321 I N 25th , Tacoma, WA 98406
Porter , Laura M 101 P. O. Box 846 , Tacoma, WA 98401
Porter , Mike S 7413 W . 22nd St , Tacoma , WA 98466
Potts , Aaron M. 906 E. 62nd . Tacoma , WA 98404
Poulin, Cynthia C 102 2909 Shelton Ave, Yakima , WA 98902
Powell , Kenneth J. 36 2527 Mt. Vista, Centialia . WA 98531
Powell, Kent S. 97, 210 1750 Aurora S., Tacoma. WA 98465
Powell, Lois E 4511 69th St. Ct. NW , Gig Harbor. WA 98335
Powell, Mary M 89 2538 S . W . St. Helens Ct. , Portland . OR 97201
Powell , Stephanie K . 210 7846 Agate Dr, Tacoma . WA 98498
Powers , David 92
Powers , Christopher F. 96 E. 416 Rockwood , Spokane . WA 99202
Powers, Guy F. 77 4308 W Irving , Pasco, WA 99301
Praeger , Susan L . 89 7411 52nd N.E. , Seattle, WA 98115
Praeger , Sydney L 89 7411 52nd N.E . , Seattle , WA 9&115
Prasil , Timothy J 77 5104 125th Ave. S.E . , Bellevue , WA 98006
Pratt, Dale W 241 S. 80th. Tacoma, WA 98408
Pratt, Dolores H. 3503 Tahoma PI W. , Tacoma, WA 98466
Pratt , Mitchell W. 104 8745 Oak Park Ave. , Northridge, CA 91325
Pratum , Michael J . 210 921 16th St. , Bellingham . WA 98225
Pratum, Thomas 210
Pressey, Robert 211 5820 N . E . 151st , Bothell , WA 9801 1
Prestrud, Suzanne 211 8622<39th S. W. , Seattle, WA 98136
Pretti, Greg L 211 3811U R . Aye , Anacprces , WA 98221
Price , Helen C 7509 S. Maxwelton Rd . . Clinton. WA 98236
Price, Jennifer 84, 211 5164 Vista Miguel Dr. . La Canada , CA 9.101 1
Pnce , Timothy A 74 1820 Woodbine Circle . Austell . GA 30001
Prichard, Janet D. 76 203 W. Chenault. Hoquiam , WA 98550
Pries. Robin 10004 S.E. 268th . Kent . WA 98031
Priest . Virginia C. 211 3520 N . 30th St.. Tacoma . WA 98407
Prince. Kenneth C. 21 1 2750 S.W. 323rd . Federal Way. WA 98003
Prince . Michelle C. 39 11712 Sunrise Ct . E. , Puyallup. WA 98371
Pritchett , Lynn E. 101 , 176 106 Morey Ave. , Bellingham . WA 98225
Pritts Robert W. 135, 115 310 W. Georgia Ave. , Phoeniz . AZ 85013
Proudfit , Barbara A. 735 Carnoustie Dr . , Novato, CA 94947
Provo. Judith L 12105 S E. 319th PI . . Auburn, WA 98002
Pruka. Stephen J. 3324 N. 27th No. 3, Tacoma , WA 98407
Puetz, Jeffery A 4405 Somerset Dr . S E . , Bellevue, WA 98006
Pugnetti . GeneF. 3014 N. 17th , Tacoma, WA 98406
Pulicicchio , ElnaJ 1302 N. Tyler, Tacoma, WA 98406
Punchot , Jennie 86
Purbrick , Carol J 88 255 W . Vista Ave. , Salem, OR 97302
Purdy . Michael E 1020 S.W 126th St No 215, Seattle. WA 98146
Purvis . Russell A . 211 , 107 Rt 5 Box 550, White Salmon , WA 98672
Quedado, Patricia A . 88 1054 Kam In Rd , Honolulu . HI 96819
Radcliffe, Alison T 73 8221 S.E . 36th, Mercer Island . WA 98040
Radford, William L 5826 S 144th, Tukwila, WA 98168
Radloff , Marvin C. Ir. 2525 S Hosmer , Tacoma, WA 98405
Radloff, Peter 97
Rae. Teresa L. 89, 21 1 , 176 1706 Hiibrooke Dr. . Walla Walla . WA 99362
Rae, Victoria M . 89 111 5 N. 12th Apt . 6, Tacoma. WA 98403
Ragland, Marjorie L. 66 Stockbridge Ave . Atherton,SjCA 94025
Raichle, Joelle G . 910 S. Garfield St . , Denver . CO 80209
Raine, Michael F, 90 6215 Reid Dr N.W.. Gig Harbor . WA 98335
Rainey Paula M 211, 169 1655 Lloyd Way, Mountain . View, CA 94040
Raisl ,Edward L. 36, 211 5005 S. E. Aldercrest, Milwaukee, OR 97222
Ramback , Steve 189
Rambaldini , James G. 96 8905 S. E 45th , Mercer Island. WA 98040
Ramirez, VemtaL 74, 182 7217 $ 116th St. .Seattle , WA 98178
Ramos, Michael J 75 713 Walea, Honolulu , HI 96817
Ramsdell , Laurie A. 88 1222 W. Mount Dr, Tacoma WA 98466
Randall , Barbara L. 7221 East E St . , Tacoma , WA 98404
Randall , Dean C. 9727 Island View Ln . , Tacoma, WA 98496
Randolph , Timothy W 82 13308 Golden Givens, Tacoma . WA 98445
262
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Ranney, Cindra A 4212 N 13th, Tacoma, WA 98406
Rapp, Joan D 2715 N. 26th, Tacoma , WA 98407
Rasler, Jacxine F. 1209 S . Ridgewood, Tacoma, WA 98405
Rasmussen , Ruth S 81, 181 Rt 1 Box 853, Astoria, OR 97103
Raspperry, Tae 211 8503 S. 259th St . No . 25, Kent, WA 98031
Rataezyk, Jack 13004 Tisch Rd , Tacoma, WA 98445
Ratcliffe, Tonijean 2409V2 B Street, Steilacoom, WA 98388
Raubeson, Linda A . 74 3545 N. E . 27th Ave, Portland , OR 97212
Rawlings, Marcella 189
Rawlinson, Can M 12522 S.E 48th PI , Bellevue, WA 98006
Reagan , Brian 104
Reagan, Kelly J . 79 N 2510'/2 Center, Spokane , WA 99206
Reavis, Ellen 76 2530 35th St . , Los Alamos, NM 87544
Reeck, Darrell 187
Reed, Bridget M. 190 22960 Calabash, Woodland His , CA 91364
Reed , Cynthia J 102 3415 S.W 44th, Portland, OR 97221
Reed , Evelyn 2144 S. Ainsworth , Tacoma , WA 98405
Reed, Glenda E 111 2232 N.E 134th , Portland , OR 97230
Reed, Robin E 94 29707 45th PI S , Auburn , WA 98002
Reed, Ten G. P.O. Box 122, Orting, WA 98360
Rees, Nancy L 106, 177 6435 S.E Hwy 160, Port Orchard, WA 98366
Reese, Susan P 89 13265 N.E . Thompson Ct, Portland, OR 97230
Regan, Cathy 101 , 211
Regez , Jill C. 116 7340 S . W . Montclair Dr , Portland , OR 97225
Reha, Jeffrey P 811 N Stadium Way, Tacoma, WA 98403
Reichardt, Niles L . 3510 N. 7th St . , Tacoma , WA 98406
Ried, Bruce J 4502 E Oregon. Bellingham, WA 98225
Reid, Don G. 10248 Placita Cresta , Tucson, AZ 85715
Reid, Timothy J 90 Star Rt 2 Box 146, Belfair, WA 98528
Reiner , Peter R Jr 75 3108 Sylvia Blvd S , Tacoma, WA 98409
Reinert , Maryann R 21 1 3316 Willow St S.W. , Tacoma, WA 98439
Reinert , Thomas J. 187 512 5th Ave W No 10, Seattle, WA 98119
Reininger, Charles P. 97 1501 92nd Ave. N.E , Bellevue , WA 98004
Reinisch , Carol C 6806 N. Polk , Portland, OR 97203
Reiter, Deborah L 78, 189 7806 Phillips Rd S.W , Tacoma , WA 98498
Reroick , JanL . 3325 N 31st St . , Tacoma, WA 98407
Remick , Lorna E. 3325 N 31st St . , Tacoma , WA 98407 •
Remington, Betty C. 1708 S Market, Chehahs, WA 98532
Renaker Eric J . 76 PO Box 252, Tecate, CA 92080
Reno, Pamela J . 81 Rt . 2 Box 2053, Wapato , WA 98951
Reuier, Eugenia M 1727 N . Fife, Tacoma, WA 98406
Revenaugh, John W 517 E. Illinois Rd , Lake Forest , IL 60045
Reynolds , Archelle M . 9605 Sunrise Bch N W , Gig Harbor, WA 98335
Reynolds, Diana G 101 , 116, 168 5409 1 16th Ave . S.E , Bellevue, WA 98006
Reynolds. James T 18417 Lakewood Rd, Stanwood, WA 98292
Reynolds. Lorrettqa 211
Reynolds. Richard A 114 S 60th, Tacoma . WA 98408
Rezentes. Willo .vdyne 101 91-551 Kulana PI NNl , Ewa Beach , HI 96706
Rhodes . Patricia A 4326 57th St Ct E. , Tacoma, WA 98443
Ribaiy , Eileen Yvonne 5338 Viewpoint Dr . N W , Gig Harbor , WA 98335
Ricard , Carmel E 211 313 S 8th Ave No. 4 , Yakima , WA 98902
Ricarte , Wayne 602 N 3rd, Montesano, WA 98563
Rich . Janet 1 5217 Benston Dr N . E , Puyallup , WA 98371
Rich . Jerry C. 17104 S. Park, Spanaway , WA 98387
Richards. Deborah L 81 , 181 89 Brae Burn Dr . , Eugene, OR 97405
Richards. Trevor J. 928 N Cedar Tacoma , Wa 98406
Richardson . Carolyn L 211 Jones P O . Box 3575 San Francisco, Ca 94119
Richardson . George H 107 P.O Box 3575 San Francisco , Ca 94119
Richburg. Albert D 76 6322 Westgate Blvd . Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Richmond . Harriet 169
Ricker . Roberta V M 120 Alderwood Ln Longview , Wa 98632
Ricker , Robin
Rickerson, Nancy L 334 NE 162nd Seattle, Wa 98155
Rieoel, Lynn 185
Rifle. iCarla R . 2220 F Street Bellingham, Wa 98225
Rigney, Doralyn R 919 Manor Dr Tacoma, Wa 98466
Riley , Padraic H . 97 7436 N Mercer Way Mercer Island, Wa 98040
Riley , Scott T 7415 Navajo Trail NE Bremerton , Wa 98310
Rinaldo , Teresa L . 99 1045 Bird Ave . San Jose , Ca 95125
Risdon , Claudia 2567 1 1 th W . Seattle, Wa 98119
Ritchie , Michael E 6616 S Oakes St Tacoma , Wa 98409
Ritezel , John F 7839 78th Ave SW Tacoma, Wa 98498
Rix , Douglas W . 5702 Sealawn Ave. NE Tacoma , Wa 98422
Roberts. Becky L 177 NE 34th Ct Hillsboro, Or 97123
Roberts, Kenneth S. Jr 78 12109 Peacock HI Ave. Gig Harbor, Wa 98335
Roberts. Mary E 112, 186 1219 E. Racine Bellingham , Wa 98225
Roberts , Walter C. 2517 S. Ainswotth Tacoma , Wa 98405
Robertson , Kathy 21 1
Robertson . Matthew R. 77 , 211 , 186 , 187 .
Robinson, Alden I 5411 Hyada Blvd. NE Tacoma , Wa. 98422
Robinson . Alice J 113, 185 , 21 7 2825 4th Ave N Great Falls, Mt 59401
Robinson, Ronald R 26 , 40 12804 Broadmore Rd Silver Spring , Md 20904
Robinson , Syd 8807 Danforth St NW Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Robinson , J Tom 96 P.O Box 1018 Walla Walla, Wa 99362
Rock, ShaumL 1537 S Macarthur Tacoma , Wa 98465
Rockstrom, Thomas A. 7610 35th Ct . W. Tacoma , Wa 98466
Rockway, Kathleen T. 74 , 181 , 212 53o9 17 La Jolla Bvd . La Jolla , Ca 92137
Rodawav , Anne C 29011 7th PI S. Federal Way, Wa 98003
Rodby, Bobyn F 101 3222 Collins St Honolulu, Hi. 96815
Roe , Jeannine C 89, 212 2400 Wedgewood Dr Olympia , Wa 98501
Roesbery, Sharon E 1717 45th SW Seattle , Wa 98116
Roesth. JudyA 1646 Butternut Ave Richland, Wa 99352
Rogers, Holly 72
Rogers, Steven H. 6775 W Mercer Way Mercer Island, Wa 98040
Rogers , Sue 122 7506 86th Ave SW Tacoma, Wa . 98498
Rogers, Tracy M 192-1 Pualei Dr Lahaina, Hi. 96761
Rohlfing, JamesJ . 34 , 82 13030 NE Rose Pkwy Portland, Or 97230
Rohwein, Jodee M 212 P .O . Box 272 Tracyton, Wa 98393
Roland, Rose Mane 74, 191 Rt 1 Box 1423 Spanaway, Wa 98387
Roley , Patrick C 10315 E. Washington Tacoma, Wa 98445
Roll, Lori A 80 19633 5 5 S e a t t l e, Wa. 98155
Rolph, Marguenta L . Tcrnplcstowe Victoria 1307, Australia
Rombach , Eric A K 186, 187, 212 6306 78th St . W . Tacoma , Wa 98467
Romeijn, Willem Dirk 77, 172, 181, 212 Hoenderberg 5 Cuyk Ca Netherlands
Ronberg , Katherine 185
Rooney , Ginney 99 , 170
Roper, JamesD 90, 169, 182 2603 19th Bremerton , Wa 98310
Rosenberg, Reed W 769 W Harelson St Tucson , Az 84704
Rosenbloom, Linda I 99, 212 4707 63rd Ave . W . Tacoma , Wa 98466
Roser, Lynn D 24.84 , 168 1215 Alvarado Walla Walla , Wa 99362
Rosimo, David J 183 P . O Box 447 Kapaau , Hi . 96755
Rosner, Robert A . 644 N . Trafton #D Tacoma , Wa 98403
Ross, R Thomas 212 820 N. Lawrence Tacoma , Wa 98406
Ross, Toni I 169 529 W 8th #1 Eugene, Or 97401
Rossman, Cindy M 13310 NE Shaver Portland, Or. 97230
Rousseau, Rochelle 39
Rowe, Marianne L . 89, 183, 212 4502 SW Roxbury PI Seattle, Wa 98136
Rowley , Mathers 212
Rozgay, Kimberly A 89 2038 79th NE Bellevue, Wa 98004
Rubenstein , Mark S. 402 North G St Tacoma, Wa 98403
Rubnitz, Robert B 104 1170 Lmdenwood Winnetka . il. 60093
Rucker, Michelle W 74, 171, 175, 212 3279 Laurel Cyn Studio City, Ca. 91604
Rudd , Lemuel D 10930 Northstar Way Tacoma, Wa. 98498
Ruddy, John D 820 W 63rd St Kansas City, Mo 64113
Ruef , James R 447 NE McWilliams Bremerton , Wa 98310
Ruff , Bonnie B Rt 2 Box 401 Belfair , Wa 98528
Ruppert , Daniel D 118, 135 29841 8th Ave S. Federal Way, Wa 98003
Rushton, Nadine 212 8806 Colgate Dr W Tacoma , Wa 98466
Russell, Mark F 317 Nancy Way La Canada , Ca 91011
Russell, Sharlyn E 8413 Evergreen Dr NE Olympia, Wa. 98506
Ruth, Michael B 828 W 56th St Kansas City, Mo. 64113
Rutledge, Anne 89, 93. 212 #5 92nd Ave Bellevue, Wa. 98004
Rutledge , James R . 93, 118 5 92nd Ave NE Bellevue, Wa. 98004
Rutledge, Matthew R 4506 Jean Court W Tacoma , Wa 98466
Ryan, Robert M 1103Vi Galloway Steilacoom, Wa 98388
Rydberg, Ray R. 12919 SE 185th Renton , Wa. 98055
Ryerse, Mary D 89 350 Brown Rd. S Long Lake, Mn 55356
Sada , Katharine A 12779 Manzanita Bay Rd. Bainhridge Is . , Wa 981 10
Sadler , Bruce C 186 1404 So 268th St Kent , Wa 98031
Saffell , Francis O 1021 Saffell Rd Reisterstown , Md 21136
Sagawa. JonM 496 Namakea St Hilo , Hi 96720
Saito, Diane E 75lPuuKuIaDr Pearl City, Hi. 96782
Sajor, Carol E 169 735 W Park Butte , Mt 59701
Sakrison, Kathleen T 5207 NW Lincoln Ave Vancouver , Wa 98663
Sakshaug, Sue 186
Samollow , Catherine M 280 S 15th St Philomath, Or. 97370
Sampson, Maia A. 608 S . 2nd St . Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Samson, James M 212 1208 60th Ave E Tacoma , Wa. 98424
Sander. Clinton O 182, 212 7515 57th PI NE Seattle. Wa 98115
Sands , Meg 131 P . O. Box 655 Pendleton, Or 97801
Sardinia , Laurie R 107, 184 24023 SE 440th St. Enumclaw, Wa. 98022
Sardo, Jordana 72 5202 SW Northwood Ave Portland, Or 97201
Sams, Thomas G 76 1 737 Addison Rd. Palos Verdes Es, Ca. 90274
Saunders, Allen 92
Saunders, Richard A 36 818 Azalea Lake Jackson , Tx . 77566
Sawyer, JohnT Jr. 806 S 295th Pi. Federal Way , Wa 98003
Sawyer, LynC. 81 3523 NE l 19th Portland, Or . 97220
Scalara , Jamie L 94 3422 N . Puget Sound Tacoma , Wa. 9.8407
Scallon , Joanne M . 2310 Sw . 339th Federal Way , Wa 98003
Scarci , Patricia A . 76 11141 SW . Collina Ave. Portland, Or 97219
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Scarlett . Nancy A. 39 25407 Hayward Blvd . Hayward , Ca . 94542
Schaaf , Clement C. 6613 S. Lawrence Tacoma. Wa. 98409
Schad , Sarah B. 88 2504 Spring Creek Dr. Bozeman, Mt . 59715
Vhaeffer . Tricia 1401 N. 10th Tacoma. Wa. 98403
SdfShkcl . AliciaL. P. O. Box 424 McCleary . Wa. 98557
Schaps, Kayana L. 39 4410 Baker Ave. N. Seattle . Wa 98107
Scharer , Michael D . T41 40 Jo Via Pima Pis. Vrd Est , Ca 90274
Scheldt , William A 2613 Sw . 323rd Federal Way, Wa. 98003
Scheller, David A 77 , 127 31O0 Crossbow Ln Evansville , In 47715
Scheuer, Christine A . 76 3238 S. 150tri' Seattle, Wa 98188
Schiedler , Gretchen 89
Schiff, Brenda C. 76 9706 SE 5th St . Bellevue, Wa . 98004
Schiffer, Leslie 1. 7755 E . Quincy T-49 Denver, Co 80237
Schillereff, John M 2132 S . Union St. Tacoma, Wa. 98405
Schirmer, Thomas F 28 Deer Path Rd Weston, Ct . 06883
Schmidt, Denise D 88 8812 Lakeshore Dr . Vancouver, Wa 98665
Schmidt , Heinrich H 5902 Wooklake Dr Tacoma, Wa 98467
Schminkey, Gary R 212 3639 S . Sheridan Tacoma, Wa 98408
Schmitt , Michael G 79 705 NE 267th Ave. Camas, Wa 98607
Schneider , Julie L . 4693 Dahlia Way NW Salem , Or. 97304
Schneller, Elizabeth 88 10828 Lk . Steilacoom Tacoma, Wa . 98498
Schoen, Timothy D 36 13031 Meridian N Seattle, Wa . 98133
Schoepp . Caroline W 101 c/o Kesti 18 Kingston Dr Kensington , Ca .
Schroeder , Bruce L . 189 , 212 620 8th #306 Seattle, Wa . 98104
Schuler , Nina I . 80, 212 700 S. 376th St Federal Way , Wa 98003
Schultz, Marie A 1745 N. James Tacoma, Wa 98406
Schultz, Roderick H 93 1911 W Chestnut St . Yakima , Wa. 98902
Schuttert , Jan 172 , 185, 212 Balkerweg 23B Ommen Netherlands
Schutz, Byron 81, 212
Schutzmann, Alonda 1119 Emerson Tacoma, Wa 98466
Schwartz, Jerry W . 212 1600 Hemlock Dr SE Auburn, Wa. 98002
Schwarz, Hisayo 185, 213 511 North C. St Tacoma, Wa. 98403
Schweitzer, Kathy 84
Schweitzer, Matthew J 36 1315 N Bndgeview Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Schweitzer, Matthew J . 36 1315 N Bndgeview Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Schwenk , Kyle F. 36, 82 4401 Drake Dr Yakima, Wa 98908
Scofield, John P . 121, 177 119 98th NE Bellevue, Wa . 98004
Scott , Alexander R . Boutonville Rd S. Salem , Ny. 10590
Scott, Elizabeth A 76 18118 85th PI . W Edmonds, Wa 98020
Scott, Jennifer R 36 607 N 165th PI. Seattle, Wa 98133
Scott, Valerie L 48518 Hawk Dr Sang, Mi 48045
Scott, Yolanda J 81 48518 Hawk Dr . Selfridge, Mi 48045
Scrim, Mary F. 84, 168 179 Raft Island Gig Harbor, Wa 98335
Seaborn, Charles R 421 North G St #B Tacoma , Wa 98406
Seamans, Sterling Jr . 113 Spindrift Dr Rncho . Pis. Vrd , Ca 90274
Sears, Calvin E Rt 1 Box 174 Mabton, Wa 98935
Seaton, Monetta L. 10508 SW Addison Tacoma, Wa. 98499
Sebring, Thomas R 24, 86, 180, 193 111 Via Cordova Newport Beach, Ca . 92663
Secretario, Myma A 180 11533 Cloverdale Tacoma, Wa 98499
Seely, T Daniel 81 24 Main St . Delanson, Ny 12053
Seese, Marla D 213 7210 SE 32nd Mercer Island, Wa 98040
Seiber, Bruce W. 189, 213 5323 97th Ave . Ct W Tacoma, Wa. 98467
Seibert , Thomas B 124 3605 SW Shattuck Rd Portland , Or . 97221
Seifert, Jeffrey P. 81 4 Yardley Rd Mendham, Nj 07945
Seigel, Sondra 81
Sellars, Suzanne J . 80 7911 98th Ave . SW Tacoma, Wa 98498
Semrau, LonJ 8605 Northway SW Tacoma, Wa. 98498
Senff, Christi L 101 14423 NE 11th PI Bellevue, Wa 98007
Septon, Richard E . 520S 68th Tacoma, Wa 98408
Sesnon , Benjamin P 315 Blair Ave Piedmont, Ca 94611
Seto, Keith K M 81 52160ioDr . Honolulu, Hi 96821
Seto, Stuart Kin Mun 4930 Poola St Honolulu, Hi 96821
Severns, Nancy L. 4102 N 34th Tacoma, Wa 98407
Shafroth, Susan 77 595 Circle Dr . Denver , Co. 80206
Shahan, Linda D 99, 192 4842 South C St . Tacoma, Wa 98408
Shane, Darci L 74, 180, 182 Rt . 1 Box 38 Floweree, Mt 59440
Sharer, Mike 182
Sharrard, Jill A 74 100 T Street NE Auburn , Wa . 98002
Shawhan, Kathryn A 76 1914-A Makiki Hts Dr . Honolulu, Hi 96822
Sheeler, Dan 92
Sheffield, Scott A . 926 25th Ave. NE #b Puyallup, Wa . 98371 f
Sheldon, Tamara D. 84 5 Westridge Dr Lake Oswego, Or. 98031
Shelton , Donald W 10410 99th St . SW Tacoma, Wa . 98498
Shelton, John A. 213 10016 115th SW Tacoma, Wa. 98498
Shelton, Sherman S 75 20220 I 27th PI. SE Kent , Wa. 98031
Sheppard, Angela J 2132 N. Prospect Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Sheppard, Catherine C. 73 214 W . Elm St . Caldwell, Id. 83605
Sheppard, Sandra S. 213 601 Belmont E. # B-12 Seattle, Wa. 98102
Sherman , Diane 20623 Church Lk Dr. Sumner, Wa. 98390
Sherman , Michael E. 182 810 S. 301st PI Federal Way, Wa. 98002
Sherman . Vaughn L. 97, 173, 174, 213 3008 Cherry St . Hoquiam , Wa. 98550
Sherwin, Allyn J . 125, 192 10 Mt McKinley Rd San Ratael , Ca. 94903
Slurwook, Debbie A 608 South I St Tacoma, Wa 98406
Shickich, John F. 1110 S. Center Casper , Wy 82601
Shideler, Gretchen D. 213 2208 Merchant Way Everett, Wa 98204
Shields> Julie E 2!3 2628 39th Ave W. Seattle, Wa 98199
Shigaki , Linda M. 5100 G Hanawai St . Lahaina , Hi 96761
Shigemura , Lia R 2555 Saul PI Honolulu, Hi. 96816
Shimokusu, Gwen M 74, 183 1852 EamesSt Wahiawa, Hi. 96786
Shipman, Edward M Jr 29102 154th SE Kent , Wa. 98031
Shiver, Patrick C. 90 The Uplands Berkeley. Ca . 94705
Showcraft , Jayson E. 74 853 135th St . S. Tacoma , Wa. 98444
Shorett, Richard H. 136.35 SE 43rd St . Bellevue. Wa . 98006
Shorey, Margaret M P.O. Box 124 Corvallis, Or. 97330
Short , Gema M . 84, 213 P.O. Box 492 Maple Valley. Wa. 98038
Short , Laurie A 21 , 81 P . O. Box 338 Chimacum, Wa. 98325
Shutz , Byron C . Jr. 2002 W 58th Terr. Kansas City. Mo 64113
Sias, Caroline M 420 N 4th St. Tacoma, Wa. 98403
Sibonga, Jean D 10524 107th Ave . SW Tacoma . Wa . 98498
Siegel, Sondra I 6489 S Magnolia Ct . Englewood. Co. 801 11
Sieler , Jeannine M 88, 170, 190 1519 Cooks Hill Rd. Centralia , Wa . 98531
Sielk, Robin A 185, 213 24907 Marine View Dr S. Kent, Wa. 98031
Sigurdson, Alice J . 5171 Ferndale Rd Ferndale, Wa. 98248
Sigurdson, Brian F. 5171 Ferndale Rd . Ferndale, Wa 98248
Silbey, Stanley P 1116 N . Lawrence Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Simkins, John M . 93 1419 S. 3rd Bozeman, Mt 59715
Simmons, Therese 76 9045 S. Fawcett Tacoma, Wa 98444
Simon, Gregg 36 7101 W . 44th Tacoma , Wa. 98466
Simonians, Hanry 8 .1 Hafez Ave, 4th Fl . Tehran, Iran
Simons, Edward I 36 11818 SE 165th Renton , Wa 98055
Simonson, Ron 36
Simonton, David P. 93 5024 Box 4 Alcova Rt Casper, Wy 82601
Simpson, Marumne T. 32 2404 W Fairview Ave . Spokane, Wa 99205
Sims, William E . 82 6830 N. ’8th Tacoma, Wa 98406
Simson, Andrew B. 3238 AlamDr . Honolulu , Hi 96822
Smasohn, Sam 97 12144 Miranda St . N. Hollywood, Ca. 91607
Sinclitico, Lisa 76 5023 91st Ave. W Tacoma, Wa . 98467
Sincock, John 86
Singer , Elizabeth 9009 49th St W Tacoma, Wa . 98467
Sisson, Shelley R 76 Pt. Fosdick Dr NW Gig Harbor, Wa . 98335
Sivich, LorrieJ , 1218 S. 132nd Seattle, Wa. 98168
Skelton, Rebecca 10039 51st SW Seattle, Wa 98146
Skinner , Sara S 4390 Cartuhna Rd. San Diego, Ca . 92124
Skinner , Shelley A 177 12678 S. New Era Rd Or . City, Or 97045
Skinner, Susan H 73 6600 Goodwin Rd Everson , Wa. 98247
Skube, Daneen 3269 56th SW Seattle, Wa. 98116
Slade, Sue A 99, 213 666 Ave. J Snohomish, Wa 98290
Slater , Richard A 1415 Alder Ave. Richland, Wa . 99352
Slaton , Dorthy L 1502 N Steel Tacoma , Wa 98406
Smiley, Roydell 137
Smith, Adam A 135 801 W 58th Terrace Kansas City, Mo. 64113
Smith, Andrew T. 6312 S . Madelia Spokane, Wa. 99203
Smith, Barbara E 101, 213 630 WaterSt Port Townsend, Wa . 98368
Smith, Craig A. 76, 135 1238 Hayward Ave Cincinnati, Oh 45226
Smith, Cynthia R . 106 13414 NE 83rd St. Redmond, Wa 98052
Smith, Daniel E 9080 NE 17th PI Bellevue , Wa 98004
Smith , David C. 175m 184 7614 87th Ave SW Tacoma, Wa. 98498
Smith, David W 189 2236 Cascade Way Longview, Wa. 98632
Smith, Deidre A. 6312 S. Madelia Spokane, Wa. 99203
Smith, Dianne E. 80 19230 5th Dr . SE Bothell, Wa 98011
Smith, Ellanor A 2134 South J St . Tacoma, Wa. 98405
Smith, Harold D 36, 96 95-185 Wailawa St Wahiawa, Hi 96786
Smith, Janice M. 101 4317 N 18th Tacoma, Wa. 98406
Smith , Jennifer J . 99, 213 166 Prospect Ave. Tacoma, Wa 98499
Smith Jennifer J 99, 213 166 Prospect Ave . Tacoma, Wa. 98499
Smith , Karen L 81 2256 SW Humphrey Pk Portland, or. 97221
Smith, Kristen L. 81 415 Raleigh PI. Barrington, 11 60010
Smith, Leslea S. 31, 81, 181 5023 244th SW Mountlake Terrace , Wa . 98043
Smith, Leslie A 84 1837 Vallacito Dr Hacienda Hts , Ca . 91745
Smith, M Robyn 102 S. 4808 Magnolia Spokane, Wa. 99203
Smith, Margaret A 77 12725 Lala Cove SE Olalla, Wa. 98359
Smith, Michael P 213 6618 Ford Dr NW Gig Harbor, Wa . 98335
Smith, Nina 213
Smith, Norma J 9445 S. Yakima Tacoma , Wa 98444
Smith , Peter R . 36 SW 13th #8 Chehalis, Wa . 98532
Smith, Randall L . 213 1520 Geneva St . Bellingham, Wa. 98225
Smith , Randy L 90, 213 41 l 964thSt Gig Harbor , Wa. 98335
Smith, Richard M 719 S 54th Tacoma, Wa . 98408
Smith , Ronald L . 6812 86th St SW Tacoma, Wa. 98499
Smith , Sherri L . 76 15125 NW Oakmont Lp. Beaverton, Or. 97005
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Smith. Suzanne R 5113 Meadow Ridge Edina , Mn 55435
Sneed , Josephine E 1421 W James Ln #Ql 5 Kent, Wa 98031
Snodgrass, Mark ] 92 , 213 Rt . 3 Box 3103 Selah , Wa 98942
Snow , David Z 124 3901 SW Bridlemile Portland, Or 97221
Snyder , Carolyn L 1457 W Browning Fresno, Ca . 93711
Snyder, Lisa 84 , 174 , 189 E 104 16th Spokane, Wa 99203
Snyder , Susan C 88 155 Los Trancos Rd Portola Vly , Ca . 94025
Sobottka , Anne M 89 4403 54th NE Seattle, Wa 98105
Soder, Roger G 93 3852 N. Gove Tacoma , Wa. 98407
Some , Jayne J . 78 1505 S 121st Tacoma , Wa 98444
Solem , Suzanne M 1012 Priscilla Ln . Alexandria, Va . 22308
Soohoo, Doman 192 2201 Jones St Sanfrancisco , Ca 94133
Soronen , Joan S 1217 CoralDr Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Soto, Beckie B Rt 1 Box 18A Burton , Wa . 98406
Souza , Gary M . 529 Redlands Ave Claremont . Ca 91711
Sowers , Paul A 86 Rt 1 Box 74 Burton Wa 98013
Spalding , Volney A 77. 127 Rt 2 Box 195 Vashon : Wa 98070
Spangler, Jennifer L 94 6822 S. Clayton Wa> Littietown, Co. 80122
Sparkman , Susan M 20910 7th PI S. Seattle. Wa 98148
Spatafore, Thomas A .3526 N Baltimore Tacoma , Wa 98407
Speck , Jim 36
Speer, Caroline D 36 , 108.192 11 17 6th St #101 Santa Monica , Ca 90403
Spence , Kathryn A 88 6120 92nd Ave SE Mercer Island , Wa 98040
Spencer, Georgia L 101 . 185 21030 N Tapps Hvey Sumner , Wa 98390
Spencer , Wendy 213
Spessard , Susan B 101 PO Box 421 Salem , Va 24153
Spillers, Cuttis A 82 , 180 6530 53rd NE Seattle, Wa 98115
Spittler , Tommy 42 Thunderbird SW Tacoma. Wa 98498
Spooner, Paul T 59 Academy St . Wallingford , Ct 06492
Springer, Lori J 213 153 Raft Island Gig Harbor, Wa 98335
Springer , Sarag E 101 5939 Camrose Dr Anchorage , Ak . 99504
Sprinkle, Lori M 88 3308 Hunter Blvd S Seattle , Wa 98144
Spurlock , Peggy D 214 27906 Pac Hwy S #414 Federal Way , Wa. 98003
Squires , Robert E 3029 52nd SW Seattle, Wa 98116
Stanton , Janet K 72, 186 4869 Knights Way Anchorage. Ak 99504
Stanton , Judith L 4869 Knights Way Anchorage , Ak 99504
Staples, Holly M 94 1425 Orchard Ave. Wenatchee , Wa 98801
Starbard , Paul F 92 1830 N, Wmnifred Tacoma , Wa 98406
Stark, Jeff 90 Rt 5 Box 755 Bremerton , Wa 98.310
Starkey , Arnold L 172 3306 S. 10th l .icoin.i Wj 98405
Staurset , Patricia a 3 lt *oN. 29th Tacoma . Wa. 98407
Stebbins, George 15706 14th Ave. NW , Gig Harbor . Wa 98335
Stebbins , Liz 1 15
Stecher, Frederick W 8 1 4919 Queen Victoria . Woodland Hills , Ca 91 364
Steele, Anthony L 214 9227 N Lake Dr SW No 1 . Tacoma , Wa 98498
Steele , KarenS 1001 N lunett , Tacoma , Wa 98406
Stelfan , Michael P 2545 Narrows 5207, Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Stem, Judith H . 108, IS l 5885 Lucas Valley Rd , Nicasio , Ca 94946
Stein , Susan L 89 2720 Rosemont Dr , West Linn, Or 97068
Steingraber, Donna I 72 8 Independence, Lake Oswego, Or 97034
Steinmann, Sharon L . W . lerome , Astoria . Or 97103
Stelson, Janelle 27 . 94 3051 Viewcrest Dr NE , Bremerton . Wa 98310
Stemic, David Ho
Stenchever, Michael A l i T , 2 14 8301 SE 83rdSt. , Mercer Island , Wa 98040
Stenger. Thomas R . 93 5338 Broadview NE, Tacoma , Wa . 98422
Stenseth , Lisa K . 94 1404 NW I 22nd St , Vancouver , Wa 98665
Stephens , Hilary M. 31 4715 NE 203rd St , Seattle, Wa 98155
Stephens, Lynn F. 581 7 Lagoon Ln . Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Stephens, Mark A 182 o731 N . 24 th . Tacoma, Wa 98406
Stephens , Mary Ellen ~ 4
Stephens, IhomasC. 214 2653 Forbes Ave , Santa Clara , Ca . 95051
Steuby , Jonathans. 3126 Cain Rd . . Olympia , Wa 98501
Stevens , David A. 1811 Novato Blvd . No 59, Novato, Ca . 94947
Stevens, Paul R '’“‘ 13011 20th NE , Seattle , Wa 98125
Stevens, Richard A. 90 I 55 ! SW Childs Rd , Lake Oswego. Or. 97(
Stevenson , Craig L. 192 4920 66th Ave W . Tacoma , Wa. ^84o7
Stevenson , Paul 214
Stewart , Alexander C 4528 S. Alder No, 202, Tacoma , Wa . 98409
Stewart.William J . 97 , 214 71 1 N . 3rd Si , Montesano, Wa . 98563
Stimpert, Jan A 77 7505 Lewis, Raytown , Mo 64138
Stock , Donna L. 1 13 , 214 6911 83rd Ave NE, Everett , Wa 98205
Stock, Paula J . 74. 168 6911 83rd Ave NE , Everett, Wa. 98205
Stocks, Chiif.'les L. 282 NW MacLeay Blvd , Portland , Or 97210
Stoddard , Russell ( ). 1 38 237 Davis Ave , Nampa , Id . 83651
Stolz , Donald A 8902 Frances Folsom, Tacoma, Wa 98498
Stone, Jaime A 1003 5th Ave , Honolulu , Hi 96816
Stone, Linda 191
Stone, Melinda L Box 15 , Carson , Wa 98610
Stormans , Kevin W 76 1903 Lakewood Dr , Olympia , Wa 98501
Stout, Jo Dene 74 , 186, 188 , 214 516 5th St , Hoquiam , Wa 98550
Stow , Thomas Michael , 3615 Donald St . , Eugene , Or. 97405
Strand, Michael O 86 3200 NE 181st. Seattle , Wa 98155
Strand , Patrick A 86 3200 NE 181st, Seattle , Wa 98155
Stray , Lloyd A 97, 115 , 135 2912 Victor St , Bellingham, Wa 98225
Street , Kathleen E 214 100 W First , Aberdeen , Wa 98520
Streeter , Ann M 80 . 181 4201 51st Ave NE , Seattle , Wa 98105
Streeter , Timothy J 1709 N Rogers, Independence , Mo 64050
Stremic, David C 1 1 Beans Bight , Bainbndge Is. , Wa 98110
Stricherz , Mark J 618 S Polk St. , Tacoma , Wa. 98444
Strohl , Cherrill L 3306 N Orchard , Tacoma , Wa 98407
Stroup, Verna R 80, 181 PO Box 5114, George, Wa 98824
Struvvenberg, Peter 214 7 Brook Bay, Mercer Island , Wa . 98040
Stultz , Patricia M . 214 1347 Highlands Pky N , Tacoma , Wa 98406
Styne, Joanna C Rt 2 Box 964 , Tacoma , Wa . 9.8424
Sugihara , Nonne N 844 Nanakai PI , Pearl Citv . Hi 96782
Sullivan , ThereseJ . 84 , 214 597 N Henry Aye.. San Jose. Ca. 95117
Sullivant , James E 191 1 N Tyler , Tacoma. Wa. 98406
Sullivant , Kathleen J 1911 N Tyler. Tacoma , Wa 98406
Sumida , Phyllis T. 177 , 214 99-274 Anounou St . , Aiea , Hi 96701
Sunderland , Craig 189
Sutherland, Karen M 4515 Kennedy Rd NE, Tacoma , Wa 98422
Sutton , Betty' J 9820B American SW . Tacoma. Wa 98498 >
Sutton , John A 11621 55th Ave SW, Tacoma , Wa 98499
Suzanne M Hoffman 7036 S 12th St No . 3702 , Tacoma , Wa 98465
Swanson , Neil H 6610 57th NE , Seattle , Wa 98115
Swanson , Victor 1989 Canterbury PI Olympia . Wa. Q8502
Swanz , Patricia H 80 501 Lincoln Ln . , Hamilton. Ml. 59840
Sweenev , Maureen 102 2625 Meadowlark Ln. . Escondido , Ca . 92025
Swennes , Kim 116 7400 SW Northvale Way , Portland . Or. 97225
Swenson , Jeffrey J 214 553 Alameda Ave . Tacoma . Wa. 9846a
Swenson , Niel 82
Swimme , Denise M 1.508 N Cedar, Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Sw indells, Leslie A 81 5056 SW Hilltop Ln , Portland , Or 97221
Swisher , Marilyn A 29213 49th Ave S. , Auburn , Wa. 98002
Syme, William C 97 , 1 19 709 Buckness Dr , San Mateo. Ca 94402
Szoc, Mary A 74 , 191 10 Lennon St . Gardner, Ma 01440
Taft , Craig E 1002 North M Apt 6, Tacoma , Wa 98403
Tagmyer , Bill R Jr. 81 , 115 , 135 1415 Horseshoe C» r. . Lake Oswego, Or . 97034
Taguma , Paul M 110 Wyllie St Honolulu . Hi . 968 I 7
Taitano, Carlos L PO Box 2130, Agana Guam , Wa. 96910
Tajima , Gayle N 45-1.51 Pahikoli PL , Kaneohe , Hi. 96744
Takamune, Audrey K 214 4747 Analii Si . Honolulu . Hi 96821
Takemoto, Naomi 80 , 189
Tank . DeaneH 21 1 E 44th st , Hinsdale, II 60521
Tapp, Jessie I 102 5002 N Via Cundesa , Tucson , Az 8.5718
Tarr , Bryan 7405 Young Rd NW , Olympia , Wa 98502
Tash , Graham A 93, 214 8920 SE 56th , Mercer Island, Wa 98040
Tate, Cynthia H 80, 178 4054 S Pittsburg , Spokane, Wa. 99203
Taubman , Hilary 214 34 I 5 N. 7th, Tacoma , Wa 98403
Taylor , Clinton B PO Box a. Allyn. Wa 98524
Taylor , Kaan L. 77 Rt 2 Box 50A . Raymond, Wa. ,98577
Taylor, Leslie A Northrop C’ < » rp . Box 23 . APO New York 09616
Tavlor , Michael R 82 The Highlands. Seattle . Wa 98177
Taylor, Porter 93 1855 Evergreen Pt . Rd . . Bellevue . Wa. 98004
Taylor, Rachel K 77 5540 Aztec Dr . , La Mesa , Ca 9204 I
Taylor, Shannon L 84, 119 627 W Mam , Walla Walla , Wa. 99362
Taylor , Timothy R 182 616 E 2nd , South Bend. Wa . 98586
Tavlor , Tracy L 4408 N 13th , Tacoma , Wa 98406
Teal , Kenneth A 9 Lora St . , Malden , Ma 02148
Tembreull , Joan M 214 2125 Shirley Rd. . Belmont . Ca . 94002
Tento, Anthony W 177 9265 SW McDonald . Tigard , Or . 97223
Terry , Diane 102
Tertehng , Joseph N . RR 1 , Boise, Id. 83702
Thacker , Delores J 2408 14th Ave. NW , Gig Harbor Wa. 98335
Thatcher , LindaS. 10817 Minterbrook NW , Gig Harbor . Wa. 98335
Thayer , James B 13955 SW Botner Rd , Beaverton. Or . 97005
Thayer . William B 86 2053 Port Bristol Dr . Newport Beach , Ca 92660
Themen. Marc D 93, 180 3615 91st NF , Bellevue , Wa 98004
Thihaulr . Cynthia A 122 6 Duval Ln , Plainville , Ct 06062
Thomas , Brian D 112, 191 16420 SE 15th St , Bellevue, Wa 98008
Thomas. Carolyn W 102 PO Box 881 , Rnch Santa Fe, Ca . 92067
Thomas , Gregory A 75 3435 Long Lake Di SE. Lacey , Wa 98503
Thomas, John C 90 6165 90th SE, Mercer Island, Wa 98040
Thomas, John R 74, 90, 186 1312 Whisper Wood LN , Montesano. Wa. 98563
Thomas, John R 90 , 186 3016 Azahar St , Carlsbad. Ca 92008
Thomas , Martha E 214 Rt 2 Box 636, Prineville , Or 97754
Thomas, TadS 90
Thomas, waiter N. 1221 N Fife St . No . 3, Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Thomassen, Susan M 1012 Catherine , Walla Walla , Wa 99362
Thompson , Cynthia 101 , 177 , 193 11312 TowerRd SW , Tacoma , Wa. 98498
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Thompson , David A. 31 , 82 2101 N . Adams, Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Thompson , Larae 214 2919 S. Oak , Port Angeles , Wa 98362
Thompson , Lu Anne 25, 181 1035 S Whitman, Tacoma , wa . 98465
Thompson, Martha A . 1 269 Kamus Drive , Fox Island , Wa. 98333
Thompson , Marv-Diane 7806 Lake City Way, Seattle , Wa 98115
Thompson , MaryEllen C. 77, 188, 215 28043 Santona Dr . , Rncho Pis Vrd , Ca. 90274
Thompson , Monica L 102 2136 Wyoming Ave NW , Washington, DC 20008
Thompson , Peter W . 82 19705 Grandview Pt , Excelsior , Mn 55331
Thompson , Suzanne K . 84 , 131 Rt 2, Farmington , Wa 99128
Thompson , Teresa 101 11312 Tower Rd , Tacoma , Wa 98498
Thorn , Derith S . 2393 Filbert St . , San Francisco , Ca 94123
Thorne, Karev C. 541 Palos Verdes W , Palos Verdes Estes, Ca . 90274
Thornton , Dianna 2206 Rimrock , Olympia , Wa 98501
Threlkeld , A . Brian 36, 108, 184 15015 SE 14th St , Bellevue, Wa . 98007
Thurman , Rogers 170
Ticknor, Lisa A 72, 182 163 Main St . , Thomaston . Me . 04861
Tidd , Gary 36
Tiedeman , Lynne M 146 E !27thSt E , Tacoma , Wa . 98445
Timlick , Cynthia B 78 21015 7th Ave S. , Seattle, Wa 98148
Tingstad , MarlyceL . 215 11317 Clover Pk Dr SW, Tacoma, Wa . 98499
Titcomb , BruceL . 97, 182 273 Salem Church Rd , St Paul , Mn . 55118
Titmus, Terry L 215 21328 38th PL W . , Mountlake Ter . , Wa 98043
Titus , Judith A . 8929 45th St W , Tacoma, Wa . 98466
Tkaczak , Joseph L 12816 State Rd No . 16, Gig Harbor , Wa 98335
Todd , Lockey A . 27 , 94 , 176 329 Pacific Ave , Piedmont , Ca . 9461 I
Tokioka , Kathleen J . 1147 Waianiani PL , Honolulu , Hi 96821
Tokushima , Patricia M . 1019 Noelani St . , Pearl City. Hi . 96782
Tollefson , Caryn E 615 Jefferson Ave . , Toppenish , Wa 98948
Tollefson , Marc W 1 19 2666 170th SE , Bellevue, Wa 98008
Tomas, Brian M 112, 184 508 David Dr . , Bremerton, Wa 98310
Tomas, Mark 184
Tomlinson, Lynn M 89 8435 NE 21 , Bellevue, Wa . 98004
Tong, Jeffreys 74 936 PueoSt , Honolulu , Hi 96816
Toothaker, Sally 181 , 186
Torgerson , Carol 215 655 N . Hawthorne , Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Torgerson , Mark 36, 215 3523 70th Ave W , Tacoma , Wa 98466
Torgerson , Susan L 40, 106 3523 70th Ave W. , Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Towell , Michael A 3314 Ridgeview Dr NE , Bremerton , Wa 98310
Townsend , Stephanie C 102 21036 Bank Mill Rd , Saratoga , Ca 95070
Townsend , Teresa A . 101 , 215 12411 NE 4thPL , Bellevue, Wa . 98005
Trammell , Jeffrey S. 40, 75 205 N 86th Ave , Yakima, Wa 98908
Treger, Donna E . 102 6770 Laurelhurst Dr . NW , Bremerton , Wa . 98310
Trent, John R . 2924 Mt . Views Ave W , Tacoma, Wa 98466
Trott , Christina P. 185 25 Crescent Key , Bellevue, Wa 98006
Trotter , Sarah E 215 PO Box 44341 , Tacoma , Wa 98444
Tiout , Ronald G 123
Trucco, Beth C . 2220 53rd Ave NW, Puyallup, Wa 98371
Trunk , Tony! 97 3200 Ruston Way, Tacoma , Wa 98402
Truong, thanh C T 2709 N winnifred , Tacoma , Wa . 98407
Trusdell , Frank A 86 2505LA-1 Rd . , Honolulu , Hi . 96816
Tsang , Carrie. 215 1712 S. Pearl , Tacoma, Wa 98465
Tseu , Steven F 75 530 Ulukou St . , Kailua , Hi. 96734
Tsukamoto, Allene M I 17 94-1217 Kahuanui St , Waipahu, Hi . 96797
Tucker , Charles G 86 3355 NE 182nd St . , Seattle , Wa . 98155
Tucker , Tracy L 84, I 19 240 Stone, Walla Walla , Wa 99362
Tulcus, Steve 170
Tung , Angela 215 5501 N . 9th st. , Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Turner, Daniel A . 40, 215 5002 N 19th , Tacoma , Wa 98406
Turner, Robert L . 8909 46th W , Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Turvey , Jonathan D. 24 , 78 99 Mt Prospect Ave , Verona , NJ 07044
Tweedie , Sabin S . 7600 92nd St . , NW , Gig Harbor , Wa . 98335
Tweten , Paula K 2117 26th N , Tacoma , Wa . 98403
Tybon , Ronald P 5511 Bristonwood W , Tacoma , Wa . 98467
Udell , David 96, 97
Uemura , Deborah K 89, 215 2069 Aamanu St , Pearl City , Hi 96782
Ulland , Hans O 2664 W Lk . Sarnrn Blvd , Bellevue , Wa . 98008
Ulsh , Victor C. 7401 Pioneer Way , Gig Harbor, Wa . 98335
Undem , Janice E. 4802 Coleman Camp Rd , Gig Harbor , Wa . 98335 '
Unrue, William R . I 706 S Mason , Tacoma, Wa 98405
Utter , S . Kirk 82 21 10-4 52nd NW , Olympia , Wa . 98502
Uyeda , Lyle H 135 965 Kalawai PL , Kailua , Hi 96734
Uyeda , Stacy I . 615 Paikau St , Honolulu , Hi 96816
Vader , Darth 104 . 192
Valai. Zohreh 80, 184, 185 1 1319 SW Basswood Ct , Tigard, Or . 97223
Valdez , Renee M 27, 84 94-574 Kipou St , Waipahu , Hi. 96797
Van de Fliert W . 92, 172 , 185, 215 Borssenburg 18 , 1181 Nu , Amstelveen , Neth .
Van Pelt , Jerry 6809 Homestead , Tacoma , Wa 98404
Van Rie E A R 185 Hulst , The Netherlands
Vanburen , Kenneth M. 36, 215 1914 33rd No. 8 , Longview, Wa . 98632
VanCamp Joellen W. 433 W . 25th , Spokane , Wa . 99203
Vandergriff, Rebecca 106 Crestwood Dr . SW , Tacoma , Wa . 98498
Vanderhoef , Leasa A . 34, 94, 193 Rt 3 box 163, Olympia , Wa . 98506
Vanderschroeff, R 3724 N 24th, Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Vankleep, Felix a 97, 185 Juliana Van Stolberglaan 4, Naarden, Netherlands
Vann Michael J 8714 Lakeshore Dr , Vancouver, Wa . 98665
Vansteenkiste, K . W 15910 NE 112th St . , Redmond, Wa 98052
Varley , Michelle S. 215 1015 Crown Dr . , Everett , Wa 98203
Vasser, Brenda D 189 3504 S Webster, Seattle, Wa 98118
Vatsaas, William 189
Vega-Montalvo, Jose A . 1426 S. Mildred No 102, Tacoma, Wa . 98456
Vejvoda, Nancy 3002 N . 33rd, Tacoma, Wa 98407
Verheij , John 215
Verhey , Gerhardus Opveld 9 Amsterdam, Holland, Netherlands
Vernon , Wendi M M 173 528 Fieldston Rd , Bellingham, Wa. 98225
Vessey, Tina C 215 4212 S. 251st, Kent, Wa 98031
Vevoda, Robert F 93 7710 Ridgecrest Ln . , Mercer Island, Wa . 98040 ^1Villanueva, Elizabeth 7511 135th St Ct. E. , Puyallup, Wa 98371
Vineyard, Victoria A 89 149 Via Venezia , Newport Beach , Ca . 92663®
Vinton, Adele L . 93, 102 38005 200th SE, Auburn, Wa. 98002
Voile, Julie A . 72, 181 , 184 869 Hayes Ave , Hamilton , Oh . 45015
Vombaur, William N 6413 S 12th St . No. 1516 , Tacoma, Wa . 98465
Von Marenholtz , Doris 4621 birebtree Ln NW , Gig harbor, Wa . 98335
Vontempsky, Deborah A StarRt , Kaunakakai, Hi 96748
Vracaric, Milena 215 2601 Capitol Way, Olympia . Wa . 98502
Wada, Yasuko 6825 Cascade Ave , Gig Harbor , Wa. 98335
Wade, Shirley I 11201 128th St E 182 , Puyallup, wa 98371
Waffle, Janice 33316 35th SW , Federal Way , Wa . 98003
Wagenaar, Brad J . 90 9311 Hunting Cir , Villa Park , Ca. 92667
Waggoner, Steven E . 182 1 103 Sequalish St . , Steifacoom, Wa 98388
Wagner, Brent R 36, 215 5009 N. 18th, Tacoma, Wa 98406
Wagner, KurtJ 81 , 187 POBox 69, Sequim, Wa. 98382
Wagner, Martin H 20 Orchard Rd . , Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Wagner, Teresa A 80, 192 Brown Road , Shirley Ctr , Ma. 01465
Wagnon , Arnold L. 430 Sylvan Way, Bremerton , Wa 98310
Waisath, Walter W 4418 29th St , Tacoma, Wa . 98407
Walcher , Hans B 10004 Lk . Steil Dr , Tacoma. Wa 98498
Waldon , Ryan 75
Walker , Christopher L . 8017 65th Ave . Ct . SW , Tacoma , Wa. 98499
Walker, Michael W . 928 N Pearl NO E . 22, Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Walker, Wende 88, 215 251 Kuuhale St . , Kailua , Hi 96734
Wallace, Paula E 215 29422 21st PI S No. 5, Federal Way, Wa . 9SQ03
Waller , John H 6910 17th St . Ct. NE , Puyallup, Wa 98371^^^1Waller, Kimberly A 102 PO Box 305, Gig Harbor, Wa. 98335 ®Wallrof , Lisa K 8513 46th St W. Tacoma , Wa 98466
Walsh , Wendy M . 31906 31st PI . SW , Federal Way. Wa . 98003
Walter , Tami S . 84 9628 Dekoven Dr . SW , Tacoma. Wa . 98499
Walton, Charles A 4914 N 15th, Tacoma , Wa. 98406
Wampler, William B. 120 PO Box 561 , Oak Harbor . Wa. 98277 4^Ward, John C 92 1925 SW Pendleton Si . , Portland , Or . 97201Ward, Linda A 89 4943 12oih Ave. SE , Bellevue , Wa . 98006
Warden , Ryan 51 7 Monroe St . , fYbqtiiam . Wa. 98550
Wark, RobertS 82 PO Box B, Morton , Wa. 98356
Warner , Jesse D . J 125 S. Gold , Centraliu , Wa. 98531
Warner , Laurel J . 12033 8th SW. Seattle. Wa. 98146
Warner, Victoria J 32514 24 th Ave. SW . Federal Way , Wa. 98003
Warning, Matthew J . 97 7619 76th Ave, SW , Tacoma, Wa. 98498
Warren , Judith A . 88
Washida , Takayasu 185 , 216 3-2-43 Takeoka Kiyose, Tokyo, Japan
Wasson , Douglas J . 216 1002 S. Shirlev . Tacoma. Wa . 98465
Watkins , Kurt E 86 9500 SE 43rd , Mercer Island , Wa. 98040
Watson , Deanna M 94 Box 626, Parma , Id . 83660
Watson , Elizabeth D 80 15845 SE 12thPL , Bellevue, Wa 98008
Weaver, Jennifer C 89 518 165th Ave NE, Bellevue , Wa . 98008
Webb, Taryn R . Est Tutu 148-236, St Thomas , VI 00801
Weber, Mark D 97 Box 306 River Hills, Shawano, Wi . 54166
Weber , Todd R 97 PO Box 306, Shawano, Wi. 54166
Webster , Daniel A 82 1167 Fordham Ct . , Tacoma. Wa 98466
Webster, Shirley M 934 N Pearl No . Hi 6. Tacoma, Wa . 98406
Weems, Barbara L 216 610 Nandell Ln. , Los Altos, Ca 94022
Weers, Jeffry G 105 SW 1 29th , Seattle , Wa 98146
Wege, Anne E 102, 176 14424 SE 23rd PI , Bellevue. Wa 98007
Wegner , Lori Sue 123 1732 Ventura Dr . . Tacoma, Wa 98465
Weisbart , Douglas A 81 , 180 3981 S Clermont , Englewood , Co 801 10
Weisenbacb , Renee M . I 12 943 NW DarnielleSt , Hillsboro, Or. 9712:3
Welch , Cheryl L 39 Rt . 6 box 36, Caldwell , Id . 83605
Welch. Craig 77
Welch , Gregg W 8354 6th Ave . Tacoma . Wa . 98465
Welchko, Marla M 84 5604 Kingsway W , Anacortes. Wa . 98221
Welchoff , Greta 72
Welk , Renee C. 4506 Surrey Ln . , Yakima , Wa . 98908
266
Welsh , Candy 89 , 216
Werner , William E 10819 Amigo Ave . , Northndge, Ca 91326
Werttemberger K Y 101 712 Spruce , Hoquiam, Wa 98550
West , Lisa C. 523 North I St. , Tacoma , Wa . 98403
West , Yvonne A 2209 E. Day Isl Blvd , Tacoma , Wa. 98466
Wheeler , Wendy A 89 3654 Hunts Point Rd . , Bellevue , Wa . 98004
Whidden , Margaret 88 77 Ranch , Big Timber , Mt . 59011
White Christy L 74, 168 27207 8th Ave S. , Kent , Wa 98031
White , James C. 78, 186 14038 Macadam Rd S. , Seattle, Wa 98168
White , Lloyd R . 6513 95th SW , Tacoma , Wa 98499
White, Wendy G 73 1'470 Scorpius Dr . , Idaho Falls , Id 83401
Whiting, Vonna A I 2124 SE 19th , Bellevue , Wa . 98005
Whitting , Kathy 89
Whitney , Richard S 7959 Paseo D Ocoso, La Jolla, Ca 92038
Whittal] , John D. 82 . 216 2634 26th PI. SE, Auburn , Wa . 98002
Whitten , Cheryl 216
Whittig, KathiL . 4303 I 2th St NW, Puyallup , Wa 98371
Wick , Doug 189
Wick , Thomas A 5368 Pineridge Dr , Bremerton, Wa . 98310
Wickman, Rosemary A. 216 533 Monterey Ln , Tacoma, Wa . 98466
Wiggins, Mary L 89 124 E . Northgate Dr , Dequeen , Ar . 71832
Wiglesworth , Russell 2 16 8648-B Onyx dr . SW , Tacoma , Wa 98498
Wntala , Marilyn J 102. 216 PO Box 98, Naselle , Wa. 98638
Wijnperle, Abraham J 185
Wilcox , Veronica J Rt. 1 Box 71C, Rov, Wa. 98580
Wilde, Candace K . 1804 Roberts Rd . . Fairbanks . Ak . 99701
Wiley , James H . 3338 Jackson Hwv, Chehalis , Wa 98532
Wiley, Lisa E. 4241 S. 308th , Auburn , Wa 98002
Wiley , Madeleine R . 1106 North E St . , Tacoma , Wa 98403
Wiley , Maria V . 817 North M St , Tacoma , Wa 98403
Wiley , Martha E 1106 North E St . , Tacoma, Wa . 98403
Wilhelm, Sharon D 10120 75th Ave. E. , Puyallup , Wa . 98371
Wilkerson , Mark R 4134 N. 7th , Tacoma , Wa . 98406
Wilkinson, Laura J 11551 20th NE, Seattle , Wa 98125
Wilkinson , Nancv A 80 830 N 1 7th St . , Coeur d ’Alene , Id 83814
Williams, Beverly O. 2102 S. Ash , Tacoma , Wa . 98405
Williams, Bonnie 169 , 216 19820 SE 272nd , Kent, Wa 98031
Williams, Daniel J . 216 8407 W 42nd, Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Williams, Joann C 216 222 SW 208th St , Seattle , Wa 98166
Williams, Julia M 94 2449 N Layfavette, Bremerton , Wa 98310
Williams , Kathi L. 109 , 171 4220 Grandview Dr W , Tacoma , Wa . 98466
Williams, Michael S 828 S 1 32nd , Seattle , Wa 98168
Williams , Patrick W . 320 ! S 47th , Tacoma , Wa 98402
Williams, Robin L . 30210 23rd Ave SW , Federal Way , Wa 98003
Williams , Willie R 21 15 s. I st , Tacoma , Wa . 98405
Williams , Zan A . 216 7518 Agate Dr. SW , Tacoma, Wa 98498
Williamson . Jellrey I 36 8028 Interlake , Seattle , Wa. 98103
Williamson , Lynda K . 26 , 109 1203 W 5th St , Grandview , Wa 98930
Willis . Rebecca R . 78 4402 E . 56th , Spokane , Wa 99203
Willman . Kenneth W . 175 1 1 722 Corliss N , Seattle , Wa 98133
Wills , Anne 76
Wilson. Becky H . PO Box 1156, Ross, Ca . 94957
Wilson , bryon C. 3001 Mt View Ave W , Tacoma , Wa 98466
Wilson . John D. 4425 133rd Ave . SE, Bellevue, Wa 98006
Wilson , Mark S. 140 Mi: Si PI , Issaquah , Wa . 98027
Wilson. Mary A . 621 $ Yakima C, Tacoma , Wa . 98405
Wilson. Mitzi I 216 2904 Alvista PI , Wenatchee , Wa 98801
Wilson . Paula 97 . 216 3433 Magnolia Blvd W , Seattle, Wa 98199
Wilson , Richard H . 14850 NW Ridgetop Ct , Beaverton , Or 97005
Wilson , Sigrid A 1051 Monterey Ln Tacoma , Wa 98466
Welhelm, Sharon 216
Win Omma Kyu Kyu 80 Amer Embassy Fbis , APO San Francisco, Ca . 96346
Winn James A 82 13303 Tule Lake Ln. Tacoma , Wa. 98444
Winshel, Deborah M. 94 1408 Patuxent Dr Ashton , Md 20702
Winston, Steven A 216 7710 Washington Ave . . Whittier , Ca . 90602
Winters, Sue A. W 2507 Holyoke, Spokane , Wa 99208
Winward , Cynthia L 102 , 216 31409 36th Ave SW , Federal Way , Wa . 98003
Witkin , DavidS. 81 5400 S Monaco, Englewood , Co. 80110
Witko, Judith M 3302 N 26th , Tacoma , Wa . 98407
Wittersheim , Marvin 6655 Portland Ave. , Tacoma , Wa 98 404
Witty , Linda L 102 , 176 3106 Green Mountain , Kalama , Wa . 98625
Woerner, Michael D 15015 206th SE , Renton , Wa 98055
Wokich , Peggy M 74 1434 Ave. F. , Billings , Mt 59102
Wolf , Kathryn H 216 PO Box 595, Yelm , Wa 98597
Wong , Danette 216 650 Twin View Dr , Honolulu , Hi 96817
Woo, Brian L 76 28915 6th Ave. S. , Federal Way , Wa . 98003
Wood , Darlene M . 5110 E . Chestnut SW , Tacoma , Wa 98439
Wood , Jennifer R 72 13080 Alta Tierra Rd . , Los Altos His, Ca 94022
Wood , Leslie E . 106, 131 , 178 PO Box 99074 , Tacoma, Wa . 98499
Wood . Linda P 326 I St SE , Auburn , Wa 98002
Woodard, Carolyn I 1101 39th Ave . NW, Puyallup, Wa 98371
Woodard , Kenneth L 1226 E . 61st , Tacoma , Wa . 98404
Woodburn , Shari A 31 , 81 5156 Vista Miguel , La Canada , Ca. 91011
Woodland, Joseph M 440 Toyopa dr Pacific Palisades , Ca. 90272
Woodland , Patrick J . 25 3215 N 13th St . Tacoma, Wa 98406
Woodland, StephenS. 440 Toyopa Dr . , Pacific Palisades , Ca 90272
Woodring, Joyce L 89 S. 2008 Manito PI , Spokane, Wa 99203
Woodruff , Keven R 217 4825 N. 7th , Tacoma , Wa 98406
Woods, Rufus G 1107 Orchard , Wenatchee. Wa . 98801
Woolery , Angela D. 89, 175 , 184 Rt 2 Box 46D , Lakebay , Wa 98349
Woolf , Shelley L 217 41 10 N Ferdinand , Tacoma , Wa 98407
Wooters, David L . 36, 115, 135 RRl , Lohrville , la 51453
Workman , Laura E 79 12702 Dayton Ave . N . Seattle . Wa . 98133
Worley, Mark A 75 Rt 9 Box 603, Olympia , Wa 98506
Worthington , Susan L 102 , 168 8207 Coral PI SW , Tacoma , Wa . 98498
Wright, Kathryn A 1201 S. 46th Ave. , Yakima , Wa 98908
Wright , Nathan K . 36 46-274 Kalaua PI , Kaneohe. Hi . 96744
Wright , R L 34839 Pac Hy south , Federal Way , Wa 98003
Wvckoff , Roberta J 2282 Ritz Court. Port Orchard, Wa . 98366
Wylie, AnnE. 74 1937 Portland St . , Klamath Falls , Or 97601
Wylie , Byron K 96, 181 , 186 1015 N 5th , Tacoma , Wa . 98403
Wynn , Byron J 932 King Richard Ave , Las Vegas, Nv . 89118
Yaffe, Stephen W Box 730, Ross. Ca . 94957
Yamada, Irene F. 81 915 Makahiki Way , Honolulu , Hi . 96826
Yamaguchi , Robin 81
Yamamoto, Gay K 80, 168 2840A Makau St . , Lihue , Hi 96766
Yano, Evelyn 106
Yap , Myron K 927 7th Ave , Honolulu, Hi . 96816
Yarabeck, Ann E 79 3385 S Akron St. , Denver, Co. 80231
Yates , Kemble R 108 12931 4th Dr SE, Everett , Wa 98204
Yeager , Keith M 4506 23rd Ave . SE , Lacey , Wa . 98503
Yen , Steve 183
Yerrington S . Clark 75, 177 4451 Caravelle , Anchorage , Ak . 99502
Yim , Randy K 75 940 Punahou, Honolulu. Hi 96826
Yim , Stephen B 75 3363 AlaniDr . Honolulu , Hi 96822
Yliniemi , Linda M Rt 4 Box 290, coeur d ’Alene , Id 83814
York . Susan M 77. 217 18827 120th Ave . , Renton . Wa 9805
Yoro, Kimberley 102 94-161 HaaaSt . , Waipahu , Hi 96797
Young. Lisa M 1634 SW Custer. Port Orchard , Wa . 98366
Zagurski , Timothy 1. 96 7809 89th PI SE , Mercer Island , Wa. 98040
Zarbano, Anthony L 217 1415 E . 172nd St , Spanaway , Wa. 98387
Zawel , Cherv! L 76 561 Rose St NE , Salem , Or 97301
Zellmer , Karen M 73 314 Merriem St . Davenport , Wa . 99122
Zellmer. Kendall W 77 314 Merriam Box 27, Davenport , Wa 99122
Zimmerman . Kenneth M 00 2102 Sunrise Cir Wenatchee , Wa 08801
Zimmerman , Lloyd 82 . I l l , 141 , 1 80, 21 7 Po Box 94 . Blaine , Wa 08230
Zirk , Robert C . 710 Catskill St . Richland , Wa. 09352













Thanks t o . . .
Burt Durham Marian '‘Ha wkeye ’ ' Frank
Linda Erickson Kate Miller
Shirley Coleman Matthew Seifen
Multichrome Alison
Nancy Rees Holly Rogers
Candy Beardmore Phyllis Sumida
Cindy Smith Steph Peterson
Susan Heu TamiLund
Elizabeth Branscomb Cheryl Braulick
Deb Johnson Richard Pichler
Kevin McGourty Diana Nihem
Karen DeVick Mrs. Ramsdell
Betty Perry Pat & Lorraine
Scott Jackson Judy J.yle
Scott Burns Mr. Grimwood
Tom Cummings Mail Services






Thanks to all those people who helped i . d. pictures
and everyone who ventured down into the basement to give moral support or just to bug
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